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Cartilage is one of the most important characteristics of vertebrates.
Ohtani et al. [258]
1
Introduction
1.1 Articular cartilage
Articular cartilage (AC) is the thin layer of soft tissue that lines the articulating ends of
bones in the synovial joints [133, 152, 184], such as the ankle, hip, knee, shoulder and
finger joints (figure 1.1) in mammals, birds and reptiles. In mammals, the tissue consists
articular surface articular cartilage
tide-mark
bone
500µm
Figure 1.1: Photograph of the thin layer of articular cartilage and the supporting bone
in an ovine cannon bone. A part of the tide-mark is marked with a thin black line.
1
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Hyaluronic acid
Interstitial
fluid
GAG aggregate
Collagen
fibril
Figure 1.2: Components of AC. The ECM consists of collagen fibrils and proteoglycans.
The proteoglycans consist of the hyaluronic acid with the branches of GAG aggregates.
The ECM is saturated with the interstitial fluid. Adapted from [250, figure 8].
of a number of cells (chondrocytes, approximately 2%–5% of the total volume [120,
121, 315]) that are embedded in a porous extracellular matrix (ECM) that is saturated
with fluid. The interface with the bone, the so-called tide-mark or chondro-osseous
junction, is an impermeable discrete band of mineralized cartilage [226, 227, 232].
Adult AC is not penetrated by blood vessels and depends on diffusion and convection
from the synovial fluid for the supply and removal of metabolic products [232, 242].
The function of AC in adult life is to distribute and transmit mechanical joint loads to
the bone, and to provide a low friction environment for joint movement.
The interstitial fluid that saturates the porous ECM is the main component (approx-
imately 80% on a wet weight basis, figure 1.2) of AC [185, 221, 294]. The solid ECM
accounts for approximately 20% on a wet weight basis. The ECM consists mainly of col-
lagen fibres (approximately 80% on a dry weight basis, [52, 105, 106]) embedded in a
proteoglycan (PG) matrix (approximately 20% on dry weight basis). Each collagen fibril
consists of a left-handed triple α-helix composed of three α-chains that are characterised
by a Gly-X-Y amino acid sequence. X is frequently proline and Y is frequently hydroxypro-
line. The collagen in postnatal AC is mostly collagen type II (≥ 85%), which consists of
three identical so-called α1(II)-chains and is a fibrillar collagen, i.e. collagen type II is
capable of aggregating individual fribrils into a single fibre [87, 107, 108, 244, 313].
PGs are proteins substituted with at least one glycosaminoglycan (GAG, figure 1.3)
chain [41, 240]. Aggrecan is the most abundant GAG in AC and consists of repetitive
chains of chondroitin sulphate (CS, figures 1.3a- 1.3b) and keratan sulphate (KS, figure
1.3c) [98, 296, 335]. CS takes two forms in AC depending on the location of the sulphate
group: chondroitin-6-sulphate (figure 1.3a) and chondroitin-4-sulphate (figure 1.3b) in
a ratio of 9:1 in adult AC [29, 98]. Hyaluronic acid (HA, figure 1.3d) is the link protein
2
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Figure 1.3: The GAGs in AC. With (a-b) chondroitin sulphate: C14H22NO15S, (a)
chondroitin-6-sulphate; and (b) chondroitin-4-sulphate; (c) keratan sulphate:
C14H24NO14S; and (d) hyaloronic acid: C14H22NO11. The carboxyl groups (COOH)
and the sulphate groups (SO3H) may shed a proton (gray) and become negatively
charged. Adapted from [240].
that binds the GAGs in AC [73, 98, 137, 142]. HA is named after the Greek word for
glass ‘hyalos (ὕαλος)’ and is responsible for ACs ‘glassy’ (or ‘velvet’ [152]) look and its
alternative name ‘hyaline cartilage’, e.g. [32, 185, 319]. The carboxyl groups (COOH)
and the sulphate groups (SO3H) in the GAGs are negatively charged (figure 1.3) and
this is relevant for AC mechanics.
1.2 Articular cartilage mechanics
The global mechanical response of AC to external (joint) loads is an interaction of vari-
ous mechanisms (figure 1.4). The chondrocytes play a negligible role for global cartilage
mechanics due the small volume that they occupy in combination with their low stiff-
ness compared with the ECM [22, 89, 197, 297]. Each extracellular component (fluid,
3
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PG matrix, collagen) however, contributes to the mechanical behaviour of AC in mul-
tiple ways. The porous ECM and the interstitial fluid interact to form a biphasic material
[40, 239, 251, 321, 322] with fluid transport described by Darcy’s law1 for flow through
a porous medium [44, 249]. The non-collageneous part of the ECM behaves as a vis-
coelastic (i.e. strain-dependent) and incompressible material [351, 357].
The fixed negative charges in the ECM interact with the fluid to form a Donnan os-
mosis equilibrium2 [16, 95, 117]. The fixed (negative) charge density (FCD) in the ECM
is higher than the mobile charge density in the surrounding fluid, and thus leads to os-
motic pressures that cause swelling of the tissue [206, 335, 350]. Another effect of the
negative charges in the ECM is the chemical expansion stress [100, 157, 206, 354]: neg-
ative charges that are close together, repel one another. The magnitude of this effect is
also affected by the mobile charge density because the mobile charges shield the fixed
charges in the ECM [206, 354].
The collagen fibres in AC reinforce the ECM, in a one dimensional way. Because of
their slender structure, collagen fibres only transmit mechanical loads in tension [14,
35, 180, 354]. The 1-D mechanical behaviour is viscoelastic (i.e. strain and strain rate
dependent, [180, 301, 351]). Collagen fibres also bind fluid and the charges in the
bound fluid do not contribute to the mobile charge density [230, 234, 357]. Thus, the
collagen fibres indirectly affect osmosis and chemical expansion, because they are both
affected by changes in the mobile charge density.
Two interesting macroscopic effects arise from the local interactions of the mechan-
isms described in the previous paragraphs: the different mechanical behaviour in tran-
sients (creep or relaxation) and equilibrium, and the tension-compression non-linearity.
During deformation, the external load is first supported by the (incompressible) fluid
fraction, and next gradually transmitted to the solid matrix as the fluid is expelled. As a
result, huge forces are necessary for instantaneous deformation of AC, or alternatively:
large peak forces do not result in large deformations of AC. The fluid phase does not
support external loads at equilibrium, when fluid transport has ceased and all loads are
transmitted to the solid ECM (figure 1.5).
1Darcy’s law describes the relationship between the fluid flux through a porous medium, the resistance against
this flux (permeability), and the pressure difference that drives the fluid flux. In its general form, Darcy’s
law is given by q = −k∇p, with q the Darcy flux (i.e. the fluid velocity in m s−1), k the hydraulic permeab-
ility in mm4 N−1 s−1 and∇p the pressure gradient in Pa (Nm2). In 1-D, this simplifies toQ = −k A
l
∆p, with
Q the fluid volume flux in m3 s−1, k the hydraulic permeability in mm4 N−1 s−1, A the cross section through
which flow occurs in m2, l the length for the pressure difference in m, and ∆p the pressure difference in
Pa.
2The osmotic pressure gradient in equilibrium for Donnan osmosis is given by
∆pi= RT

φint
√√√√cF2 + 4

γ±ext
2

γ±int
2 cext2 − 2φextcext


With R the universal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, φint,ext [-] the osmotic coefficient for the
internal and external ion concentrations, cF the fixed charge density in Meqml
−1, γ±int,ext [-] the activity
coefficients for the internal and external ion concentrations, and cext the external ion concentration in
Meqml−1. The coefficients φint,ext and γ
±
int,ext are a function of cF in cartilage [156], and cF should be
expressed with respect to the extra-fibrillar fluid fraction [230, 234, 357].
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Load
Fluid flowFluid flow
Figure 1.4: Cartoon of articular cartilage mechanics. Articular cartilage behaves as a
porous matrix saturated with fluid, much like a sponge (light grey) submerged in
water. Fluid flows out of the sponge when a compressive load is applied, and fluid
flows into the sponge when the load is released. The collagen fibrils reinforce the
matrix (sponge), much like shoe laces embedded in the sponge (dark grey curves).
The negative charges in the matrix create an osmosis effect, as if we had dispersed
salt (dark dots) in the sponge.
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Figure 1.5: Example of macroscopic mechanical behaviour of ovine articular cartilage
in indentation (relaxation) as a function of time t. A 1.5mm diameter indenter is
placed at the articular surface and then displaced with u according to the grey curve
(right axis). The corresponding reaction force on the indenter FN is shown as the
black curve (left axis). During compression (c), instantaneous load is supported by
the incompressible fluid phase, which results in high peak forces that are necessary to
achieve the prescribed indenter displacement. During the relaxation phase (r), loads
are gradually transferred to the solid matrix and reaction forces decrease at constant
indentation. Given enough time, the tissue will reach an equilibrium (e) where the
internal and external pressures are in equilibrium with the solid matrix.
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The tension-compression non-linearity arises from the interaction of the collagen fibre
network with the swelling pressures. The collagen network in unloaded AC counterbal-
ances the internal osmotic pressures in the tissue [26, 30, 231, 233, 235, 248], and the
PG matrix and collagen fibres are subjected to tension. Under compressive loading, the
amount of tension in ECM is decreased until the external normal stress counterbalances
local osmotic pressure. The ECM is subjected to compression with an external load that
exceeds the local osmotic pressure. As a result, AC stiffness decreases in compression as
the internal tension is first released (strain-softening), and then increases with further
compression as the entire tissue becomes subjected to compression (strain-hardening).
Macroscopic deformation of the tissue in turn affects the local mechanical mechan-
isms. Volume changes of the porous ECM e.g. affect the local composition, and there-
fore the local contributions and interactions of the mechanical mechanisms. Volume
changes also affect the pore size and this is relevant for the transient behaviour of AC
[125, 206, 249], e.g. because it affects the resistance against fluid transport (the per-
meability in Darcy’s law, [206, 356]).
1.3 Depth-dependent inhomogeneity and anisotropy of
articular cartilage
Adult AC is an inhomogeneous and anisotropic tissue. In particular, differences in AC are
observed over the depth of the tissue. Based on its macro-structure, AC is traditionally
divided into three layers or zones (figure 1.6): from the articular surface to the tide-
mark there is first a thin superficial layer, next a thicker transitional layer, and finally the
thickest deep layer [37, 250, 364]. Between these layers there are marked differences,
visible with a (polarised) light microscope, in cell volume and morphology [257] and
collagen fibril orientation and in anisotropy [37].
Chondrocytes are most abundant in the superficial layer where they appear flattened
with their long axis parallel to the articular surface. The transitional layer is character-
ised by less densely packed and near spherical chondrocytes. Chondrocyte cell count
is lowest in the deep layer, but individual cell volume is larger compared with the su-
perficial layer and transitional layer. The chondrocytes in the deep layer are clustered
in chondrons, small groups of chondrocytes that share their pericellular matrix. Both
the chondrons themselves and the distribution of the chondrons show a column-wise
arrangement [120, 150, 162, 208, 226, 255, 310, 367].
The collagen network in the superficial layer is highly anisotropic with collagen fibrils
predominantly oriented parallel with the articular surface. The transitional layer shows a
low level of anisotropy and collagen fibril orientations appear to be randomly distributed.
The collagen network in the deep layer is again highly anisotropic, but with collagen
fibrils predominantly oriented perpendicular to the tide-mark. This pattern of collagen
fibril organisation is often represented with an arcade-like model known as the ‘gothic
arc model of Benninghoff’ or ‘Benninghoff structure’. Collagen content and collagen
fibril diameter both increase from articular surface to tide-mark [13, 83, 150, 210, 245,
282, 318, 333].
6
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articular surface
superficial layer
transitional layer
deep layer
tide-mark
calcified tissue
subchondral bone
Figure 1.6: Sketch illustrating the layers/zones of articular cartilage: superficial, trans-
itional and deep. The tide-mark is represented by the line that separates the articular
cartilage from the calcified tissue and subchondral bone. The illustrations show ex-
amples of the depth-dependent cell morphology (left, adapted from [226, figure 1]),
and collagen fibril structure (right, adapted from [333, figure 1]). Note that the chon-
drocytes (left) are not to scale.
The other components (fluid and PGs) also show a depth-dependent distribution.
Fluid content (volume/total volume) decreases with distance from the articular sur-
face [38, 221, 294]. PG content increases with distance from the articular surface and
PG composition changes over the depth: between surface and bottom, the average PG
molecule increases in size, the relative amount of keratan sulphate increases, and the
fraction of chondroitin-4-sulphate to chondroitin-6-sulphate decreases [32, 98, 115, 177,
191, 370]. The FCD depends on the relative amounts of the various GAG’s and is highest
in the deep layer [138, 236, 341].
As a result of these changes in composition and structure, the mechanical behaviour
of adult AC also varies over the tissue depth. AC stiffness in compression [74, 78, 103,
204, 293, 343, 372], tension [76] and shear [59, 60], and Poisson ratio [74, 80, 343]
all increase with increasing distance from the articular surface. These depth-dependent
mechanical properties are thought to be an important functional adaptation for the two
main mechanical functions of AC, i.e. load distribution [110, 193, 293] and the estab-
lishment of a low friction environment [15, 110, 203, 293]. AC composition and struc-
ture may also vary over a joint surface, which is a further functional adaptation to local
(mechanical) demands [19, 25, 50, 52, 57, 123, 159, 167, 289, 314].
Because of the depth-dependent mechanical properties of AC, chondrocytes at dif-
ferent depths experience different mechanical environments [75, 130, 198, 343, 359].
The mechanical environment is an essential factor for the functioning of the chondro-
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cytes in development and maintenance of the (depth-dependent) tissue composition
and structure [23, 70, 113, 126, 151, 222, 279, 306, 315, 317, 320, 337, 359] and
experiments have shown that adult chondrocyte properties such as volume, shape and
structure [21, 162, 208, 226, 360, 367], metabolism [144, 205, 311], ECM production
[7, 20, 21, 90, 360], mechanical properties [89, 90], and response to mechanical stimuli
[219, 280], vary over the tissue depth.
1.4 Postnatal changes in articular cartilage
During early development AC functions as a surface growth plate for the underlying
bone [9, 139, 154]. Because the skeleton and joints are still developing after birth, AC
has to accommodate both developmental and load bearing demands in early postnatal
life. This transition in function from growth plate to mechanical support correlates with
remarkable changes in the tissue.
The most obvious change is the decrease in thickness of the AC layer [57, 112, 154,
168, 282]. During skeletal growth, AC is absorbed in the deep layer due to the progres-
sion of endochondral ossification. AC growth occurs appositionally, i.e. from the articular
surface [139, 154]. Postnatal AC becomes thinner because the endochondral ossification
is faster than the appositional growth [33, 154]. There is further a decrease in chondro-
cyte density [139, 162], an increase in collagen density [50, 84, 167, 282, 348] and col-
lagen fibril diameter [84, 107], and a decrease in fluid density [50]. GAG composition
also changes: the ratio of chondrondroitin-6-sulphate over chondrondroitin-4-sulphate
increases [98, 274] and the keratan sulphate amount increases [8, 346]. Finally, the
change from articular cartilage to calcified tissue is not marked by a sharp tide-mark in
perinatal animals, but is gradual and may cover a reasonable depth of the tissue.
Most of the depth-dependent characteristics described in the previous section are
much less evident or absent at birth. Neonatal AC is generally considered to be a homo-
geneous tissue [50, 57, 168, 282]. Chondrocyte volume and shape for instance, appear
homogeneous in neonatal AC [154, 162, 193, 242, 282], as well as the predominant
collagen fibril orientation that is parallel to the articular surface over the entire tissue
depth in neonatal AC [6, 168, 282]. The chondrocyte density gradient in neonatal AC,
however, is more pronounced in perinatal than in adult AC [139, 154, 162].
1.5 Postnatal development of depth-dependent
mechanical properties in articular cartilage
Neonatal AC has a much smaller gradient in mechanical properties over the depth of the
tissue, than adult AC [193, 343, 349]. An important function of the depth-dependent
postnatal changes in AC is to obtain the functional adult depth-dependent mechanical
properties in the tissue. At present, our knowledge on the postnatal development of
the depth-dependent mechanical properties is limited. Particularly, the relationships
between composition, structure and mechanical behaviour in early postnatal life have
8
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received little attention [69, 167, 193, 349], while these relationships have been extens-
ively investigated for adult AC, e.g. [17, 18, 26, 30, 79, 79, 173, 183, 199, 204, 231,
233, 235, 298, 299, 356, 357, 371].
One of the reasons for our limited knowledge, is a lack of data. The number of ex-
perimental studies into the depth-dependent mechanical behaviour of pre-mature AC is
small, and these studies [193, 343, 349] measure only a few sample points between
birth an maturity. Detailed studies into the postnatal depth-dependent development
of AC composition and structure, are also far from abundant. The postnatal devel-
opment of the collagen network e.g., has only recently started to get some attention
[168, 282]. Yet, collagen is the main component of the extracellular matrix and the
adult collagen fibril structure has an important role for the depth-dependent properties
of AC [17, 170, 218, 298, 354, 355].
This thesis aims to contribute to our knowledge on the postnatal development of the
depth-dependent composition, structure and mechanical properties in mammalian ar-
ticular cartilage. The work combines animal experiments with numerical simulations,
and focusses on the role of the collagen network, the most abundant component of the
(adult) ECM.
1.6 Outline of this thesis
Collagen structure in AC can be characterised by three parameters: the predominant
collagen fibril orientation, collagen density and collagen network anisotropy. Because
collagen fibrils are birefringent, polarised light microscopy is the most popular tech-
nique (‘the gold standard of histology’ [4, 363]) to investigate properties of the collagen
network in AC. In chapter 2 we therefore investigate how birefringent structures in gen-
eral, and collagen structure in AC in particular, affect the parameters that are measured
by quantitative polarised light microscopy. In this chapter we quantify the contribu-
tions of the three collagen network parameters (orientation, density and anisotropy) to
the measured predominant fibril orientation and the measured total tissue birefringence
(retardance). We show that collagen network anisotropy can be quantified when the
retardance from polarised light microscopy is corrected for collagen densities.
In chapter 3, we investigate differences in predominant collagen orientation for equine
articular cartilage in stillborn and adult animals with scanning electron microscopy and
polarised light microscopy. We confirm and quantify the remark by Archer et al. [6]
that the collagen fibrils in perinatal animals lie predominantly parallel to the articular
surface, and we confirm and quantify the Benninghoff structure in the mature animals.
We further observe a ‘transitional’ layer in the stillborn animals that is not correlated to
changes in predominant collagen fibril orientation as in the adult Benninghoff structure.
Research into postnatal development of equine AC is hindered by limited resources
of well defined material. We therefore turn to sheep as model animal in chapter 4. In
this chapter, we study the collagen structure in 48 sheep divided over ten sample points
between birth and maturity (72weeks of age) with quantitative polarised light micro-
scopy. We confirm the findings in chapter 3 and further map the temporal and spatial
patterns of predominant collagen orientation in early postnatal life. The observation of
9
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the transitional layer in the stillborn animals in chapter 3, is reproduced in the perinatal
sheep in this study.
The results from chapter 4 are used in chapter 5 to simulate how postnatal colla-
gen fibril reorientation affects the depth-dependent mechanical properties of articular
cartilage with a composition-based finite element model. This chapter describes the
mechanical interactions in AC that occur due to postnatal collagen fibril reorientation.
It shows that collagen fibril reorientation aids in the establishment of depth-dependent
mechanical properties in AC. We observe that depth-dependent changes in collagen fib-
ril strains due to postnatal collagen fibril reorientation correlate with depth-dependent
changes in collagen density as reported in literature [282].
In chapter 6, we assess collagen density in the same sheep as in chapter 4 with Fourier
transform infrared microspectroscopy. We confirm the afore mentioned depth-dependent
changes in collagen density from literature [282], and further map the temporal and spa-
tial patterns of collagen density in early postnatal AC. We observe that collagen density
shows a valley at the location of the transitional layer for the perinatal animals, and that
this valley disappears during early postnatal development.
To investigate interactions in postnatal collagen network development, we implement
the results of chapters 2, 4 and 6 in the finite element model in chapter 7. We show the
different contributions of the three collagen network parameters to the establishment
of depth-dependent mechanical properties in AC. Based on the results, we suggest dif-
ferent functional roles for each of the three collagen network parameters: reorientation
for depth-dependent mechanical properties, increase in density to limit collagen fibril
strains, and anisotropy to limit gradients in the mechanical state for the upper half of
the AC tissue.
Finally, in chapter 8 we provide a synthesis of the results in this thesis. We discuss
postnatal collagen network development in relation to the results in this thesis, and in
relation to future challenges in postnatal AC development research.
10
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Pi goes on and on and on,
And e is just as cursed.
I wonder where do they begin
When their digits are reversed?
Martin Gardner [119]
2
Modelling optical behaviour of
birefringent biological tissues for
evaluation of quantitative polarised
light microscopy
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Abstract
Quantitative polarised light microscopy (qPLM) is a popular tool for the investigation of
birefringent architectures in biological tissues. Collagen, the most abundant protein in
mammals, is such a birefringent material. Interpretation of results of qPLM in terms of
collagen network architecture and anisotropy is challenging, because different collagen
networks may yield equal qPLM results.
We created a model and used the linear optical behaviour of collagen to construct
a Jones or Mueller matrix for a histological cartilage section in an optical qPLM train.
Histological sections of tendon were used to validate the basic assumption of the model.
Results show that information about collagen densities is needed for the interpretation
of qPLM results in terms of collagen anisotropy. A parameter that is independent of the
optical system and that measures collagen fibre anisotropy is introduced, and its physical
interpretation is discussed.
With our results, we can quantify which part of different qPLM results is due to dif-
ferences in collagen densities, and which part is due to changes in the collagen network.
Because collagen fibre orientation and anisotropy are important for tissue function, these
results can improve the biological and medical relevance of qPLM results.
12
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2.1 Introduction
Collagen is the most abundant protein in mammals [116]. The architecture of the col-
lagen fibre network in various tissues is determined by functional demands on the tis-
sue. Helical collagen architectures are for instance found in cylindrical flexible hydro-
stats such as the notochord [3, 195], the epidermis of cylindrical animals [85, 272]
and the annulus fibrosus of intervertebral discs [161, 368]. Helically arranged colla-
gen fibres in chameleon tongues are subject to large deformations and serve to store
energy [127, 212]. In contrast, hydrostats that require resistance against bending show
an orthogonal collagen architecture [178, 179].
The mechanical environment also plays an important role for the collagen architecture
in e.g. cardiovascular structures [24, 124], the intestine [109] and articular cartilage
[150, 171, 192]. Functional demands can also be optical. The cornea and sclera both
need strength to resist the inner pressure of the eye. Yet we find different collagen
architectures in these tissues, because the cornea needs to be transparent and the sclera
needs to be totally opaque [46, 241].
Polarised light microscopy (PLM) is a popular technique to evaluate collagen archi-
tectures in a variety of biological tissues due to the collagen’s (intrinsic) birefringent
properties, see e.g. [109, 124, 155, 163, 166, 202, 323, 363]. PLM has further proven
itself to be useful for the investigation of e.g. retinal nerve fibre layers [194], the zona
pellucida [269, 295], meiotic spindles [223] and microtubules [324, 325]. In relation
to articular cartilage (AC), PLM has been called ‘the gold standard of histology’ [4, 363].
In a pioneering PLM study on AC, Benninghoff [37] looked at AC that was positioned
between two crossed polarisers. In this setup, anisotropic birefringent architectures ap-
pear bright when positioned at ±45 ◦ with the axis of the polarisers and go extinct when
the sample is rotated to ±0 ◦. Isotropic birefringent architectures and nonbirefringent
architectures appear dark when positioned between two crossed polarisers, irrespective
of the rotation angle.
With the articular surface of the histological section at ±45 ◦ with the axis of the polar-
isers, the superficial zone and deep zone of the AC appear bright and go extinct when the
sample is rotated. These zones are separated by a dark transitional zone, which shows
little variation in light intensity when the sample is rotated. In these and some addi-
tional observations, Benninghoff found an arcade-like architecture with fibres arranged
perpendicularly to the tide-mark in the deep zone, fibres that bend away in the trans-
itional zone forming a more or less random architecture, and fibres aligned parallel with
the surface in a thin zone at the articular surface. Benninghoff already noted that the
arcade architecture serves as a model for the predominant fibre orientation only, a point
that has particularly been stressed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) studies, e.g.
[83, 328]. But where Benninghoff had to rely on qualitative measurements, advances in
PLM now allow a quantitative analysis of PLM (qPLM) results [148, 237, 283, 288].
Birefringence is an intrinsic optical material property of collagen fibres. With qPLM,
two parameters that are related to the birefringent architecture can be determined. We
will use retardance to indicate measured extrinsic optical retardations [4, 148, 262].
This property is sometimes also called optical path difference [13, 187, 265], birefrin-
gence intensity [5, 192] or rotation independent birefringence [286]. From retardances
13
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measured with different states of polarised light, we can calculate the azimuth. This
is the measured predominant orientation of the birefringent structures in the plane of
imaging.
Långsjö et al. [211] write that ‘further investigations on the role of quantitative PLM
in collagen fibre network studies are clearly warranted’, and Oldenbourg [261] remarks
that: ‘The art and science of relating measured retardance and azimuth to structural
information [on the molecular level] of the specimen is only in its infancy.’ Rieppo et al.
[283] remark that retardance alone cannot fully characterise the collagen architecture
because it is influenced by both collagen density and the structural anisotropy of the
fibre architecture.
To the best of our knowledge, a mathematical model that predicts qPLM results for
given collagen structures has not been reported in the literature. Such a model is useful
to investigate the merits and limitations of qPLM measurements for certain applications.
Because collagen behaves as a linear retarder [61, 149, 163, 194, 196, 202, 228, 324],
we can construct the optical effect of a given sample with the same mathematical frame-
work that describes the effect of an optical train.
In the present paper we will use the linear optical behaviour of collagen to construct a
Jones or Mueller matrix for a histological cartilage section in an optical qPLM train. We
show how the intrinsic optical properties of a birefringent fibre network influence qPLM
results, and show how knowledge of fibre densities can help to interpret these results.
We will use AC as our example tissue for the interpretation of qPLM results, and tendon
to validate the basic assumption of the model.
2.2 Methods
We simulated the effect of the LC-PolScope system for quantitative PLM [259, 261] for
given collagen architectures. We used Jones calculus [165] to numerically simulate the
intensity of the light on the camera as a result of the optical train and the sample therein,
see section ‘Simulation of optical train’. This was done with different polarisation states
of the incident light on the sample, which resulted in different (simulated) light intensit-
ies. Next, we analysed these intensities as implemented in the LC-PolScope system [300]
to evaluate the effects of different collagen architectures.
The angles we used to define the collagen architectures will be denoted by ϕ and the
birefringence of a single fibre with unit density is δ. Simulated or measured retardance
will be ∆ and simulated or measured predominant fibre orientation will be φ.
We considered light that passes a sample of unit thickness with fibres of unit length
and equal intrinsic birefringence. We were interested in the height-dependent collagen
architecture from tide-mark to articular surface, or 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 with h the normalised
dimensionless cartilage height. The procedures described below were implemented in
Matlab (version 7.6 R2008a, The MathWorks, Inc., 1984-2005) and Octave (version
3.0.1, www.octave.org, 2009).
14
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2.2.1 Simulation of optical train and sample
We can simulate the optical train either with Jones calculus, or Mueller matrices and
Stokes vectors. Solutions of the two methods are equal in the case of fully polarised light
[86, 140]. We present the Jones calculus in this section and collect the corresponding
Mueller matrices in the appendix. For each optical element in an optical train, Jones
[165] defines two matrices. The orientation of the element is described by a rotation
matrix R that depends on orientation angle θ as:
R(θ ) =

cosθ − sinθ
sinθ cosθ

(2.1)
The orientation-independent effect is described by a diagonal matrix N :
N =

Nx 0
0 Ny

(2.2)
Matrices N for an ideal polariser NP and an ideal retarder NR with retardance " are given
by
NP =

1 0
0 0

, NR(") =

e−i
"
2 0
0 ei
"
2

(2.3)
The total effect of the element can then be written as
M(θ ,") = R(θ )N(")R(−θ ) (2.4)
In the polarisation microscope we investigate, light passes a linear polariser P, a quarter
wave plate Q, the sample S, two liquid crystals or variable retardance plates Lb and La
and finally a linear analyser A, see figure 2.1. With J0 the vector of the (unpolarised)
incident light, the description of the light that reaches the camera J is given by
J = A · La · Lb · S ·Q · P · J0 (2.5)
with the characteristics (rotation, retardation) as gathered in table 2.1. Note that the
liquid crystals La and Lb apply a retardance of α and β respectively, values that are set
by the analysis software.
The sample is composed of N f collagen fibres that are modelled as ideal linear re-
tarders. To find the matrix S for the sample we therefore calculate for N f fibre directions
S =
N f∏
n=1
R(ϕ(n))

e−i η(n)δ2 0
0 ei
η(n)δ
2

R(−ϕ(n)) (2.6)
with ϕ(n) the angle, η(n) the (relative) collagen density in the nth direction, and δ the
birefringence of a single fibre with unit density.
In our simulations and analysis, we use the five-frame algorithm as described by
Shribak and Oldenbourg [300]. Thus, we simulate five intensities with five settings
15
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P(0 ◦) La(α, 45
◦)Lb(β , 0
◦)
Condenser Objective
S(∆,ϕ)Q(λ/4,0 ◦) A(0 ◦)
Figure 2.1: Optical train of the polarisation microscope, adapted from Shribak and
Oldenbourg [300, figure 1b]. Light passes a linear polariser P, a quarter wave plate
Q, the sample S, two liquid crystals or variable retardance plates Lb and La and finally
a linear analyser A.
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the standard elements in the optical train.
element type variables
P polariser θ = 0
Q retarder θ = 0, " = pi
2
Lb retarder θ = 0, " = β
La retarder θ =
pi
4
, " = α
A polariser θ = 0
for the liquid crystals (α and β). The analytical solution for the intensity in a pixel in
this (ideal) system is:
I =
I0
4

1+ cosα sin∆ sin2φ − sinα
 
sinβ sin∆ cos2φ − cosβ cos∆

(2.7)
With I0 the intensity of the incident unpolarised light, φ the effective azimuth and ∆
the effective retardance of the sample. With the five intensities we can eliminate the
unknowns and find analytical expressions for φ and ∆ as a function of the intensities
[300, equation 20].
2.2.2 Collagen fibre network
We used two collagen networks for the simulations: a Benninghoff network and a gothic
network. The networks were assumed uniform over the width (and thickness) of the
sample, so we could use 1-D patterns for our examples. The first collagen fibre network
was inspired by the Benninghoff model and modelled with an arcade. At the tide-mark,
fibres are aligned perpendicularly to the tide-mark, and at the articular surface fibres
are aligned parallel with the surface. We described this Benninghoff network with two
16
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height-dependent angles ϕ:
ϕ1,2 = 90
◦ ± atan

 h
a
p
1− h2

 (2.8)
with a = 1.2. For the second collagen fibre network we also let fibres start perpendicular
to the tide-mark, and use a linear angle definition for ϕ1,2:
ϕ1,2 = 90
◦ ± bh (2.9)
with b = 58.44 ◦. Fibre orientations for these 2-D networks are shown in figure 2.2.
For 3-D networks, we need to project the collagen fibre onto the plane of imaging.
A fibre that is defined in the plane of imaging with angle ϕ and density ρ and rotated
out of this plane around an axis in the direction of the height of the sample will have
projected angles
ϕp = atan

tanϕ
cosγ

(2.10)
and projected density
ρp = ρ
p
cos2ϕ sin2 γ+ sin2ϕ (2.11)
with γ the angle of rotation. This illustrated in figure 2.3.
We used two Benninghoff arcades to model 3-D networks for the simulations. In the
simulations, we first used one Benninghoff arcade in the plane of imaging (as in the
2-D simulations) and a second Benninghoff arcade that is rotated out of the plane of
imaging over three angles: 0 ◦, 45 ◦, and 90 ◦ . Second, we used a fixed network with
two Benninghoff arcades with an angle of 45 ◦ between them, and rotated the plane of
imaging over three angles: 0 ◦, 45 ◦, and 90 ◦. When the plane of imaging is at 0 ◦, one
arcade is rotated over 22.5 ◦ and one arcade is rotated over −22.5 ◦ compared with the
plane of imaging.
The Benninghoff network represents predominant fibre orientations only. Therefore,
we introduced a second fibre network to model a random (macroscopically isotropic)
fibre network. This is a ‘zero retardance background’ network that by definition does not
influence the analysed azimuth values. Such a zero retardance network can be modelled
with only two fibres in the plane of imaging that are perpendicular to each other. In our
analysis we chose to define two angles for this network: 45 ◦ and 135 ◦. A profile for
the height-dependent distribution of collagen density in AC was taken from Venn and
Maroudas [341] and scaled to have a maximum of unity. This profile is described by:
ρt(h) = 1.37h
2 − 1.49h+ 1 (2.12)
and is shown in figure 2.4.
Collagen density (equation 2.12) is divided over two networks, and within the net-
works over individual fibres. With V the fraction of the total projected collagen density
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Figure 2.2: Collagen networks used in the simulations. Left: arcades described by two
fibres (1,2) as a function of normalised height. Right: orientations for the two fibres
in a series of points over the normalised height. With (a) Benninghoff network.; and
(b) Gothic network.
ρp that is represented by the Benninghoff network, we can write for individual fibres:
η1(h) =
ρp(h)
n f1
V (h) (2.13)
η2(h) =
ρp(h)
n f2
(1− V (h)) (2.14)
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γ
(1)
(2)
(2p)
Figure 2.3: For 3-D networks, we project fibres onto the plane of imaging. The arcade
that is defined in the plane of imaging (1) is rotated over angle γ out of the plane
of imaging to give arcade (2). To analyse this arcade, we project it onto the plane of
imaging, arcade (2p).
Where η1 represents relative collagen density for n f1 individual orientations in the Ben-
ninghoff network, and η2 represents relative collagen density for n f2 individual orienta-
tions in the zero retardance network.
2.2.3 Experimental validation
To validate the basic assumption in the modelling of the sample, we performed exper-
iments with sheep tendon. We tested in 2-D whether we could predict retardance and
azimuth results for a known simple network that we constructed with tendon. This
experiment tests the linear optical behaviour of collagen fibres.
Sheep tendon (superficial sesamoidean ligament and deep flexor tendon) was isolated
and cut to a length of 5 cm. Isolated tendon was stretched on a small board with screws
at 0.5 cm of the tendon endings. The board with stretched tendon was fixated at 4 ◦C in
formalin (4% in PBS overnight followed by 1% in PBS overnight), washed four times in
PBS and infiltrated with sucrose (20% in PBS) overnight, and snap frozen in n-pentane.
Frozen tendon was removed from the board and stored at -20 ◦C. Transverse sections
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Figure 2.4: Profile for collagen density as function of dimensionless height. Adapted
from Venn and Maroudas [341] and scaled to have a maximum of one.
(thickness 6µm) were cut on a cryostat, put on a microscopy glass with a cover glass
and mounted with aquamount.
Mounted tendon sections were analysed with the LC-PolScope system for qPLM [259,
261]. Images were obtained with a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope at a 20x/1x mag-
nification, equipped with a Q-imaging monochrome HR Retiga EX 1350 camera. Recor-
ded intensity images had a resolution of 0.62× 0.62µm2/pixel and were stored in 8 bit
TIFF format. We used the five-frame setting with background correction as described
by Shribak and Oldenbourg [300] with a swing of 0.1 [-]. The recorded images were
analysed for predominant collagen fibril orientation and tissue retardance with custom
written scripts implemented in Matlab (version 7.6 R2008a, The MathWorks, Inc., 1984-
2005).
Two glasses with tendon were placed on top of each other and three image stacks were
recorded: one with the lower tendon in focus, one with the upper tendon in focus, and
one with focus between the two tendons. Images were analysed for average retardance
and azimuth in a 50× 50pixel2 box in three positions: one for each tendon where there
is no overlap with the other tendon, and one where the tendons overlap. We used
the mathematical model with one point and two fibres to model the retardance ∆ and
azimuth φ for the position where the tendons overlap. Each tendon was represented by
a collagen fibre with unit density, and birefringence δ and azimuth ϕ as measured in the
nonoverlapping position. Predictions of the model were compared with the measured
results at the position of overlap.
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Figure 2.5: Retardance patterns (main panel) for two simulations with the Benninghoff
network (top left panel), with collagen density (top middle panel) set to unity (solid)
or adapted from Venn and Maroudas [341] (dashed) and V (top right panel) set to
unity. Horizontal axes in the panels represent cartilage height as in the main panel.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 2-D retardance
Figure 2.5 displays the results for two analyses with the Benninghoff network only (V =
1) and two collagen density profiles. Retardance is zero for both analyses at the point
where the two fibres that form the arcade are perpendicular to each other. This happens
at h=
p
a2/(1+ a2) in our example, i.e. with a = 1.2 at h= 0.77. With collagen density
set to unity, we find the maximum possible retardance ∆/δ = 1 at the points where the
two fibres that form the arcade are parallel to each other: in our example at h = 0 and
h = 1. With both collagen density and V set to unity, the retardance pattern represents
the effects of collagen orientation only. With the nonconstant collagen density profile,
we find that maximum possible retardance ∆/δ no longer equals 1, but that ∆/δ ≤ ρt
because∆ρ=ρt = ρt∆ρ=1. Retardance in this pattern therefore represents effects of both
collagen orientation and collagen density. Note that total collagen density is divided over
two fibres and that therefore each fibre has a relative density of ρt/2.
The effect of parameter V is illustrated in figure 2.6. This shows the retardance pattern
for the gothic network with collagen density and V set to unity, and a retardance pattern
for the Benninghoff network with collagen density set to unity and V a function of height.
We note two things: first, that the effect of V on the retardance pattern is equal to that
of ρt : ∆V=V (h) = V (h)∆V=1; and second, that different collagen networks can result in
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Figure 2.6: Two collagen networks with equal retardance results. Solid: gothic network
(top left panel) with collagen density (top middle panel) and V (top right panel)
set to unity. Dashed: Benninghoff network (top left panel) with collagen density
(top middle panel) set to unity and values for V (top right panel) that result in the
retardance pattern we observed for the gothic network (solid). Horizontal axes in the
panels represent cartilage height as in the main panel.
equal retardance patterns.
2.3.2 2-D azimuth
Figure 2.7 shows the azimuth results for the 2-D simulations. Because of our choices for
the definitions of the two networks, these results are the same for all 2-D simulations.
The figure further shows that analysed azimuth does not change when total collagen
density is adopted, or when more or less collagen is associated with the zero retardance
background network (decreasing V ).
2.3.3 3-D simulations
Figure 2.8 shows the results for simulations with one Benninghoff arcade in the plane of
imaging (as in the 2-D simulations) and one arcade rotated out of the plane of imaging
over three angles: 0 ◦, 45 ◦, and 90 ◦. With both arcades in the plane of imaging, the
results are equal to those from the 2-D simulations with collagen density and V set to
unity (see figures 2.5 and 2.7). When an arcade is rotated out of the plane of imaging,
we see that the point where the (projected) network behaves as isotropic, i.e. where
retardance is zero and where analysed azimuth changes from 90 ◦ to 180 ◦, shifts toward
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Figure 2.7: Azimuth results for the 2-D simulations. Azimuth (main panel) is 90 ◦ for
h< 0.77 and 180 ◦ elsewhere for each combination of Benninghoff or gothic network
(top left panel) with constant or height-dependent collagen density (top middle panel)
and with constant or height-dependent V (top right panel). Horizontal axes in the
panels represent cartilage height as in the main panel.
h = 1. Retardance near h = 1 becomes smaller as the second fibre is rotated more out
of the plane of imaging. Note that total collagen density is now divided over four fibres
and that therefore each fibre has a relative density of ρt/4.
In figure 2.9 we look at a single 3-D network with three different orientations of the
plane of imaging: 0 ◦, 45 ◦, and 90 ◦. When this network is viewed from the top, there
is a predominant direction and the plane of imaging at 0 ◦ is in the direction of this pre-
dominant direction. When the plane of imaging is rotated away from the predominant
direction (0 ◦), we see that the point where the (projected) network behaves as isotropic,
i.e. where retardance is zero and where analysed azimuth changes from 90 ◦ to 180 ◦,
shifts toward h = 1. Retardance near h = 1 becomes smaller as the plane of imaging is
rotated further compared with the predominant direction (0 ◦).
2.3.4 Experimental validation
For the experiments, results of three images with different focus were compared for
each combination of two tendon sections. We checked whether the exact location of the
50x50 pixel2 box or the size of the box influenced the results. There were no notable
differences between choices of focus, boxes that were moved over the tendons or size of
the box. We decided to present the data from the image that has the focus between the
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Figure 2.8: Results for three 3-D networks with two Benninghoff arcades. Left: retard-
ance; right: azimuth. One arcade (solid) is in the plane of imaging, the second
arcade is rotated out the plane of imaging over 0 ◦ (solid), 45 ◦ (dashed), and 90 ◦
(dotted). Top left panels: projected fibril angles for the rotated fibres (0 ≤ h ≤ 1,
0 ◦ ≤ ϕp ≤ 180
◦). Top right panels: top view of the networks where the solid line
represents one arcade in the plane of imaging.
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Figure 2.9: Results for a 3-D network with two Benninghoff arcades. Left: retardance;
right: azimuth. Top panels show a top view of the two arcades in the networks, where
the plane of imaging is represented by the horizontal.
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two sections.
Figure 2.10 shows a representative image with focus between two tendon sections
and the boxes that were used for the analysis. Results for four combinations with two
sections are collected in table 2.2. The predictions for the azimuth of the combinations of
tendons are excellent. The predictions for the retardance of the combinations of tendons
differ approximately 10% from the measurements.
retardance [nm]
1
2
3
0
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azimuth [◦]
1
2
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140
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180
Figure 2.10: Example of qPLM results with two tendons on top of each other. Average
retardance (left) and azimuth (right) for the squares labeled 1 and 2 (single tendon
only) were used to predict the average results in the square labeled 3. Predicted
results were compared with the measurement in square 3. Boxes measure 50 ×
50pixel2 = 31× 31µm2.
Table 2.2: Results for the tendon experiments. Four combinations of two tendons each
were analysed with qPLM. Results for single tendons (columns 2 and 3) were used to
predict the experimental outcome of the combination of the two tendons. The experi-
mental outcome is in column 4, the model prediction is given in column 5. Results for
azimuth are on top in the table, results for retardance are at the bottom in the table.
tendon 1 tendon 2 tendon 1&2 prediction
azimuth [◦]
combination 1 156 73 152 153
combination 2 161 86 158 157
combination 3 81 1.2 77 73
combination 4 178 118 122 124
retardance [nm]
combination 1 124 30 100 95
combination 2 129 23 99 110
combination 3 122 54 83 72
combination 4 54 118 103 95
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2.4 Discussion
It is well known that collagen fibre anisotropy and collagen density influence qPLM
results, e.g. [5, 13, 192, 211, 363]. In the 2-D simulations in the theoretical part of
this paper, we wrote collagen orientation as the sum of two networks: one representing
the predominant orientations, and one representing an isotropic network that does not
influence the azimuth results and has a retardance of zero. Total collagen density ρt was
divided over these two networks: ρtV for the predominant orientations, and ρt(1− V )
for the isotropic network. Results are determined only by collagen in the predominant
network, with relative density ρtV . This explains why the effect of decreasing total
collagen density ρt with a certain factor equals the effect of decreasing the (relative)
amount of collagen in the predominant network V . Interpretation between ρt and V
differs however. Total collagen density ρt is a parameter with physical meaning that can
be measured outside qPLM. V is the fraction of total collagen that contributes to qPLM
results: when collagen is present but fully incorporated in an isotropic network, we use
physical values for ρt with V = 0 and arrive at the correct results.
The 2-D simulations further stress that different collagen networks can give equal
qPLM results. Reconstruction of the collagen network from qPLM results is therefore
not possible. Without information about collagen densities, the best we can do is to
interpret azimuth results as a predominant orientation φ(h) and the retardance ∆(h) as
a measure for the amount of collagen associated with this predominant angle. When
collagen densities are known, we can do better. The retardance ∆(h) associated with
a certain angle divided by the total amount of collagen ρt(h) can be interpreted as
a measure of network anisotropy: ∆/ρt = V . When V = 1, we measure maximum
possible retardance for the given amount of collagen which means that anisotropy is
maximum and all fibres are oriented parallel. For V = 0 (when ∆ = 0), there is no
collagen associated with the measured predominant direction, which means that we are
looking at isotropic fibre orientations.
We illustrate this with results on cartilage retardance and collagen densities presented
by Rieppo et al. for immature pigs (4months old) and mature pigs (21months old)
[282, figure 6]. Collagen content increases from the immature sections to the mature
sections. If the organisation of the collagen network in the mature section is equal
to that of the collagen network in the immature section, retardance will scale directly
with collagen content. If a collagen network is added that is more anisotropic than
the immature network, retardance will increase more. If a collagen network is added
that is less anisotropic than the immature network, retardance will increase less. At
the articular surface, collagen content increases 40% from 0.13 [-] for the immature
pigs to 0.22 [-] for the mature pigs and retardance increases 20% from 0.38·10−3 [-]
for the immature pigs to 0.48·10−3 [-] for the mature pigs. Thus, the mature network
is less anisotropic than the immature network. In terms of the model, the fraction of
collagen that is associated with the predominant orientation, V , is smaller. At a distance
of 800µm from the articular surface collagen content increases with 45% from 0.2 [-]
for the immature pigs to 0.37 [-] for the mature pigs and retardance increases 70% from
0.6·10−3 [-] for the immature pigs to 2·10−3 [-] for the mature pigs. Thus, the mature
network is more anisotropic than the immature network. In terms of the model, the
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Figure 2.11: Measure for the fraction collagen associated with predominant orientation
as a function of distance from the articular surface. Calculated from results presented
by Rieppo et al. [282, figure 6]. Solid: results for a 21months old pig; dashed:
results for a 4months old pig.
fraction of collagen that is associated with the predominant orientation, V , is larger.
Figure 2.11 shows v = 1000 · (retardance)/(collagen content) for the data of Rieppo
et al. [282] as a function of distance from the articular surface. This v differs from V by
a scaling factor: v = κV . In the theoretical part of the study, we knew the birefringence
per amount of collagen: δ = pi/180 per collagen fibre with unit density. We already
scaled the retardance patterns with δ in the section 2.3. The factor κ represents the
practical version of δ: birefringence per gram of fully anisotropic collagen, for instance.
Because such information is not yet available, we cannot directly interpret v as a fraction
of the collagen. We can however, compare values of v and say that at the articular
surface, the fraction of collagen associated with the predominant orientation decreases
with 40% from v = 3 for the immature pigs to v = 2.1 for the mature pigs. At a
distance of 800µm from the articular surface, the fraction of collagen associated with
the predominant orientation increases with 46% from v = 2.9 for the immature pigs
to v = 5.3 for the mature pigs. An increase of collagen network anisotropy near the
tide-mark from immature to mature cartilage, is in line with SEM results on equine AC
[328].
In another study, Rieppo et al. proposed three parameters as a measure for fibre par-
allelism [283]. Their microscope uses crossed polarisers between which the sample is
rotated. The minimum light intensity that is observed when the sample is rotated is used
for each of the three parallelism parameters. We cannot measure this minimum light in-
tensity with our microscope, and therefore cannot use the methods proposed by Rieppo
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et al. to present information on fibre parallelism. Calculation of v is independent of the
microscope used, but does need information about collagen densities.
3-D simulations illustrate that qPLM information remains in principle 2D: only colla-
gen in the plane of imaging contributes to the results. A collagen network that is not
invariant to the plane of cutting, will give different results depending on the orientation
of the cutting plane. This was experimentally shown by Király et al. [187]. Superficial
split line patterns indicate the predominant orientation of collagen fibres in the most su-
perficial cartilage layer across the articular surface. Király et al. found that sections cut
perpendicular to these split lines showed decreased retardance in the superficial zone
compared with sections cut parallel to the superficial split lines. This is illustrated in
figure 2.9 with the dotted lines (perpendicular) and solid lines (parallel). Also, rotation
of the section away from the parallel orientation shifts the position where the collagen
network is isotropic in the plane of imaging toward the articular surface.
It is well known that measured retardance is a function of both collagen anisotropy
and collagen density, e.g. [5, 13, 192, 211, 363]. Retardance measurements can ex-
plicitly be used to indicate the amount of birefringent material, e.g. [148, 260, 324].
The linear relationship between density of birefringent material and tissue retardance
has been described for a variety of tissues [149, 163, 194, 196, 202, 228, 324] and the
results presented by Bueno and Jaronski [61] suggest that collagen is indeed a linear
retarder. Also, the linear relationship between collagen density and measured retard-
ance is implicitly assumed when observed retardances are scaled with sample thickness
[148, 211, 254, 262] and experimentally observed in the linear relationship between
retardance and sample thickness [187, 269]. Our experiments with tendon confirm this:
both retardance and azimuth of combinations of different amounts of birefringent mater-
ial forming different simple networks can be predicted by the model using linear optical
behaviour for collagen.
When Rieppo et al. [283] report that within a histological section of AC, collagen
density and retardance need not be linearly related with each other, this is due to the
influence of fibre anisotropy that varies over the section. This is e.g. illustrated in figures
2.5 and 2.6 where collagen density is constant but retardance varies due to collagen net-
work variations. When the thickness of a histological section is increased, measured re-
tardance will increase linearly with thickness only when it is safe to assume that collagen
architecture and density are uniform over the thickness of the section [36, 187, 269].
Within a sample, relevant differences in collagen density can exist. In our example,
adopted from the literature [341], the minimum collagen density is approximately 60%
of the maximum. Such profiles can explain why several authors report an increase in
retardance toward the tide-mark where collagen density is highest [13]. If we want to
evaluate the difference in retardance in terms of collagen network anisotropy, this differ-
ence in density should be taken into account. Also, comparison of absolute retardances
in terms of collagen anisotropy between samples (particularly of different origin: age,
species, joint, pathology, etc.) may prove seriously impaired by a lack of knowledge on
the collagen density profiles. The example with the data from Rieppo et al. [282] shows
that we need collagen densities to evaluate what part of the changed retardance between
the immature and mature pigs is due to the increase in collagen density, and what part
is due to collagen network remodelling.
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Whether collagen density profiles need to be taken into account, depends on the ap-
plication for the qPLM analysis and the desired interpretation of the results. Traditional
zone estimation based on retardance [150, 171, 192, 289, 366], does not need to suffer
from collagen density effects, as long as collagen density is relatively constant in the up-
per half of the tissue and sections are cut parallel to the superficial split lines. This is the
case with the density profile shown in this work. Also, we would have to assume a very
unrealistic pattern to explain the lack of retardance in the transitional zone by collagen
density alone.
In this paper we have chosen to concentrate on the relation between collagen orient-
ation, anisotropy and density and qPLM results. Other components of AC tissue have
therefore been neglected, although the proteoglycan molecules are known to contribute
to the measured retardance [187], for instance through the mechanism of form birefrin-
gence [13, 36, 305]. We have furthermore assumed that all collagen fibres share the
same birefringence δ. This is a crude, but for now necessary, modelling step. For in-
stance, collagen fibre diameter influences its birefringence [150, 363] and is reported to
be depth dependent [13, 210, 318]. But little or no quantitative information about the
possible influence on measured retardance is known, and we therefore decided to keep
these simulations simple.
These effects, e.g. form birefringence and depth-dependent birefringence, can be in-
corporated in equation 2.6 as more information becomes available. Furthermore, the
relationship between collagen architecture, anisotropy and density and retardance and
azimuth we present here is directly applicable to all forms of qPLM [237, 283, 286, 288].
2.5 Conclusions
With the simulations we attempt a quantification of the actual architecture of the bi-
refringent material, e.g. collagen in AC. We confirm that the problem is undetermined
when one looks for a unique collagen architecture that describes certain qPLM results.
Because we can only measure the projection of 3-D orientations onto the plane of ima-
ging, qPLM results and their interpretation will always be limited to the 2-D plane of
imaging.
Knowledge of collagen densities can greatly facilitate the interpretation of qPLM res-
ults in terms of collagen orientation and anisotropy. Correction of retardances for colla-
gen densities will provide a better structural interpretation of qPLM results. By writing
the collagen network as the sum of an anisotropic network with a single predominant
orientation and an isotropic network, we have arrived at a parameter v = κV that has
physical meaning and can be seen as a measure for collagen anisotropy. Retardance is a
measure for the absolute amount of collagen that can be associated with the predomin-
ant orientation; V =∆/ρ measures the fraction of collagen that can be associated with
the predominant orientation; and 1− V measures the fraction of collagen that can be
associated with an isotropic network.
Research into the relationship between collagen architecture and tissue function on
the basis of qPLM results alone, is still subject to arbitrary choices of the representation of
the ‘true’ collagen fibre network. Further advances can be modelled with this framework
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when we learn more about single fibre birefringence and its relation to collagen fibre
diameter.
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2.A Jones and Mueller matrices
The Jones matrix J and Mueller matrix M of an ideal polariser at an azimuth θ are [86]:
J =

cos2 θ sinθ cosθ
sinθ cosθ sin2 θ

(2.15)
M =
1
2


1 cos2θ sin2θ 0
cos2θ cos2 2θ sin2θ cos2θ 0
sin2θ sin2θ cos2θ sin2 2θ 0
0 0 0 0

 (2.16)
The Jones matrix J and Mueller matrix M for an ideal retarder with phase shift " at an
azimuth θ are [86]:
J =

cos "
2
+ i sin "
2
cos2θ i sin "
2
sin2θ
i sin "
2
sin2θ cos "
2
− i sin "
2
cos2θ

(2.17)
M =


1 0 0 0
0 cos2 2θ + cos" sin2 2θ (1− cos") sin2θ cos2θ sin" sin2θ
0 (1− cos") sin2θ cos2θ sin2 2θ + cos" cos2 2θ − sin" cos2θ
0 − sin" sin2θ sin" cos2θ cos"


(2.18)
The Mueller matrix for the sample can be obtained from the Jones matrix by calcula-
tion of [302]:
M = A(J ⊗ J c)A−1 , A=


1 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1
0 1 1 0
0 i −i 0

 (2.19)
with J c the complex conjugate of the Jones matrix J . The Mueller matrix can also be
calculated directly (in line with equation 2.6) for N f fibres as
M =
N f∏
n=1
MR(ϕ(n),η(n)δ) (2.20)
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with MR(ϕ(n),η(n)δ) the ideal retarder (equation 2.18) at azimuth ϕ(n) and with birefrin-
gence η(n)δ.
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Who does not know that a horse falling from a height of three or four cubits will break
his bones, while a dog falling from the same height or a cat from a height of eight or
ten cubits will suffer no injury?
Galileo Galilei [118]
3
Quantitative description of collagen
structure in the articular cartilage of
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Abstract
The orientation and organisation of collagen fibrils play an important role in the mechan-
ical functioning of the articular cartilage (AC) that covers the surfaces in the diarthrodial
joints. In the adult animal, typically an arcade-like ‘Benninghoff structure’ is found. Be-
cause the remodelling capacity of the collagen network in the adult animal is limited,
this Benninghoff structure needs to develop before the animal reaches maturity, and it
needs to develop correctly.
The aim of this study is to use quantitative polarised light microscopy (qPLM) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques to investigate if this Benninghoff struc-
ture is already present in the young animal, and to quantitatively investigate possible
differences in collagen structure in the equine distal metacarpus of the young and adult
animal.
In total, 21 forelimbs of 13 horses are used. In animals of age 10months and older,
we find an arcade-like Benninghoff structure for the collagen fibril network in both the
qPLM and SEM study. The qPLM study shows that the collagen’s predominant orientation
is parallel to the articular surface throughout the entire cartilage depth in two animals
directly after birth. These findings are supported by SEM results on a foal.
We conclude that structural remodelling of the collagen network in AC occurs in the
first months after birth. Because animals start with collagen parallel to the articular
surface and need to remodel this structure to a Benninghoff architecture, and because
collagen structure is an important parameter for AC mechanics and mechanobiology,
these results suggest implications for AC epigenetics.
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3.1 Introduction
Articular cartilage (AC) is the thin layer of tissue that covers the surfaces of bones in
diarthrodial joints. Its function is to provide a low friction environment for joint move-
ment and to transmit loads. To fulfil this function, AC needs a certain composition and
structure which it develops during early life [50, 51, 143, 154]. At maturity, AC compos-
ition may to some degree still be adapted to fit changing functional demands [50, 289],
but the remodelling capacity of the collagen network in the mature animal is limited
[49, 159, 252, 289]. In fact, most differences we observe in the collagen network in AC
at this point are associated with wear, trauma and pathologies.
The orientation and organisation of the collagen fibrils play an important role in the
mechanical function of AC [39, 136, 150, 171, 192, 285]. The classical model of AC
collagen architecture is that of Benninghoff [37]. From the articular surface to the bone,
this model describes first a thin superficial zone with collagen fibrils arranged parallel
to the articular surface, next a thicker transitional zone where the collagen fibrils seem
to lack a predominant orientation, and finally the thickest deep zone where the collagen
fibrils are oriented in the radial direction more or less perpendicular to the subchondral
bone.
This model has been confirmed in a variety of species and anatomical sites [150, 175],
but notably in specimens past the juvenile age. The collagen network in the young
developing animal is known to be subject to compositional remodelling. For instance,
Bland and Ashhurst [42, 43] looked at the temporal distribution of different collagen
types in fetal and young rabbit AC. They were unable to show type II collagen, the major
collagen component in adult AC (over 90%), in rabbit AC before 3 weeks post natal in
the menisci and before 6 weeks post natal in the tibial plateau. Brama et al. [50] showed
an increase in collagen content in the equine metacarpophalangeal joint up to an age of
5 months, and no changes afterwards. Structural remodelling too, has been shown in
e.g. mouse [150] and rabbit AC [154]. The focus in these studies is on the differentiation
in superficial/transitional/deep zones and to the best of our knowledge a quantitative
description and comparison of collagen structure in developing and full-grown AC has
not yet been reported.
Quantitative polarised light microscopy (qPLM) is a popular technique to evaluate
collagen structure in AC [237, 286, 288, 333] and is sometimes called ‘the gold stand-
ard of histology’ [4, 363]. What is measured with qPLM are properties of birefringent
structures, c.q. collagen fibrils. Two parameters are measured: retardance and azi-
muth of the birefringent structure. The retardance is a combined measure for structural
anisotropy and collagen amount [13, 36, 187]: low retardance indicates either a low
amount of collagen, or a low degree of structural anisotropy, or both. In the trans-
itional zone, where according to the Benninghoff model the fibril architecture shows
low structural anisotropy compared with the other zones, we therefore expect the re-
tardance to show a minimum. This fact is often used to determine zone thickness with
PLM [150, 159, 188, 192, 213, 289, 365, 366]. The second parameter is the azimuth,
which is the predominant orientation of the birefringent structures [171, 286, 288].
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has the advantage over qPLM that it is able to
visualise individual fibrils. It is particularly SEM studies that have stressed that the azi-
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MDoMDo LDo
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Figure 3.1: The distal metacarpus (right limb) and the five sample sites used in this
study: mediodorsal (MDo), laterodorsal (LDo), sagittal ridge (SR), mediodistal (MDi)
and laterodistal (LDi).
muth that we find with qPLM is a predominant orientation only and not the orientation
of every single fibril [82, 83, 150, 309]. The objective of this study is to use qPLM
and SEM techniques to quantitatively investigate differences in collagen structure in the
equine distal metacarpus of the young and adult animal.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Nine forelimbs of five horses were collected from a local abattoir (VOF Paardenslachterij,
Nijkerk, The Netherlands), and processed on the day of slaughter. The approximate age
in years of 4 horses was obtained from the owner. The age of the fifth horse (a foal) is
only known to be below one year. See table 3.1 for details.
Skin and subcutaneous tissue were removed and the metacarpophalangeal joint was
carefully opened. Full depth cartilage plugs were taken from the distal metacarpus using
a hollow drill and a chisel at the medial and lateral distal parts of the joint (MDi and
LDi, see figure 3.1).
The cartilage plugs were then fixed (25% glutaraldehyde in 0.2M sodium cacodylate
buffer) for 4 days, washed and infiltrated with sucrose (25% on PBS) overnight, snap
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until further processing. Frozen samples
were split in two with a scalpel and hammer, placed in water and dehydrated with a
series of alcohol solutions (70%, 80%, 90% and 96% for 15min each, 100% once for
5min and twice for 10min) and finally dried with a critical point dryer using CO2 (CPD
020, Balzers, Liechtenstein) to avoid surface tension and surface damage. These samples
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were glued on a sample holder with conductive carbon cement (Leit- C, Neubauer Chem-
icalien, Germany) and stored overnight for the glue to dry. The surface of the sample
was sputter coated with 8 nm platinum in a dedicated preparation chamber (Oxford
Instruments CT 1500 HF, Eynsham, England) for a better reflection of electrons.
SEM imaging was performed with a field emission scanning electron microscope (JEOL
6300 F, Tokyo, Japan) in vacuum at room temperature using a focussed electron beam
of 3.5 kV with a work distance of 16mm. Digital images were recorded at a scan rate of
100 seconds/full frame (Orion, 6 E.L.I. sprl., Belgium) and stored in 8 bit TIFF format.
We first collected an overview of the full depth cartilage layer at a magnification of
70x. Next, approximately ten to twenty high magnification images (10.000x) were col-
lected at different heights in the cartilage layer for analysis with a Fast Fourier Trans-
formation (FFT). The resulting 2-D power spectrum showed an ellipse like bright spot
centred at the image with its long axis in the direction of the predominant fibril orient-
ation. When we scanned the intensity on a line with a certain azimuth starting in the
centre, we therefore found the highest values when the azimuth of the line corresponds
with the ellipse’s long axis [186, 271]. Figure 3.2a shows an example of a SEM im-
age in the 2 year old animal with a magnification of 10.000x. These images measure
2528 pixels by 2030 pixels and were cropped to a circle positioned in the centre with a
radius of 927 pixels to minimise FFT artifacts. The cropped image was subjected to 2-D
FFT and this resulted in a power spectrum, see figure 3.2b. Note that FFT introduced a
90 ° phase shift in the power spectrum. We corrected for this phase shift in this example.
From the spectrum we could detect the predominant orientation from the shape of the
ellipse in the centre. This is illustrated in figure 3.2c, a thresholded binary image of the
power spectrum that shows the core of the ellipse.
The analysis was implemented in Matlab (version 7.2R14, The MathWorks, Inc., 1984-
2005). Results were interpolated to 20 equidistant points and will be presented as a
function of dimensionless height, i.e. from the tide-mark, h= 0, to the articular surface,
h = 1. We expressed the azimuth with respect to the articular surface, i.e. 0 ° and 180 °
are parallel to the articular surface; 90 ° is perpendicular to the articular surface. Because
of the small sample size, we treated all measurements independently for the presentation
of height dependent results.
3.2.2 Quantitative polarised light microscopy (qPLM)
Eight forelimbs of six horses with known age were collected from the Faculty of Veter-
inary Medicine of the University of Utrecht (The Netherlands) and an additional four
forelimbs from two adult horses were collected from a local abattoir (VOF Paardenslach-
terij, Nijkerk, The Netherlands), see table 3.1 for details. Forelimbs provided by Utrecht
University were obtained frozen and were thawed at 5 °C overnight before processing.
Limbs collected from the abattoir were fresh and processed on the day of slaughter.
Skin and subcutaneous tissue were removed and the metacarpophalangeal joint was
carefully opened. Split line patterns were created on the articular surface of the distal
metacarpus with a sharp round needle charged with Indian ink. The needle was inserted
perpendicular to the articular surface at 2mm intervals and excess ink was removed by
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3 Quantitative description of collagen structure in AC of the young and adult equine metacarpus
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.2: Example illustrating predominant fibril orientation detection through 2-D
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis. (a) Original SEM image at a magnification of
10.000x. (b) The power spectrum after 2-D FFT and correction for the phase shift
introduced by the FFT. The predominant orientation corresponds to the long axis of
the ellipse in the centre. (c) A binary version of the power spectrum, illustrating the
core of the ellipse.
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Table 3.1: The age and the origin of the limbs used in this study. The animals labelled
0months of age, were stillborn. Horses labeled ‘sem’ were used for the scanning elec-
tron microscope study, horses labeled ‘plm’ were used for the polarised microscopy
study.
Horse age left right origin breed
sem1 1 year x x abattoir Frysian
sem2 1 year x x abattoir Dutch warmblood
sem3 1.5 years x abattoir Dutch warmblood
sem4 2 years x x abattoir Dutch warmblood
sem5 < 1 year x x abattoir Dutch warmblood
plm1 0months x x Utrecht Shetland
plm2 0months x Utrecht unknown
plm3 4.5months x Utrecht unknown
plm4 10months x x Utrecht unknown
plm5 12months x Utrecht unknown
plm6 120months x Utrecht unknown
plm7 adult x x abattoir unknown
plm8 adult x x abattoir unknown
rinsing. The resulting split line pattern was recorded with a Nikon D-100 digital camera
with a Micro-Nikon 55mm objective.
Samples were taken from the sagittal ridge (SR), the distal part of the medial side
(MDi) and lateral side (LDi) and dorsal parts of the medial side (MDo) and lateral side
(LDo), see figure 3.1. A dentist drill was used to introduce rectangular carvings and
from these full depth cartilage plugs (i.e. including a piece of the subchondral bone)
were extracted using a chisel. These samples were fixed with formalin, decalcified with
EDTA (10% EDTA, pH7.4) for two weeks, washed and infiltrated with sucrose (25%
sucrose on PBS) overnight, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until
further processing, and finally cut parallel to the superficial split lines to 5µm thick
histological slices with a cryostat (Reichert 2800N).
Two macroscopically normal histological samples for each sample site were mounted
with water and analysed with the LC-PolScope system for qPLM [259, 261]. Images were
obtained with a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope at a 5x/1.6 magnification, equipped
with a Q-imaging monochrome HR Retiga EX 1350 camera. Recorded intensity images
had a resolution of 1.59µm2/pixel and were stored in 8 bit TIFF format. We used the
five frame setting with background correction as described by Shribak and Oldenbourg
[300] with a swing of 0.03 [-]. The recorded images were analysed for predominant
collagen fibril orientation and tissue retardance with custom written scripts implemented
in Matlab (version 7.2R14, The MathWorks, Inc., 1984-2005).
A representative section with a width of 170 pixels that reaches from the tide-mark
to the articular surface was extracted from the images. The results were averaged over
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3 Quantitative description of collagen structure in AC of the young and adult equine metacarpus
this width and are presented as a function of dimensionless height after interpolation to
400 equidistant points. The azimuth was expressed with respect to the articular surface.
Average retardance was obtained by taking the arithmetic mean of the 170 pixels and
used to determine the position of the birefringence minimum in the transitional zone.
To obtain an average orientation over these 170 pixels with predominant fibril azimuth,
the arithmetic means did not suffice [174, 334]. We therefore introduced a retardance
weighted average azimuth (ϕ) that is obtained by maximising the function
I(ϕ) =
K∑
k=1
∆(k)
cosϕ sinϕ ·

cosϕ(k)
sinϕ(k)
 (3.1)
for ϕ.
The summation over the absolute values of the inner dot product found the line with
smallest difference in angles compared with all lines K described by the azimuth values
ϕ. The retardance ∆(k) is a measure for the amount of collagen that is associated with
azimuth ϕ(k). Through multiplication of the inner dot product with the retardance,
we assigned a lower importance to azimuth values with a lower retardance, which may
indicate that 1) there is fewer collagen in this pixel; or that 2) the predominant orienta-
tion belongs to a collagen structure with a low level of anisotropy; or 3) a combination
of these two. Maximisation of equation (3.1) was done with Matlab’s built in function
‘fminbnd’ on a interval of 0 < ϕ ≤ pi. Final curves for each site were averages from two
separate qPLM slices taken from each sample.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 SEM study
In the older animals, SEM images show that the collagen fibrils exhibit structural aniso-
tropy in varying degrees depending on the height in the cartilage. Structural anisotropy
is most clearly visible at the articular surface and at the tide-mark. In the foal how-
ever, the cartilage appears more chaotic throughout the entire cartilage layer. Figure
3.3 shows an example of the collagen structure close to the tide-mark in the foal and
in the adult animals. The difference in structural anisotropy is also apparent from the
power spectra: the adult animal shows a more pronounced ellipse than the young an-
imal. When the spectrum resembled a circle more than an ellipse as in this example for
the foal, we rotated the image and repeated the analysis. The observed predominant
orientation then rotated with the image, confirming that we found an objective measure
for orientation.
The height dependent orientation patterns we find in the foal differ from those found
in the other animals, again particularly in the deep zone. Figure 3.4 shows these patterns
for the foal and for the older animals. In the foal, the orientation of the fibrils appears
to vary around 0 ° (or 180 °) throughout the entire cartilage depth (figure 3.4a). Visual
inspection of the SEM images shows that the orientation we find in the foal belongs to
a near isotropic structure for h < 0.8, see for instance figure 3.3a. Near the articular
surface, SEM images in the foal show an anisotropic structure as in the older animals.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Example of SEM results close to the tide-mark in the young and adult an-
imal. Top (panel a and b) SEM images at a magnification of 10.000x; bottom (panel
c and d) binary representation of the centre of the power spectrum (white on a gray
background) with detected predominant orientation (black line); left (panel a and c)
results for the foal; right (panel b and d) results for an adult horse.
In the other animals, an arcade-like Benninghoff structure appears (figure 3.4b): colla-
gen is aligned perpendicularly to the subchondral bone in the deep zone (approximately
80% of the tissue height), then curves away to form an arcade, and is finally aligned
with the articular surface.
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Figure 3.4: Average predominant fibril orientation ± standard deviation from the SEM
study as a function of dimensionless height. With (a) results for three samples from
the foal (n = 3); and (b) results for all samples in the animals 1 year and older
(n= 14).
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3.3.2 qPLM study
Figure 3.5 shows the azimuth results for the 5 anatomical sites for three animals of ages
0months, 4.5months and 10 years. We can see that these three animals show different
patterns from each other; and that within the stillborn (0months) and adult animal
there seems to be little variation with anatomical site. The animal of age 4.5months
does show some variation between the anatomical sites.
When we collect all orientation pattern results, again two distinct collagen orientation
profiles are found in the qPLM study (figure 3.6). We cannot find differences between left
or right limbs or between the anatomical sites and therefore pool the data as independent
measurements (due to the sample size, as in the SEM study). The first pattern belongs
to the stillborn animals and is shown in figure 3.6a. Here, we find that the predominant
fibril orientation is aligned with the articular surface over the complete cartilage height
in these animals. The second pattern is found in the animals of age 10months and older
and is shown in figure 3.6b. These animals show an arcade-like Benninghoff structure
with fibrils perpendicular to the subchondral bone in the deep zone that bend in the
transitional zone until they are aligned parallel with the articular surface. The patterns
we observe in the animal of age 4.5months show a mixture of these two primary patterns
(shown in figure 3.5).
Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show the average retardance patterns that correspond to these
orientation patterns. Retardance appears to be larger in the older than in the stillborn
animals. This apparent rise in retardance is accompanied by an increase in variation
that is just as high. The minimum in the retardance pattern that is associated with the
transitional zone, can be found in all samples and the height of this minimum dm is
collected in table 3.2.
Finally, we present the overall cartilage thickness as a function of age in table 3.3.
Table 3.2: Dimensionless height of the retardance minimum in the transitional zone dm
per animal, site and left/right limb and the mean dm per age (in months). The star
for the horses of age 0 indicates that this is the mean for both horses of age 0 taken
together, not for the individual animals.
LDo LDi MDo MDi SR dm
horse age l r l r l r l r l r
plm1 0 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.93∗
plm2 0 0.93 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.90 0.93∗
plm3 4.5 0.87 0.87 0.77 0.78 0.93 0.84
plm4 10 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.91 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.84 0.91 0.86 0.86
plm5 12 0.81 0.87 0.81 0.94 0.95 0.88
plm6 120 0.93 0.90 0.83 0.84 0.88 0.88
plm7 adult 0.89 0.90 0.88 0.89 0.81 0.81 0.86 0.88 0.83 0.80 0.85
plm8 adult 0.90 0.92 0.86 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.89
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Figure 3.5: Predominant collagen fibril orientation in the stillborn animals (dotted), the
animal of 4.5months old (dashed) and the animal of 10 years old (solid) for the
five different sample sites. (a) Mediodorsal; (b) Laterodorsal; (c) Mediodistal; (d)
Laterodistal; and (e) Sagittal ridge.
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Figure 3.6: Average predominant fibril orientation ± standard deviation (upper half of
the graph, left axis) and corresponding average retardance ± standard deviation (bot-
tom half of the graph, right axis) from the qPLM study as a function of dimensionless
height for all sites. With (a) results for the stillborn animals (n= 15); and (b) results
for all sites in the animals age 10months and older (n= 40).
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3 Quantitative description of collagen structure in AC of the young and adult equine metacarpus
It shows significantly higher values for the stillborn animals than in the other anim-
als. From age 4.5months onwards, no significant differences in cartilage thickness are
detected.
Table 3.3: Cartilage thickness as a function of age in the qPLM study. The last column
collects the data for the two adult animals and the animal with age 120months.
0months 4.5months 10months 12months > 12months
d [mm] 2.10± 0.72 1.08± 0.23 0.93± 0.14 1.30± 0.68 1.06± 0.13
n 15 5 9 5 25
3.4 Discussion
In both parts of the study, we were able to confirm the Benninghoff model in our sample
of animals of age 10months and older. Strikingly, we find in the qPLM study that col-
lagen is predominantly arranged parallel to the articular surface throughout the entire
cartilage depth in the stillborn animal. At 4.5months we seem to find intermediate res-
ults between this parallel structure and the adult Benninghoff structure. This marked
result is confirmed in the SEM study were we observe such a parallel arrangement in the
foal. Even if the exact age of this foal is not known and the variation we find is large, the
results suggest that the Benninghoff structure is not found in this animal, whereas it is
found in the SEM experiments with older animals. The SEM experiments further show
that the predominant orientation in the young animals belongs to collagen fibrils with a
nearly isotropic architecture.
Another interesting finding is that the minimum in retardance that is associated with
the isotropic transitional zone is already present in the stillborn animals, while no zonal
differentiation is apparent from the orientation patterns. This onset of a transitional zone
without a change in collagen fibril orientation has also been reported by Hughes et al.
[150] in 7 day old mouse AC. This indicates that some degree of structural differentiation
over the cartilage height may already be present at birth. It also shows that the use of
orientation patterns for determination of the different zones as recently proposed by
Julkunen et al. [171] will not suffice in young animals.
Brama and coworkers performed biochemical studies on the developing AC in the
same equine joint. They did not investigate depth dependent or structural parameters,
but concentrated on compositional differences as a function of site, age and exercise.
Looking at the data they present for collagen content, we find that they report a large
increase in collagen content up to an age of 5 months [50] and little or no adaptation
after this age [49, 53]. Furthermore, they report site related differences in a variety
of parameters that do not exist at birth, but are fully developed at an age of 5months
[50, 51]. The current study concentrates on height dependent collagen structure and the
results indicate that in line with the work by Brama and coworkers, structural changes
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in the collagen fibre network also occur in the first 5months after birth.
Brama et al. [50, 52] report compositional differences between the chosen sites from
an age of 5months onwards. It is very likely that the structural changeover in developing
AC is a function of biomechanical loading, as is the compositional changeover. Therefore
differences in collagen structure between sites that are subject to different loading pat-
terns would not be unexpected. In this study however, the number of samples probably
is too small to show this in terms of collagen structure. Because of the small sample size,
it is conceivable that differences in loading patterns between animals may have confoun-
ded differences in loading patterns between the sites within an animal. We do find that
cartilage thickness is significantly higher in the stillborn animals than in the older an-
imals, which is in line with the results of Brommer et al. [57] and Firth and Greydanus
[112]. However, we add that this is due to one of the two stillborn animals that had a
very thick cartilage layer (> 2mm). Cartilage thickness in the second stillborn animal is
in line with that found in the other animals.
Caveats in this preliminary study are the small number of animals we were able to use;
the temporal distribution of the sample points; and the limited knowledge on the ages
and loading history of the animals. The difference in cartilage thickness between the two
stillborn animals for instance may be explained by differences in the developmental stage
of the fetuses, since we do not know the gestational age of these animals. Furthermore,
we had to resign ourselves to the use of different breeds of horses, which is likely to have
increased variations we find between animals, and we had no control over the ages of the
animals that we could use. Still, we are confident that the results we report on collagen
orientation in stillborn and adult horses will hold, since these follow unambiguously
from both age categories even when little or no differences can be found in the other
parameters.
As such, these findings suggest implications for AC epigenetics. AC remodels during
growth and maturation from a homogenous tissue to a tissue with site specific compos-
ition [50, 52, 154] and mechanical properties [57]. It does so under the influence of
mechanical loads [53, 143, 252] that vary over the joint surfaces [48, 145, 264]. The
collagen fibre network plays an important role in the mechanical properties of AC in gen-
eral [12, 192, 201, 351], and in the differentiation in cartilage mechanics over the tissue
height: global cartilage loads will result in different strains over the cartilage height due
to its depth dependent structure and composition [293, 356, 357]. In fact, the relation-
ship between cartilage loads and depth dependent collagen structure is strong enough
for Wilson et al. [355] to be able to predict depth and site dependent collagen structure
as a function of global cartilage loads.
Given that the collagen fibre network in the newborn animal is nearly uniform over the
cartilage height, the question now arises to what degree the depth dependent mechanical
properties manifest in the newborn animal. Also, one might ask to what degree this
is the result of the differences in collagen fibre network; to what degree such depth
dependent mechanical properties in the newborn animal are necessary to develop the
distinct depth dependent collagen structure at maturity; and what the role is of the
other cartilage components in the development of cartilage mechanics and structure.
We intent to address these questions in future work.
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3 Quantitative description of collagen structure in AC of the young and adult equine metacarpus
3.5 Conclusions
In the cartilage on the equine distal metacarpus, we find different collagen structures in
young (2 stillborn animals) and older animals (9 animals older than 10months). The
transition between the two structures takes place in the first months after birth as we
see a transitional structure in a 4.5months old animal.
In the two stillborn animals that we analysed, the predominant collagen fibril ori-
entation is parallel to the articular surface throughout the entire cartilage depth. The
minimum in the retardance patterns suggest the onset of a transitional zone, but this
zone is not yet apparent from fibril arrangement.
In the animals older than 10months that we analysed, we find the classical Benning-
hoff structure with the three zones. In the deep zone, collagen fibrils are predominantly
arranged perpendicular to the subchondral bone, in the superficial zone, they are aligned
parallel to the articular surface. In the transitional zone, we find a low retardance which
indicates a less anisotropic collagen structure, and that the azimuth patterns describe an
arcade-like structure.
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The use of an ovine model circumvents the ethical and financial problems associated
with the use of bipedal animal models.
Armstrong, Read & Price [10]
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4 Postnatal development of collagen structure in ovine articular cartilage
Abstract
Background: Articular cartilage (AC) is the layer of tissue that covers the articulating
ends of the bones in diarthrodial joints. Across species, adult AC shows an arcade-like
structure with collagen predominantly perpendicular to the subchondral bone near the
bone, and collagen predominantly parallel to the articular surface near the articular
surface. Recent studies into collagen fibre orientation in stillborn and juvenile animals
showed that this structure is absent at birth. Since the collagen structure is an important
factor for AC mechanics, the absence of the adult Benninghoff structure has implications
for perinatal AC mechanobiology. The current objective is to quantify the dynamics of
collagen network development in a model animal from birth to maturity. We further aim
to show the presence or absence of zonal differentiation at birth, and to assess differences
in collagen network development between different anatomical sites of a single joint
surface. We use quantitative polarised light microscopy to investigate properties of the
collagen network and we use the sheep (Ovis aries) as our model animal.
Results: Predominant collagen orientation is parallel to the articular surface through-
out the tissue depth for perinatal cartilage. This remodels to the Benninghoff structure
before the sheep reach sexual maturity. Remodelling of predominant collagen orienta-
tion starts at a depth just below the future transitional zone. Tissue retardance shows
a minimum near the articular surface at all ages, which indicates the presence of zonal
differentiation at all ages. The absolute position of this minimum does change between
birth and maturity. Between different anatomical sites, we find differences in the dy-
namics of collagen remodelling, but no differences in adult collagen structure.
Conclusions: The collagen network in articular cartilage remodels between birth and
sexual maturity from a network with predominant orientation parallel to the articular
surface to a Benninghoff network. The retardance minimum near, but not at, the ar-
ticular surface at all ages shows that a zonal differentiation is already present in the
perinatal animals. In these animals, the zonal differentiation can not be correlated to
the collagen network orientation. We find no difference in adult collagen structure in the
nearly congruent metacarpophalangeal joint, but we do find differences in the dynamics
of collagen network remodelling.
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4.1 Background
The articulating ends of bones in the diarthrodial joints are covered with a thin layer
of articular cartilage (AC). During early development AC functions as a surface growth
plate for the underlying bone [9, 139, 154]. In adult life, AC functions as a load bearing
surface that transmits loads and provides a low friction environment. Between birth
and skeletal maturity, AC has to accommodate both developmental and load bearing
demands.
AC has been shown to develop from a fairly homogeneous tissue to a tissue with
site specific composition [50, 52, 154] and site specific mechanical properties [57]. It
is accepted that this development is affected by mechanical loads [53, 143, 252] that
vary over the joint surfaces [48, 145, 264]. It is reasonable to assume that mechanical
loads also affect the development of the collagen network, and that the differences in
mechanical properties in adult life partly reflect differences in collagen network.
It is well known that the composition of the collagen network in AC changes during
postnatal development: e.g. collagen type I is replaced by collagen type II [42, 43, 247],
and the amount of collagen increases [50, 282, 348]. Structural remodelling of the
collagen network in terms of the three zones has also been described for postnatal de-
velopment [150, 154]. However, the remodelling capacity of the collagen network in
adult AC is limited [49, 159, 252, 289, 326, 340]. Therefore, differences in collagen
structure in adult AC are most likely already present at birth, or developed during post-
natal cartilage maturation.
In adults, collagen fibre orientation and organisation are important parameters for the
mechanical functions of AC [99, 143, 150, 285]. The collagen network partly determines
AC stiffness [198, 266, 299, 362] and Poisson ratio [192] and in transient loads it also
influences interstitial fluid flow [110, 216, 224, 342]. Across species and anatomical
sites, adult AC shows what is known as ‘a Benninghoff structure’ [37, 99, 150, 154,
282, 328, 369]. This structure is characterised by three layers in AC: from articular
surface to tide-mark there is first a thin layer with collagen fibres mainly oriented parallel
to the articular surface, second there is a thicker transitional zone where the collagen
fibres appear to lack a predominant orientation, and third there is the deep zone where
collagen fibres are mainly oriented perpendicular to the tide-mark.
Recently, (semi) quantitative studies into collagen fibre orientation in stillborn and ju-
venile animals versus adults have confirmed that the Benninghoff structure is absent at
birth and that it is developed during early postnatal life [168, 282, 328]. Van Turnhout et
al. [328] looked at equine AC in stillborn and mature animals. They found that collagen
fibre orientation in the stillborn animals was predominantly parallel to the articular sur-
face throughout the complete cartilage layer. In the adult animals, they confirmed the
Benninghoff structure. They also noticed that some zonal differentiation was already
present in the stillborn AC, although this was not reflected in the depth-dependent col-
lagen orientation. Rieppo et al. [282] looked at juvenile and adult porcine AC. For the
juvenile animals, they also found that a major part of the collagen fibrils was predom-
inantly oriented parallel to the articular surface throughout the complete cartilage layer.
In the adult animals, they confirmed the Benninghoff structure. Julkunen et al. [168]
looked at rabbit AC from age 4weeks to 18months at six time points. Their results
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confirm the findings by Van Turnhout et al. [328] and Rieppo et al. [282].
Since the collagen network is an important factor for AC mechanics, these ‘remarkable
structural alterations during development and growth’ [167] in part explain the stiffen-
ing of the AC layer during development [167]. Investigations into how the collagen
network affects cartilage mechanics during postnatal development and the mechanical
implications of the absence of a Benninghoff structure, can be performed with fibril rein-
forced finite element models, e.g. [199, 215, 357], provided that we have (quantitative)
data on the collagen network at the time points of interest. Knowledge on the dynamics
of collagen network development is also important for the validation of collagen remod-
elling algorithms, e.g. [355]. And finite element modelling of the time line of collagen
structure development in AC will provide insight into the mechanical environment that
goes with this development. Finally, better insight into the mechanobiology of cartilage
development will help to mimic this process in vitro, which is important in the field of
cartilage tissue engineering.
Last year’s studies [168, 282, 328] showed evidence of postnatal collagen network
remodelling in AC, but they had their limitations in showing its dynamics. Van Turnhout
et al. [328] used two sample points (stillborn and adult) and had a limited number
of animals. Rieppo et al. [282] used three sample points (4months, 11months and
21months) that did not include perinatal animals. The study by Julkunen et al. [168]
does contain more and earlier sample points in a time resolved manner. However, peri-
natal animals were not included in this study and the number of early sample points is
still too limited to convincingly show the dynamics of collagen structure remodelling.
These authors did show differences in collagen structure development between different
joint surfaces (femur and tibia).
The objective of the present research is therefore to quantify the development of the
collagen network in a model animal from birth to maturity. We further aim to shed more
light on the zonal differentiation at birth as noted by Van Turnhout et al. [328], and to
assess differences in (the development of) the collagen network between different ana-
tomical sites of a single joint surface. We will look at anatomical sites that are expected to
have different loading histories. We use quantitative polarised light microscopy (qPLM),
sometimes called ‘the gold standard of histology’ [4, 363], to investigate properties of
the collagen network and we use the sheep (Ovis aries) as our model animal.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Animals
Animals were obtained from a local sheep farm. We obtained 50 female sheep for 9
sample points (five sheep for each sample point, and five spare sheep), at ages 2weeks,
4weeks, 8weeks, 12weeks, 20weeks, 28weeks, 36weeks, 52weeks and 72weeks. An
additional four stillborn lambs were used (labelled age = 0weeks). Animals were kept
at the farm with their mother until sacrifice or the age of 12weeks. Animals that were
12weeks old were collected at the farm and housed at the universities laboratory animal
facility ‘Ossekampen’ until sacrifice.
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Animals were kept together at pasture with ample space. They had ad lib access
to water and food. The animals were born between 24th of February 2007 and 21st
of March 2007. In September and October the disease blue tongue spread over the
Netherlands and we had to house the animals temporarily inside a barn. Due to the
disease, three infected animals had to be excluded from the experiment. All animals
were closely monitored, and the other animals showed no clinical signs of blue tongue
infection. A further three animals were excluded from the experiment due to accidents
with a dog and a male sheep. Therefore, the total number of animals at the end of
the experiment was 48, and the number of animals for the first sample point (0weeks,
stillborn) and the last sample point (72weeks) was four. Animals were weighed prior to
sacrifice.
4.2.2 Sample preparation
Animals for the sample points from 2weeks to 12weeks were collected at the farm
and sacrificed with an overdose of T61. Animals for the remaining sample points were
brought to an abattoir to be sacrificed. The animals’ legs were collected immediately
following sacrifice. For each animal we randomly selected either the two left legs or the
two right legs for qPLM analysis. At each sample point, the ratio left:right was either
3:2, 2:3 or 2:2.
Skin and subcutaneous tissue were removed from the metacarpophalangeal joints (fig-
ure 4.1) and they were carefully opened. Split line patterns were created on the articular
surface of the distal metacarpus with a sharp round needle charged with Indian ink for
two of the five animals per sample point (additional figure 4.A.1). The needle was inser-
ted perpendicular to the articular surface at 2mm intervals and excess ink was removed
by rinsing. The resulting split line patterns were recorded with a Nikon D-100 digital
camera with a Micro-Nikon 55mm objective and used to determine the cutting orienta-
tion for this sample point.
We used a dental saw to take the medial and lateral hemispheres from the distal
end of each cannon bone. These hemispheres were fixed with formalin and decalcified
with EDTA (10% EDTA, pH7.4) until the hemispheres could be cut with a razor blade.
The hemispheres were then divided into a rostral, a distal and a caudal sample (figure
4.1). Of these, the distal site is expected to be subject to a more static load and the
rostral and caudal sites are expected to be subject to a more intermittent load during
locomotion [57]. These samples were washed and infiltrated with sucrose (25% sucrose
on PBS) overnight, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 ◦C until further
processing, and finally cut parallel to the superficial split lines (as observed in two of the
five animals) to 7µm thick histological slices with a cryostat (Reichert 2800N).
4.2.3 Quantitative polarised light microscopy
The birefringent material in cartilage are the fibrils in the collagen network and qPLM
measures two parameters of birefringent structures: azimuth and retardance. The azi-
muth ϕdoes not measure individual fibril orientations, but is the predominant orienta-
tion of the collagen fibres in the network in the pixel. The retardance ∆ is a measure of
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lc
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caudal view
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side view
Figure 4.1: Sketch of sample sites. Left: sketch of the bones in the lower fore leg of a
sheep. The double arrow shows the distal metacarpus that was used in this study. Note
that the proximal sesamoids are not drawn. Right: sketch of anatomical sampling sites
with l - lateral, m - medial, c - caudal, d - distal, and r - rostral.
the amount of birefringent material (e.g. collagen fibrils) that is associated with azimuth
ϕ [329]: low retardance indicates one of three things: that 1) there is fewer collagen in
this pixel; or that 2) the measured orientation belongs to a collagen network with a low
level of anisotropy; or 3) a combination of these two.
Macroscopically normal histological samples were mounted with water and analysed
with the LC-PolScope system for qPLM [259, 261]. Images were obtained with a Zeiss
Axiovert 200M microscope at a 5x/1.6 magnification, equipped with a Q-imaging mono-
chrome HR Retiga EX 1350 camera. Recorded intensity images had a resolution of
1.59µm2/pixel and were stored in 8 bit TIFF format. We used the five frame setting with
background correction as described by [300]. The recorded images were analysed for
predominant collagen fibril orientation and tissue retardance with custom written scripts
implemented in Matlab (version 7.8.0 R2009a, The MathWorks, Inc., 1984-2005).
4.2.4 Data analysis
Azimuth and Retardance patterns
We extracted a rectangular region of interest (ROI) with a width of 101 pixels from the
qPLM images. This ROI reaches from articular surface to the cartilage / bone inter-
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face, i.e. up to the calcified tissue in young animals, and up to the tide-mark in older
animals. The azimuth was expressed with respect to the articular surface (figure 4.2).
Retardance patterns as a function of height were obtained for each sample by taking the
articular surface
ϕ
W
d
ROI
tide-mark
Figure 4.2: Example for data analysis. For each sample a region of interest (ROI) is
extracted from the images. The width W of this region is 101 pixels, and it runs
from d = 1pixel at the articular surface to d = D pixels at the cartilage / bone inter-
face. The predominant orientation ϕ is expressed relative to the articular surface. For
sample pattern calculations, we used the 101 pixels over the width of the ROI at each
depth d = 1,2,3, . . . ,D.
arithmetic mean over the width of 101 pixels at each depth d. These patterns were used
to determine the maximum retardance near the articular surface and the position of the
retardance minimum in the transitional zone. To obtain an average azimuth at depth d
from 101 values with predominant fibril azimuth, the arithmetic mean did not suffice
[174, 334]. This is because the predominant orientation of two fibres with azimuth 1 °
and 179 ° is 0 ° (or 180 °), and not 90 °. We therefore introduced a retardance weighted
average azimuth (ϕ) that is at each depth d obtained by maximising the function I
I(ϕ) =
W∑
w=1
∆(w)
cosϕ sinϕ ·

cosϕ(w)
sinϕ(w)
 (4.1)
forW = 101 pixels over the width of the ROI, and for ϕ on the interval 0< ϕ ≤ pi [328].
The summation over the absolute values of the inner dot product found the line with the
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smallest difference in angles compared with all W lines described by the azimuth values
ϕ(w). The multiplication with the retardance ∆(w) assigned a smaller importance to
the azimuth in pixels with low retardance, i.e. to pixels with less collagen associated
with the predominant orientation ϕ(w) [328].
For statistical analysis of the orientation patterns we calculated for each sample an
orientation index I . This index is defined as the average dot product of the sample
azimuth pattern with a reference pattern with continuous azimuth θ = 180 °:
I =
1
D
D∑
d=1
cos ϕ(d) sin ϕ(d) ·

cosθ
sinθ
= 1D
D∑
d=1
cos ϕ(d) (4.2)
with D the number of points (pixels) over the depth of the sample (figure 4.2).
Average azimuth patterns between samples
We used the sample patternsϕ to calculate average azimuth patternsφ between samples.
Because of differences in cartilage thickness, the number of samples that we can analyse
decreases once we are at a depth larger than D for the shortest dataset in the sample
pool. Thus, we maximised equation (4.3) to analyse the azimuth patterns at each depth
d over the available samples S(d) at that depth d:
I(φ, d) =
S(d)∑
s=1
cosφ sinφ ·

cos
 
ϕ(s)

sin
 
ϕ(s)
 (4.3)
with s the sample number, φ on the interval 0 < φ ≤ pi and d up to the mean cartilage
thickness of the samples: 0< d ≤ D.
Statistical analysis
Data were analysed with generalized linear mixed models because some of the variables
analysed are not normally distributed. Also, measurements on the same animal and pos-
ition within an animal are dependent. This excludes conventional analyses such analysis
of variance or regression that are intended for normally distributed and independent
data. We therefore used the penalized quasi-likelihood methodology described by Schall
[291], Breslow & Clayton [56] and Engel & Keen [102]. Calculations were performed
with GenStat [268]. The models comprised random effects with associated components
of variance, that allowed for dependence between observations of the same animals and
the same anatomical sites. Thus, we used a nested structure within animal for hind leg /
fore leg, lateral / medial and caudal / distal / rostral sites. In particular, this allowed for
additional dependence within animals between duplicate observations on the same site.
We are interested in the development of differences between the different anatomical
sites with age. Therefore, fixed effects (systematic effects) comprised main effects and
all second order interactions for factors age, hind leg / fore leg, lateral / medial site and
caudal / distal / rostral site in the initial models.
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Models were fitted separately to four response variables: cartilage thickness D, the ori-
entation index I , the maximum retardance value near the articular surface∆max, and the
position of the retardance minimum near the articular surface d|∆min . For the variables
D,∆max and d|∆min , we used a log link and gamma variance function, with a multiplicat-
ive dispersion parameter. For the variable I , we used a logit link
 
logit p = log p/(1− p)

and binomial variance function with an additional multiplicative dispersion parameter.
Random effects on the link scale were assumed to follow normal distributions. Tests
were based on an approximate F -test [181] applied to the adjusted dependent variate
from the last iteration step of the iterative re-weighted restricted maximum likelihood
algorithm [102] that we used. The link functions provide the relationship between the
linear predictor and the mean of the distribution function and the chosen link and vari-
ance functions were needed to achieve satisfactory (normally distributed) residuals for
the models. Non-significant (p > 0.05) higher order interactions were dropped from the
initial models.
We used the following symbols in the models: µ: intercept; A j , j=0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 20,
28, 36, 52, 72: age in weeks; Bk, k = 1,2: fixed factor hind leg / fore leg; Cl , l=1, 2:
fixed factor lateral site / medial site; Dm,m=1, 2, 3: fixed factor caudal site / distal site
/ rostral site; Li: random factor individual lamb; and (LB)ik, (LBC)ikl and (LBCD)iklm
nested random factors within lamb. The final model that we fitted for each covariate, is
presented in the results section. In the text, we quantify significant differences as mean
± standard error as predicted by the model. For the model with the logit link (for I),
we can only present the mean, and not the standard errors. In the figures, we use raw
means and associated standard deviations, and not model predictions, to illustrate the
results.
4.3 Results
Figure 4.3 shows an example of qPLM results at 0weeks and 72weeks. As expected, car-
tilage thickness decreases, retardance increases (figure 4.3a) and predominant collagen
orientation changes (figure 4.3b) between these ages. Examples of qPLM results at all
ten ages are provided in additional figure 4.A.2.
The total number of samples was 1122. For each tested variable, the differences
associated with the factor age (A) are much larger than differences between the different
anatomical sites. The following sections provide the average results per age and details
on (significant) site-dependent differences.
4.3.1 Cartilage thickness
As expected, there is a main effect of cartilage thickness D with age (table 4.1: A j ,
p < 0.001). D decreases in early life (figure 4.4a) such that at 28weeks, D is at 34.6%
± 2.10% of its thickness at 0weeks. No significant changes in D occur after 28weeks
(figure 4.4a): at 72weeks D is at 37.6% ± 2.07% of its thickness at 0weeks.
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0weeks 72weeks
0 nm
25nm
100µm
100µm
(a)
0weeks 72weeks
0 °
180 °
100µm
100µm
(b)
Figure 4.3: Example of qPLM results with regions of interest at 0weeks and 72weeks
of age. The width of each region of interest is 101 pixels = 161µm. The articular
surface is at the top of the figures. With (a) retardance; and (b) azimuth.
Table 4.1: Results for the statistical model for cartilage depth d with log-link and gamma
variance function. Letters for the fixed terms represent: A j – age, Bk – fore / hind, Cl –
lateral /medial and Dm – caudal / distal / rostral. Combinations represent interactions
between these factors.
fixed term A j Bk Cl Dm (AB) jk (AC) jl (AD) jm
p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 0.053 < 0.001 0.021 < 0.001 < 0.001
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The final model for the covariate cartilage thickness D with log-link and gamma vari-
ance function on the log scale is:
µ+A j+Bk+Cl+Dm+(AB) jk+(AC) jl+(AD) jm+Li+(LB)ik+(LBC)ikl+(LBCD)iklm (4.4)
The results are gathered in table 4.1 and figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Cartilage thickness. (a) Mean cartilage thickness D (solid) ± standard de-
viation (dashed) for all samples at each age; (b) Mean cartilage thickness D as a
function of age for hind legs (solid) and fore legs (dashed). The model predicts sig-
nificant differences for: ’x’ - fore leg > hind leg; (c) Mean cartilage thickness D as a
function of age for lateral site (solid) and medial site (dashed). The model predicts
significant differences for: ’x’ - lateral site > medial site; (d) Mean cartilage thickness
D as a function of age for the caudal site (solid), distal site (dashed) and rostral site
(dotted). The model predicts significant differences for: ’x’ - rostral site > caudal site,
’+’ - distal site > caudal site, ’*’ - distal site > rostral site, and ’’ - rostral site > distal
site.
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For the factor hind leg / fore leg, there is a main effect (table 4.1: B j , p < 0.001)
and an interaction with age (table 4.1: (AB) jk, p = 0.021). For the main effect, the
model predicts that cartilage is 6.40% ± 2.15% thicker in the fore legs than in the hind
legs. For the interaction with age, cartilage in the fore legs is thicker than the cartilage
in the hind legs at all ages but 0weeks and 36weeks (hind legs thicker, figure 4.4b).
The interaction with age results in significant differences at 52weeks (fore legs 14.3%
± 7.29% thicker) and 72weeks (fore legs 13.7% ± 7.25% thicker).
For the factor lateral site / medial site, there is no main effect (table 4.1: Cl , p =
0.053), but there is an interaction with age (table 4.1: (AC) jl , p < 0.001). This inter-
action does not show a trend (figure 4.4c) and is only significant at age 4weeks (lateral
site 15.8% ± 7.40% thicker).
For the factor caudal site / distal site / rostral site, there is a main effect (table 4.1:
Dm, p < 0.001) and an interaction with age (table 4.1: (AD) jm, p < 0.001). For the
main effect, the model predicts that cartilage is 4.50% ± 2.12% thicker at the distal site
than at the caudal site, and cartilage is 7.36% ± 2.18% thicker at the rostral site than at
the caudal site. The interaction with age does not show a trend (figure 4.4d), but there
are significant differences at ages 0weeks (rostral 14.1% ± 7.31% thicker than caudal),
2weeks (distal 25.0% ± 8.00% thicker than caudal, and distal 14.6% ± 7.33% thicker
than rostral), 20weeks (rostral 14.3% ± 7.32% thicker than distal), 52weeks (distal
16.3% ± 7.45% thicker than caudal) and 72weeks (rostral 16.3% ± 7.43% thicker
than distal).
In the following sections, we present overviews of azimuth (figure 4.5b) and retard-
ance (figure 4.7b) as a function of age. For these figures, cartilage depth as a function
of age is estimated from an exponential fit through the data for all samples. This fit is
given by
D f (t) = 618

0.52+ e−0.11t

(4.5)
with D f the cartilage depth in µm and t the age in weeks.
4.3.2 Collagen orientation
Predominant collagen orientation changes with age (figure 4.5a). Predominant colla-
gen orientation is parallel to the articular surface for most of the cartilage depth for
the youngest animals. As age increases, predominant collagen orientation in the deep
cartilage changes, first at a depth where the future transitional zone will appear for an-
imals of age 8weeks and 12weeks. At the age of 20weeks, we first see a Benninghoff
structure: predominant collagen orientation changes from parallel to the articular sur-
face to a predominant orientation more towards the perpendicular with the subchondral
bone in the deep cartilage. With increasing age, predominant collagen orientation in the
deep cartilage aligns further towards the perpendicular to the cartilage / bone interface.
The patterns in figure 4.5a appear to converge to an azimuth between 120 ° and 160 °
near the cartilage / bone interface. Thus for the youngest samples, azimuth decreases
in the deep zone near the cartilage / bone interface, and in the older samples, azimuth
increases in the deep zone near the cartilage / bone interface.
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Figure 4.5: Predominant collagen orientation per age. With (a) Mean predominant col-
lagen orientation φ as a function of age and cartilage depth. Colours represent age in
weeks; and (b) Overview of the results per age in a contour plot.
The final model for the covariate orientation index I with logit-link and binomial
variance function on the logit scale is:
µ+ A j + Bk + Cl + Dm + (AD) jm + Li + (LB)ik + (LBC)ikl + (LBCD)iklm (4.6)
The results are gathered in table 4.2 and figure 4.6.
There is a main affect of age on the orientation index I (table 4.2: A j , p < 0.001).
As expected, I is close to 1 for the youngest animals and decreases with age (figure
4.6a), as less collagen fibres are predominantly oriented parallel to the articular sur-
face. At 20weeks, I is 0.21 lower than at 0weeks. After 20weeks, no significant differ-
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Table 4.2: Results for the statistical model for orientation index I with logit-link and
binomial variance function. Letters for the fixed terms represent: A j – age, Bk – fore /
hind, Cl – lateral / medial and Dm – caudal / distal / rostral. Combinations represent
interactions between these factors.
fixed term A j Bk Cl Dm (AD) jm
p-value < 0.001 0.560 0.013 < 0.001 0.011
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Figure 4.6: Orientation index. With (a) Mean orientation index I (solid) ± standard de-
viation (dashed) as a function of age; and (b) Mean orientation index I as a function
of age for the caudal site (solid), distal site (dashed) and rostral site (dotted). The
model predicts significant differences for: ’x’ - rostral site > caudal site and ’+’ - distal
site > caudal site.
ences between successive age groups occur, although I at 72weeks (0.41 lower than at
0weeks) does differ significantly from I at 36weeks (0.31 lower than at 0weeks).
There is a main effect for lateral sites versus medial sites (table 4.2: Cl , p = 0.013).
The model shows that I is 0.22 higher at the lateral site. Inspection of the average orient-
ation patterns for these sites per age (additional figure 4.A.3) indicates two differences:
1) the medial site appears to be further in the development of the Benninghoff structure
at ages 4weeks, 12weeks and 52weeks; and 2) the depth where the predominant col-
lagen fibre orientation is halfway in the transition from superficial zone to deep zone,
is smaller for the medial site than for the lateral site at ages 28weeks, 36weeks and
52weeks. Both effects result in a lower value of I .
For the factor caudal site / distal site / rostral site, there is a main effect (table 4.2:
Dm, p < 0.001) and an interaction with age (table 4.2: (AD) jm, p = 0.011). For the
main effect, the model predicts that I is 0.06 higher at the distal site than at the caudal
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site, and I is 0.08 higher at the rostral site than at the caudal site. The interaction with
age shows significant differences between 12weeks and 52weeks (figure 4.6b). I is
higher at the rostral site than at the caudal site at 12weeks (0.16), 20weeks (0.09),
28weeks (0.20) and 36weeks (0.10). I is higher at the distal site than at the caudal site
at 28weeks (0.21) and 52weeks (0.17).
Inspection of the average orientation patterns for these sites per age (additional figure
4.A.4) shows that the caudal site develops its Benninghoff structure earlier in life than
the rostral and distal site: predominant collagen orientation at a depth of 100µm at
28weeks is 104 ° at the caudal site against 127 ° at the rostral site and 125 ° at the
distal site. The average orientation patterns do not show a trend for differences between
development for the rostral site and distal site. At 72weeks of age, all site-dependent
variation in collagen orientation has vanished(figure 4.6b).
Figure 4.5b finally, shows an overview of the dynamics of the azimuth results for all
samples (sites) per age taken together (interpolated from figure 4.5a).
4.3.3 Retardance
The retardance values change during development, but the general retardance patterns
appear indifferent to age (figure 4.7). For all ages from articular surface towards the
bone, retardance first has a maximum near the articular surface, followed by a minimum
at a depth of ≈ 50µm that is in turn followed by another maximum deeper in the
cartilage.
The final model for the maximum retardance near the articular surface ∆max with
log-link and gamma variance function on the log scale is:
µ+A j+Bk+Cl+Dm+(AD) jm+(BD)km+ Li+(LB)ik+(LBC)ikl+(LBCD)iklm (4.7)
The results are gathered in table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Results for the statistical model for the maximum retardance near the articu-
lar surface∆max with log-link and gamma variance function. Letters for the fixed terms
represent: A j – age, Bk – fore / hind, Cl – lateral / medial and Dm – caudal / distal /
rostral. Combinations represent interactions between these factors.
fixed term A j Bk Cl Dm (AD) jm (BD)km
p-value < 0.001 0.172 0.396 0.179 0.034 0.005
There is a main effect of age with the maximum retardance near the articular surface
∆max (table 4.3: A j , p < 0.001). ∆max increases with age until 36weeks when it is
164% ± 20.0% higher than at 0weeks (figure 4.8a). No significant changes occur after
36weeks: at 72weeks, ∆max is 154% ± 19.3% higher than at 0weeks,
There are no other main effects, but there are two significant interactions with the
factor caudal site / distal site / rostral site (table 4.3: (AD) jm, p = 0.034 and (BD)km,
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Figure 4.7: Retardance per age. With (a) Mean sample retardance as a function of
cartilage depth. Colours represent age in weeks; and (b) overview of the results in a
contour plot. The dashed white line marks the retardance minimum.
p = 0.005). The interaction with age (AD) jm shows significant differences at ages
0weeks (distal 30.3% ± 12.8% higher than rostral), 2weeks (caudal 25.0% ± 12.2%
higher than rostral, and distal 41.3%± 13.8% higher than rostral) and 20weeks (rostral
28.4%± 12.6% higher than distal), but no trend (figure 4.8b). The interaction of caudal
site / distal site / rostral site with hind legs / fore legs (BD)km is due to the caudal site:
∆max is 18.7% ± 4.92,% higher in the hind legs than in the fore legs for the caudal
site. The model shows no differences between hind legs and fore legs for the rostral and
distal site.
The final model for the position of the retardance minimum near the articular surface
d|∆min with log-link and gamma variance function on the log scale is the same as for
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Figure 4.8: Retardance maximum and minimum. With (a) Mean of the maximum re-
tardance near the articular surface ∆max (solid) ± standard deviation (dashed) as a
function of age; (b) Mean of the maximum retardance near the articular surface∆max
as a function of age for the caudal site (solid), distal site (dashed) and rostral site
(dotted). The model predicts significant differences for: ’*’ - distal site > rostral site,
’’ - rostral site> distal site, and ’o’ - caudal site> rostral site; (c) Mean position of the
retardance minimum near the articular surface d|∆min (solid) ± standard deviation
(dashed) as a function of age; and (d) Mean position of the retardance minimum near
the articular surface d|∆min as a function of age for the caudal site (solid), distal site
(dashed) and rostral site (dotted). The model predicts significant differences for: ’x’
- rostral site > caudal site, ’+’ - distal site > caudal site, ’*’ - distal site > rostral site,
and ’’ - rostral site > distal site.
the orientation index (equation 4.6). There is a main effect of the factor age on d|∆min
(table 4.4: A j , p = 0.003). With increasing age, d|∆min first increases until 12weeks and
next deceases until 72weeks of age (figure 4.8c). At the maximum at 12weeks, d|∆min
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4 Postnatal development of collagen structure in ovine articular cartilage
Table 4.4: Results for the statistical model for the position of the retardance minimum
near the articular surface d|∆min with log-link and gamma variance function. Letters
for the fixed terms represent: A j – age, Bk – fore / hind, Cl – lateral / medial and Dm –
caudal / distal / rostral. Combinations represent interactions between these factors.
fixed term A j Bk Cl Dm (AD) jm
p-value 0.003 0.733 0.002 0.536 < 0.001
is 35.4% ± 7.63% higher than at 0weeks. At 36weeks of age an older, the model shows
no difference for d|∆min with 0weeks of age.
The interaction of caudal site / distal site / rostral site with age (table 4.4: (AD) jm,
p < 0.001) has significant differences at ages 0weeks (rostral 17.2% ± 8.59% higher
than caudal), 2weeks (rostral 19.1% ± 8.72% higher than caudal, and rostral 21.7%
± 8.91% higher than distal), 4weeks (rostral 28.4% ± 9.40% higher than distal),
28weeks (rostral 17.4%± 8.59% higher than caudal, and distal 16.4%± 8.53% higher
than caudal), 36weeks (rostral 17.7% ± 8.62% higher than distal) and 52weeks (distal
18.7% ± 8.69% higher than caudal, and distal 30.1% ± 9.52% higher than rostral),
but these effect do not show a trend (figure 4.8d). There is also a significant main effect
for lateral site / medial site (table 4.4: Cl , p = 0.002): d|∆min is 7.14% ± 2.31% higher
at the lateral site.
Figure 4.7b finally, shows an overview of the dynamics of the retardance results for
all samples (sites) per age taken together (interpolated from figure 4.7). The position of
the retardance minimum is marked with a dashed white line.
4.4 Discussion
The results on cartilage thickness are mostly in line with previous work. Brommer et
al. [57] for instance, analysed site-dependent development of cartilage thickness in the
equine proximal phalanx. As we did in our study, they found that cartilage thickness de-
creases during development, and they found no site-dependent differences in cartilage
thickness in mature animals. In our study, cartilage at the caudal site is thinner than
at the rostral and distal site and cartilage in the fore legs is thicker than in the hind
legs, although the differences are small (< 8%). Cartilage thickness has been shown to
respond to mechanical loads during development [143, 189, 190, 256] and the results
for the development of the collagen network suggest influences of different loading re-
gimes at different anatomical sites. However, cartilage thickness in the mature animal is
thought to relate to joint congruency, i.e. the similarity of the two articulating cartilage
surfaces [55, 304]. This explains why we find only small site-dependent differences in
cartilage thickness in the nearly congruent joint that we investigated. This leaves us with
the difference in cartilage thickness between hind legs and fore legs. Contrary to the re-
mark by Simon [303] that cartilage is in general thicker in the hind limbs, we find that
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4.4 Discussion
cartilage is thicker in the fore limbs, and that the difference increases slightly between
birth and maturity.
As in previous studies on collagen structure in horses [328], pigs [282] and rabbits
[168], we find that the perinatal predominant collagen fibre orientation is parallel to
the articular surface throughout most of the cartilage depth and that this arrangement
changes to an arcade-like Benninghoff structure as the cartilage matures. We also con-
firmed the presence of a retardance minimum in the perinatal animals as noted earlier
by Van Turnhout et al. [328]. The collagen remodelling process appears finished at
36weeks of age in our sheep in this joint (e.g. figures 4.5b and 4.7b): the differences
in qPLM results are small after this age and three of the four measured parameters (D,
∆max, and d|∆min) do not change significantly between 36weeks and 72weeks of age.
Hunziker et al. [154] found no noteworthy changes after puberty in the structural or-
ganization of rabbit AC and 36weeks is also approximately when the sheep are sexually
mature: the first ovulation or puberty in the sheep occurs at ≈ 6months of age or at a
mass of 30 kg to 35 kg, and this transition lasts ≈ 5weeks [114]. It is well before skeletal
maturity, which occurs around 12months of age [66, 147, 238]. Also, the slaughter mass
results (additional figure 4.A.5) show that the animals still developed after the age of
36weeks.
The fact that collagen orientation appears to vary in the deep zone (figure 4.5a) is re-
lated to our decision to average sample profiles up to the mean depth of the sample pool.
There are samples that are shorter than this mean depth and the number of samples that
we (can) use to average therefore decreases from the minimum depth in the sample pool
to the mean depth. The benefit of this procedure is that it better captures the superficial
and transitional zones: e.g., the observation that the absolute depth of the retardance
minimum appears invariant to age is evident when analysed in this manner. The down-
side is that from the minimum depth to the mean depth in the sample pool, we have
an increasing proportion of data that is very close to the cartilage / bone interface. The
azimuth data in particular may deviate from the deep zone data at the cartilage / bone
interface, where the collagen ensures the integration of these two tissues. Inspection of
the individual orientation patterns has shown that the azimuth is in fact fairly constant
in the deep zone (additional figure 4.A.6), and that the deviations towards the cartilage
/ bone interface in figure 4.5a are largely due to the increasing influence of cartilage /
bone interfaces as described above.
We find site dependent differences in collagen network remodelling (additional files
3 and 4). Both I and d|∆min are higher at the lateral site than at the medial site (table
4.2 and 4.4, Cl , p = 0.013 and p = 0.002). I is higher for less advanced Benninghoff
structures and for Benninghoff structures with higher d|∆min. The results for d|∆min
suggest that its smaller value for the medial sites is correlated to the smaller values of I .
Thus, the transitional zone is at a larger depth at the lateral side, i.e. the superficial zone
is thicker at the lateral side.
Also, the caudal site develops different from the distal and rostral sites: it develops its
Benninghoff structure earlier in life (figure 4.6b, additional file 3) and maximum retard-
ance is higher in the hind legs for the caudal site, but not for the distal and rostral site
(table 4.3, (BD)km, p = 0.005). These observations suggests a loading regime during de-
velopment that is different for the caudal sites compared with the rostral and distal sites.
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4 Postnatal development of collagen structure in ovine articular cartilage
In the last sample point however, we find no site dependent differences in predominant
collagen orientation patterns (additional file 3) or the orientation index I (figure 4.6b).
Gründer [128] reports a faster structural development for sheep tibial AC compared
with femural AC, Julkunen et al. [168] showed that collagen structure development and
adult collagen structure both differ between femur and tibia in rabbits, and Brama et al.
[54] showed changes in collagen structure in juvenile foals as a result of exercise train-
ing. However, Egger et al. [99] did not find differences in collagen structure in adult
elephant knee cartilage and they propose that this is due to the congruency in the ele-
phant knee. This hypothesis is supported by our data: in the examined nearly congruent
joint that was subjected to physiological loads, we also find no differences in collagen
orientation between sites on the same cartilage surface for the oldest (adult) animals.
Our data shows that the predominant collagen orientation first changes at a depth
that marks the proximal boundary of the transitional zone in the mature animal (figure
4.5a). The resulting intermediate pattern for predominant collagen orientation that we
find at 12weeks, is similar to the intermediate pattern found in a 4.5month year old
horse [328], in 11month old pigs [282], and in rabbits of 4weeks to 6weeks [168]. This
intermediate pattern is present for all anatomical sites in the current study. This suggests
that the depth-dependent pattern of collagen remodelling is similar across species, joints
and anatomical sites, except for the timing (e.g. earlier development for the caudal site
in this study, figure 4.6b and additional file 3). The difference in species (porcine versus
ovine) and anatomical location (metacarpus versus knee) can explain why Rieppo et al.
[282] found that collagen remodelling was not finished when their pigs reached sexual
maturity.
The absence of a Benninghoff collagen structure at birth may have implications for
postnatal morphogenesis. Results of simulations with finite element models [33, 72]
and in vitro experimental results [306] show correlations between hydrostatic pressure
and inhibition of ossification and between shear strains and promotion of ossification.
An effect of the Benninghoff collagen structure is that it limits cartilage swelling, and
it thereby effectively increases the hydrostatic (osmotic) pressure in the deep zone [18,
26, 235]. The development of the Benninghoff structure might thus serve to prevent
ossification and maintain a functional cartilage layer in the adult animal. It would be
interesting to see if cartilage ossification is promoted when the Benninghoff collagen
structure cannot develop.
The retardance minimum near the articular surface is traditionally associated with the
transitional zone, a layer with a weak anisotropic collagen arrangement, in adult anim-
als [37, 150]. Our special interest in this retardance minimum appears to have been
justified. Not only is it present at birth without evidence of differentiation in collagen
orientation, which is confirmed by earlier work on equine [328] and porcine cartilage
[282], it is also the only parameter that is similar in the youngest and oldest animals
(figure 4.8c). During cartilage maturation, its thickness decreases to about one third
of the perinatal thickness; collagen fibre orientation changes from a network predomin-
antly parallel to the articular surface over the cartilage depth to a Benninghoff structure;
and maximum retardance increases to about twice that of neonatal cartilage. Compared
to these developmental changes, the depth of the retardance minimum (≈ 50µm) ap-
pears relatively indifferent to the remodelling process (figure 4.8c). Thus, a layer with
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a weak anisotropic collagen arrangement, or less collagen, or both, is already formed
before birth. This can for instance be a result of in utero movement and muscular loads
on the joint [135, 263]. If so, then apparently the mechanical state in this layer does
not change enough after birth to result in a much stronger anisotropic collagen fibre
arrangement. If in utero joint loading is responsible for the emergence of this layer, we
would predict its absence in animal models that e.g. lack skeletal muscle activity [122].
Finite element models may help to explain what is so special about this layer, and its
location.
With this paper, we provide essential information for analysis of the role of the col-
lagen fibre network during development, e.g. by fibril reinforced finite element models
[199, 215, 357]. It is the first time that the dynamics of post natal remodelling of
collagen fibre organisation have been time and space resolved from birth to maturity.
Therefore, we were able to present the first solid observation of a retardance minimum
in perinatal animals, more or less at a fixed distance (≈ 50µm) from the articular sur-
face. This is an important step towards a better understanding of the mechanobiology
of articular cartilage development. With additional information on collagen densities
during development, we will be able to interpret the retardance minimum as a region
with less collagen or a region with more anisotropic collagen and see how much this
interpretation changes during development. With additional information on the devel-
opment of glycosaminoglycan concentrations and fixed charge densities in the AC, it be-
comes possible to estimate the mechanical environment that drives the depth-dependent
AC development in general, and depth-dependent collagen orientation remodelling in
particular.
4.5 Conclusions
The collagen network in articular cartilage remodels between birth and sexual maturity
from a network with predominant orientation parallel to the articular surface to a Ben-
ninghoff network. Changes in predominant collagen orientation occur first at a depth
that marks the proximal boundary of the transitional zone in adult animals. This is the
first solid observation of the dynamics of collagen structure remodelling, and provides
important information for the further investigation of articular cartilage mechanobio-
logy.
The fact that the retardance minimum near the articular surface is present at all ages
shows that a zonal differentiation is already present in the perinatal animals. However,
the zonal differentiation can not be correlated to changes in collagen network orientation
in these animals. Furthermore, we were able to show that the depth of this retardance
minimum is fairly constant during development. Without information on the develop-
ment of collagen densities, we cannot tell if this retardance minimum is the result of a
region with less collagen or a region with collagen with less anisotropic predominant
orientations; and we cannot tell whether the relative contributions (less collagen and
less anisotropic arrangement) change during development. We intent to address this in
a future publication.
We observe differences in the dynamics of collagen remodelling between different
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4 Postnatal development of collagen structure in ovine articular cartilage
anatomical sites, but in the adult animals we see no difference in collagen structure (i.e.
they are all similar Benninghoff structures) or cartilage thickness. We expect that this
is due to the congruency of the joint that we investigated. Comparison of the data in
the current paper with other data on collagen remodelling in literature, suggests that
the general pattern of collagen remodelling (i.e. where the first changes in collagen
orientation occur) is similar between joints and species.
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4.A Additional figures
2weeks, left hind leg, lateral 72weeks, left hind leg, medial
Figure 4.A.1: Illustration of split lines. Left: lateral side of a left hind leg in a 2 week
old lamb. Right: medial side of a left hind leg in a 72 week old lamb.
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Figure 4.A.2: Examples of PLM images for all ten age points. Left: azimuth results.
Right: retardance results.
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Figure 4.A.3: Orientation patterns for caudal / distal / rostral sites.Average orientation
patterns for all ten ages divided in caudal, distal and rostral samples.
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Figure 4.A.4: Orientation patterns for lateral / medial sites. Average orientation pat-
terns for all ten ages divided in lateral and medial samples.
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Figure 4.A.5: Slaughter mass together with the exponential fit. The mass at 36weeks
is an estimate from the butcher, because these animals were not weighed prior to
sacrifice.
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Figure 4.A.6: Constant azimuth in the deep zone. Illustration of the constant azimuth
in the deep zone for a 72week old animal. Left: azimuth PLM image with ROI. The
articular surface is on top of the image. Right: corresponding orientation pattern.
The azimuth is fairly constant in the deep zone up until the last 3% of the total
depth.
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In the computer model, all the microfilaments were given certain quantitative prop-
erties with names that mean something to physicists: a ‘viscous damping coefficient’
and an ‘elastic spring constant’. Never mind exactly what these mean: they are the
kind of things physicists like to measure in a spring.
Richard Dawkins [93]
5
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Abstract
The collagen fibril network is an important factor for the depth-dependent mechanical
behaviour of adult articular cartilage (AC). Recent studies show that collagen orientation
is parallel to the articular surface throughout the tissue depth in perinatal animals, and
that the collagen orientations transform to a depth-dependent arcade-like structure in
adult animals.
Current understanding on the mechanobiology of postnatal AC development is incom-
plete. In the current paper, we investigate the contribution of collagen fibril orientation
changes to the depth-dependent mechanical properties of AC. We use a composition-
based finite element model to simulate in a 1-D confined compression geometry the
effects of ten different collagen orientation patterns that were measured in developing
sheep.
In initial postnatal life, AC is mostly subject to growth and we observe only small
changes in depth-dependent mechanical behaviour. Functional adaptation of depth-
dependent mechanical behaviour of AC takes place in the second half of life before
puberty. Changes in fibril orientation alone increase cartilage stiffness during develop-
ment through the modulation of swelling strains and osmotic pressures. Changes in
stiffness are most pronounced for small stresses and for cartilage adjacent to the bone.
We hypothesize that postnatal changes in collagen fibril orientation induce mechanical
effects that in turn promote these changes. We further hypothesize that a part of the
depth-dependent postnatal increase in collagen content in literature, is initiated by the
depth-dependent postnatal increase in fibril strain due to collagen fibril reorientation.
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5.1 Introduction
Articular cartilage (AC) consists of a hypo-cellular porous extracellular matrix (≈ 20%
wet weight) that is saturated with fluid (≈ 80% wet weight). The (solid) extracellu-
lar matrix is made of mostly collagen (≈ 80% dry weight) and the negatively charged
proteoglycan matrix (≈ 20% dry weight), e.g. [248]. The relative fractions of these
components and the predominant orientation of the collagen fibrils vary over the tissue
depth. Experiments have shown that as a result, the mechanical behaviour of healthy
adult articular cartilage is depth-dependent [60, 75, 78, 80, 103, 128, 130, 204, 293,
359, 372]. The equilibrium stiffness of AC increases with increasing distance from
the articular surface and this is linked to increasing osmotic pressures with increasing
distance from the surface, e.g. [193, 204, 343, 357, 359]. The collagen network is
thought to be an important factor for the mechanical behaviour of AC in transient loads
[173, 199, 204, 215, 298, 299], but also contributes to the equilibrium stiffness, e.g.
[79, 200, 204]. The collagen network in unloaded healthy adult AC counterbalances the
internal osmotic pressures in the tissue, and loss of collagen results in larger swelling
strains and therefore smaller osmotic pressures [26, 30, 231, 233, 235, 248].
The depth-dependent collagen fibril arrangement in adult AC is commonly referred
to as ‘Benninghoff structure’ [37, 150, 282, 369] and is characterised by three layers:
from articular surface to tide-mark there is first a thin layer with collagen fibrils mainly
oriented parallel to the articular surface, second there is a thicker transitional zone where
the collagen fibrils appear to lack a predominant orientation, and third there is the deep
zone where collagen fibrils are mainly oriented perpendicular to the tide-mark. Recent
studies in mammals show that the Benninghoff structure is absent at birth and that the
predominant orientation of collagen fibrils in perinatal AC is parallel to the articular
surface throughout most of the tissue depth [167, 168, 282, 328, 331].
When we assume that the depth-dependent mechanical properties of adult AC partly
reflect the effects of a depth-dependent adult collagen structure [167, 169, 197, 214,
217, 298], we can expect that the depth-dependent mechanical properties manifest less
in the AC of perinatal animals that lack differentiation in collagen fibril orientation over
the tissue depth. Since collagen loss affects free swelling behaviour of AC, we can expect
that a close to 90 ° change in collagen orientation in the deep zone during development
also affects free swelling behaviour in a similar way. AC stiffness increases during post-
natal development [57, 167, 193, 349, 358], and the postnatal changes in collagen fibril
orientation may contribute to this stiffening.
We cannot rely on experiments with AC from different developmental stages, e.g.
[59, 193], if we want to estimate to what degree the postnatal changes in collagen
fibril orientation contribute to the (depth-dependent) mechanical behaviour of AC. In
such experiments, it will be very hard to separate the effects of changes in collagen
orientation from the other developmental effects such as changes in proteoglycan con-
tent. With composition-based finite element models however, e.g. [17, 197, 217, 356],
effects of different collagen fibril orientations can be investigated with all other parame-
ters constant. The Fibril Reinforced Poro-Viscoelastic Swelling (FRPVS) model for AC
is such a compositional based model that can model realistic collagen fibril orientations
[171, 351, 352, 356]. Wilson et al. [357] used the FRPVS model to simulate the confined
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compression experiments on adult bovine AC by [293]. They showed that the FRPVS
model could capture the depth-dependent mechanical properties as measured by [293]
based on AC composition and structure alone [357].
Our knowledge on the interaction between the mechanical driving mechanism for
postnatal AC development and the changing mechanical state due to postnatal AC de-
velopment is still limited. The postnatal reorientation of collagen fibrils has only recently
been described quantitatively [168, 331] and the implications for AC mechanics have not
been thoroughly investigated. Such investigations will contribute to our understanding
of the mechanobiology of development, maintenance and degeneration of AC, and may
be helpful when we try to mimic functional adaptation of AC in vitro, e.g. in the field of
tissue engineering.
In the current paper we investigate how the mechanical environment changes in post-
natal AC as a result of changes in predominant collagen fibril orientation. We implement
recently published data by Van Turnhout et al. [331] on collagen fibril orientation in
developing sheep from birth to maturity in the FRPVS model. We will use the same 1-D
confined compression geometry as in [357] and investigate how the (depth-dependent)
effective aggregate modulus, osmotic pressures and fibril strains change as a result of
changes in predominant collagen fibril orientation.
5.2 Methods
For a detailed description of the modelling theory of the FRPVS model, we refer to exist-
ing literature, e.g. [170, 171, 351, 356, 357]. Briefly, this is a biphasic model with the
solid phase divided into a viscoelastic fibrillar part that represents the collagen network
and a viscoelastic non-fibrillar part that represents the remainder of the extracellular
matrix. The model accounts for osmotic pressures due to the negative charges in the
solid matrix and strain-dependent permeability and compressibility. Initial fluid frac-
tions, fixed charge densities and collagen fractions and orientations are defined locally
(per integration point), and the model accounts for the distinction between intra- and
extrafibrillar fluid when it updates the local composition and mechanical state.
We created ten meshes for the ten developmental stages presented in [331]. Before
the simulations, these meshes differed only in implemented collagen fibril orientations.
We used the FRPVS model with depth-dependent composition and material parameters
as described in [357]. Thus, with z the dimensionless depth, the initial fluid volume
fraction for each mesh was nf = 0.9−0.2z. The initial collagen volume fraction for each
mesh was ncoll = 1.4z
2−1.1z+0.59. The initial fixed charge density [Meq/ml] for each
mesh was cF = −0.1z
2 + 0.24z + 0.035. Collagen density and matrix density were both
1.43 g/ml, for each mesh. Because we are only interested in the equilibrium response,
collagen fibrils were modelled as elastic (as opposed to viscoelastic) and permeability
was kept constant (as opposed to strain-dependent) [357].
We used the original data that was presented by Van Turnhout et al. [331, figure
3] to simulate the effect of collagen fibril orientation remodelling during development.
The patterns for the mean predominant collagen orientation for the ten time points was
scaled to equal (dimensionless) length and smoothed with a 5-point moving average. As
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Figure 5.1: Fibril directions that were used in this study for the 10 different ages. Ad-
opted from figure 4.5.
described by Van Turnhout et al. [331], the original patterns do not accurately reflect
the fact that collagen orientation becomes constant in the deep zone. We therefore kept
the deep zone orientation constant once a minimum was encountered. The resulting ten
patterns that were used in this study for the ten different ages in [331] are collected
in figure 5.1. In the simulations, these patterns were modelled with two fibrils in each
integration point. One fibril followed the pattern, its companion followed the pattern
mirrored in the vertical axis (or mirrored in 90 °in figure 5.1). In this manner, an arcade-
like configuration was formed, suitable for 1-D analysis.
The finite element geometry was similar to that described by Wilson et al. [357, sec-
tion 2.4]. The simulations comprised of a 1-dimensional model with a single column
of 33 equally thick axisymmetric pore pressure elements (CAX4P), see figure 5.2. Be-
cause of the osmosis in the model, the mesh has to be allowed to equilibrate with its
environment before the simulation can start at t0. The initial mesh height was adapted
for each mesh such that the height of each mesh after the initial equilibrium step was
h0 = hmax(t0) = 1.375mm. We prescribed zero pore pressure at the top of the model,
i.e. fluid can move freely through this surface. All other surfaces were assumed to be
impermeable. Displacements in the radial direction were suppressed. The model was
axially compressed in a stepwise manner with 10−3% strain/second in 1% intervals,
and allowed to reach equilibrium after each compressive step (relaxation).
We used the applied normal stress σ and mesh height hmax at equilibrium for compu-
tation of global strain "g and global effective aggregate modulus HAg :
"g =
h0 − hmax
h0
, HAg =
∂σ
∂"
g
(5.1)
with h0 the mesh height at the start of the simulation. We used the element thickness d
at equilibrium for computation of local strain "l and local effective aggregate modulus
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h
confining ring
bottom (h= 0)
F,u
symmetry axis
permeable indenter
top
middle
deep
Figure 5.2: Mesh for the confined compression simulations. The mesh is divided into
33 elements and is supported by an impermeable bottom and confined by an imper-
meable ring. The displacement is applied to the permeable indenter at the articular
surface. The layers labelled deep, middle and top are used to present the results.
HA(h) for each element:
"l =
d(t0)− d
d(t0)
, HA(h) =
∂σ
∂"
l
(5.2)
with d(t0) the element thickness at the start of the simulation.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Initial equilibrium
As expected, the changes in collagen fibril orientations change the mechanical state in
the cartilage at t0 (figure 5.3, table 5.1). The global swelling strain (calculated with
equation 5.1) decreases with increasing age (table 5.1, "i). The changes in depth-
dependent swelling strain (calculated with equation 5.2) correlate with changes in depth-
dependent fibril orientation (figure 5.3a, table 5.1). Between ages, local swelling strains
are similar where the fibril orientations are also similar (at the top of the mesh), and
changes in local swelling strain are large where the changes in fibril orientations are
also large (at the bottom of the mesh).
Depth-dependent changes in fibrils strains at t0 also correlate with changes in fibril
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Figure 5.3: Mechanical state as a function of mesh height h at the start of the simulation
(t0) for four ages. With: (a) initial swelling strain "i; (b) fibril strain " f ; (c) osmotic
pressures −∆pi; and (d) local effective aggregate modulus HA(h).
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Table 5.1: Mechanical state for three layers (t - top, m - middle and d - deep) at the
start of the simulation (t0) for all ages. With: "i - initial swelling strain, including
global swelling strain (g), " f - fibril strain, −∆pi - osmotic pressures, and HA(h) - local
effective aggregate modulus.
"i(t0) [10
−2] " f (t0) [10
−3] −∆pi(t0) [kPa] HA(h, t0) [MPa]
age g t m d t m d t m d t m d
0weeks 4.68 1.30 5.18 5.55 2.01 1.68 14.3 9.21 66.3 209 0.74 1.80 5.90
2weeks 4.30 1.30 5.19 3.49 2.03 0.88 22.1 9.22 66.6 226 0.74 1.81 8.68
4weeks 4.47 1.30 5.19 4.30 2.02 1.05 21.1 9.21 66.5 219 0.74 1.81 7.20
8weeks 4.62 1.30 5.18 5.18 2.00 1.73 17.4 9.21 66.4 212 0.74 1.80 6.19
12weeks 4.08 1.30 4.95 4.36 2.01 8.95 20.9 9.22 67.1 219 0.74 1.87 7.10
20weeks 2.78 1.30 2.69 3.09 2.01 18.8 22.1 9.23 71.2 229 0.66 3.19 9.68
28weeks 2.59 1.30 2.28 2.66 2.01 18.5 21.6 9.24 72.1 233 0.64 3.74 11.1
36weeks 2.27 1.30 1.97 2.30 2.01 17.9 21.0 9.24 72.7 236 0.51 4.31 12.8
52weeks 2.13 1.30 1.87 2.18 2.01 17.7 20.7 9.24 72.8 237 0.46 4.52 13.5
72weeks 2.08 1.30 1.85 2.15 2.01 17.7 20.6 9.24 72.9 237 0.45 4.58 13.7
orientation (figure 5.3b, table 5.1, " f ). Fibril strains are higher near the bottom of the
mesh for all ages, and fibrils strain near the bottom of the mesh increase with increasing
age. Between ages, fibrils strains are similar at the top of the mesh. However, contrary
to the swelling strains (monotonic increase with age), fibril strains near the bottom of
the mesh increase between 0weeks and 20weeks, and then show a small decrease to
72weeks.
Osmotic pressures at t0 increase from the top of the mesh to the bottom of the mesh
for all ages (figure 5.3c, table 5.1, −∆pi). Between ages, −∆pi is similar at the top of the
mesh, and there is a gradual increase of −∆pi with depth and age towards the bottom
of the mesh.
These changes in the mechanical state at t0 (figures 5.3a-5.3c) affect the local ef-
fective aggregate modulus HA(h) at t0 (figure 5.3d). As with the previous parameters
HA(h) is similar between ages at the top of the mesh. Towards the bottom of the mesh,
HA(h) increases with increasing age, and the increase is larger for greater depth (smaller
height).
5.3.2 Confined compression equilibrium
The global strain/stress – stiffness relationships show the expected tension-compression
nonlinearity (figure 5.4), i.e. first strain softening for small strains, and then strain
hardening for larger strains (figure 5.4a). The transition between strain softening and
strain hardening shifts towards larger global strain/stress between 0weeks (minimum
HA at 0.05%/40 kPa) and 72weeks (minimum HA at 0.08%/67 kPa). HA is larger for
increasing age for all simulated global strains (figure 5.4a), and for global stresses
up to ≈ 0.15MPa (figure 5.4b). The increase in HA between ages is largest for small
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Figure 5.4: Global effective aggregate modulus HAg as a function of (a) global strain "g ;
and (b) global stress σ.
strains/stresses.
The local effective aggregate modulus HA(h) in compression is similar between ages
for cartilage layers that are past their (local) tension-compression transition, i.e. that are
loaded in compression (figures 5.5a, 5.5c and 5.5e, table 5.2). For the (deep) cartilage
layers that are still loaded in tension, HA(h) decreases with increasing strain, and HA(h)
remains larger for increasing ages. The local strains "l change between ages (figures
5.5b-5.5f). For a large range of global strains ("g ≤ 20%), local strains increase near
the top of the mesh, and decrease near the bottom of the mesh for increasing ages
(figures 5.5b-5.5d). Local strains become similar between ages for large global strains
(figure 5.5f). The location of the tension-compression boundary is at a smaller height
for increasing ages, although the differences are small (figures 5.5a- 5.5f).
The osmotic pressures increase over the entire cartilage depth during compression
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Figure 5.5: Mechanical state as a function of mesh height h at three levels of global
strain "g for four ages. With: (a, c and e) - local effective aggregate modulus HA(h)
at (a) "g = 10%, (c) "g = 20%, and (e) "g = 30%; and (b, d and f) local strain "l at
(b) "g = 10%, (d) "g = 20%, and (f) "g = 30%.
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Figure 5.6: Mechanical state as a function of mesh height h at three levels of global
strain "g for four ages (continued). With: (a, c and e) - osmotic pressures −∆pi at
(a) "g = 10%, (c) "g = 20%, and (f) "g = 30%; and (b, d and f) local fibril strain " f
at (b) "g = 10%, (d) "g = 20%, and (f) "g = 30%. Note the differences in scale for
h(t0) in panels (b, d and f).
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Table 5.2: Local effective aggregate modulus HA(h) [MPa] for three layers (top, middle
and deep) in the simulations at three levels of global strain (10%, 20% and 30%) for
all ages.
age [weeks] 0 2 4 8 12 20 28 36 52 72
"g = 10%
top 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.37
middle 1.07 1.01 1.04 1.06 0.88 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.47
deep 5.20 7.97 6.53 5.51 6.43 8.86 10.2 11.8 12.4 12.6
"g = 20%
top 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.89
middle 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.73
deep 4.53 7.25 5.87 4.86 5.76 8.06 9.35 10.8 11.4 11.6
"g = 30%
top 1.68 1.72 1.71 1.69 1.75 1.88 1.90 1.93 1.95 1.95
middle 1.13 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.16 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.21 1.22
deep 3.69 6.27 5.00 4.03 4.88 1.22 1.09 1.10 1.10 1.10
(figures 5.6a-5.6e). At small global strains, osmotic pressures are similar between ages
at the top of the model (figure 5.6a, table 5.1). For larger strains, osmotic pressures
become higher for increasing ages over the entire cartilage depth (figure 5.6c-5.6e)
The fibril strains at the top of the model become zero during compression (figures
5.6b-5.6f). At 10% global strain, fibril strains are zero in the upper half of the model
(figure 5.6b), and the region with zero fibril strain increases with increasing global strain
(figures 5.6d-5.6f). The pattern that we observed at t0, an increase in fibril strain up to
age 20weeks and next a small decrease in fibril strain up to 72weeks (figure 5.3b), is
still present at 10% global strain (figure 5.6b). For larger strains, changes occur. At
20% global strain, the age for the maximum fibril strains is 12weeks (figure 5.6d) and
the difference between 0weeks and 72weeks is much smaller than at smaller strains
(figures 5.3b and 5.6b). At very large strains, fibril strains are lower for the animals of
72weeks than for the animals of 0weeks (figure 5.6f).
We finally present the local strain-stiffness relationships for the three layers top, middle
and deep for four ages (figure 5.7). The top layer is subjected to compression for local
strains larger than 10% and the "l -HA(h) relationship is similar for all ages (figure 5.7a).
Changes occur for the "l -HA(h) relationships for different ages for layers at a larger depth
(figures 5.7b-5.7c). Three observations should be noted: (1) HA(h) remains larger near
the bottom of mesh for increasing ages, (2) the tension-compression transition shifts to-
wards smaller local strains for deeper layers, and (3) these effects are larger for deeper
layers.
5.4 Discussion
To evaluate the contribution of postnatal collagen orientation development, we per-
formed ten simulations with the composition-based FRPVS model which differed only
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Figure 5.7: Local effective aggregate modulus HA(h) as a function of local strain "l for
three layers in de model: (a) top, (b) middle, and (c) deep.
in predominant collagen fibril orientation. And we used measurements on collagen fibril
orientation in developing sheep between birth (0weeks) and maturity (72weeks) [331]
for the collagen orientations.
The differences in local swelling strain after the initial equilibrium step, "i , in these
simulations are the result of the differences in collagen fibril orientation only, as all other
parameters were constant. For h > 1.12mm (the ’superficial layer’), collagen orienta-
tions are similar between the ten meshes (figure 5.1), and this is reflected in table 5.1
and figure 5.3: "i , −∆pi, HA(h) and " f are similar for the top layer for all ten simulations.
As expected, the changing fibril orientations for h < 1.12 have a direct effect on "i (fig-
ure 5.3a, table 5.1, "i), and they thereby indirectly influence the local osmotic pressures
−∆pi (figure 5.3c, table 5.1). These osmotic pressures are known to be an important
factor for the equilibrium stiffness of AC, e.g. [30, 79, 204, 248]. Our simulations show
that equal osmotic pressures in the middle and deep zone for simulations for increasing
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ages, result in increasing values for HA(h)("g = 0) for increasing ages (figure 5.3, table
5.1). Thus, the direct effect of changing fibril orientations (smaller "i) and the indirect
effect of changing fibril orientations (larger −∆pi) interact to increase AC stiffness.
The changing fibril orientations affect HA(h) over the entire region of simulated strains
and change the tension-compression behaviour (figure 5.7). Initially, the AC is subject
to swelling and thus under tensile stress (figure 5.3a). With increasing global stress,
we reduce the amount of swelling until the global stress equals the osmotic pressures.
From that point on, a further increase in global stress subjects the AC to compression
and compressive stress [357]. HA decreases with the reduction in tension, and HA(h)
increases with an increase in compression (figures 5.4 and 5.7), and the local strain
for the tension-compression transition becomes smaller with increasing age (figure 5.7).
Combined with an increase in HA(h) at zero strain for increasing age (figure 5.3d), this
results in higher gradients for the tension behaviour of HA(h) as a function of "l for
deeper layers (figure 5.7). Although the tension-compression transition shifts to lower
"l for deeper layers with increasing age (figure 5.7), the transition is associated with
higher osmotic pressures for deeper layers with increasing age, i.e. with larger global
stresses. Thus, the deeper layers are in fact subject to tension, and therefore retain their
high pre-compression HA(h), for an increasing range of global stresses for increasing
ages.
The sheep that were used to obtain the experimental data on collagen orientations
reached puberty around the age of 36weeks [331]. Figure 5.1 shows that the remodel-
ling of predominant collagen orientation is mostly done by that age, and that the largest
difference in (deep zone) collagen orientation is that between 12weeks and 20 weeks. In
our simulations, we also find the largest effects between 12weeks and 20weeks. This is
also the age span with the largest rate of change for "i , " f , −∆pi and HA(h) (not shown).
Consequently, our simulations show that the changes in depth-dependent mechanical
properties are nearly finished at 36 weeks of age (e.g. tables 5.1-5.2). Cartilage thick-
ness decreases during postnatal development and Van Turnhout et al. [331] estimated a
time constant of -0.017weeks for the cartilage thickness in their data. This means that
73% of the decrease in cartilage thickness occurs before 12weeks of age, 89% occurs
before 20weeks of age and cartilage thickness is almost stabilised at 36weeks of age
when 98% of the decrease in cartilage thickness has occurred. The temporal patterns of
collagen fibril reorientation and decrease in cartilage thickness suggest that the changes
that we see in AC in the first half of postnatal life to puberty are more related to growth
mechanisms (largest decrease in thickness), while the second half of postnatal life to
puberty is used for the depth-dependent functional adaptation of AC (largest changes in
collagen orientation and consequently mechanical properties). This is in line with the
remark by Hunziker et al. [154] that cartilage may only then begin to assume a more ma-
ture anisotropic morphological structure as the shaping process of the joint approaches
completion.
These simulations do not provide a full description of postnatal AC development. The
influence of the collagen network on transient mechanical behaviour of AC [110, 111,
204] for instance, is also a factor for the mechanical state that drives postnatal AC de-
velopment and as such deserves attention. The depth-dependent increase in collagen
content is also a factor, as are (depth-dependent) changes in FCD and fluid fraction.
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Also, the simulated geometry was limited to 1-D confined compression. Within these
limitations, our simulations provide further insight into postnatal mechanobiology of
AC. They show that analysis of experiments on depth-dependent mechanical properties
of premature AC [193, 343, 349] should also take the changing fibril orientations into
account. An increase in collagen content itself for instance, is associated with an increase
in osmotic pressures through the modulation of intra- and extra-fibrillar fluid: collagen
binds fluid that is therefore no longer available for osmosis, and this increases the effect-
ive FCD [230, 234, 357]. The increase in collagen content and its influence on osmotic
pressure is cited by Williamson et al. [349] as an explanation for the increase of 180%
in confined compression modulus from foetal to adult bovine AC. Our results show that
a part of this 180% can be attributed to changes in collagen orientation between foetal
and adult AC. These changes may also help to roughly predict temporal and spatial
patterns of postnatal changes such as collagen content increase and FCD increase and
possibly the development of e.g. functional interstitial fluid support [15, 203] or the
depth-dependent phenotype of adult chondrocytes, e.g. [20, 21, 197, 361].
The simulations in this paper do not clarify why the predominant collagen orientation
in the deep zone changes. Based onWilson et al. [355]who showed that principal strains
in the matrix are a good predictor for collagen fibril orientation in AC, we hypothesise
that (vertical) swelling strains are responsible. The bottom layer of AC is subjected to
vertical swelling strains for almost the entire regime of physiological strains in our sim-
ulations, contrary to the upper layers (figures 5.6b-5.6d). The current depth-dependent
mechanical behaviour for the simulations for the young animals in this paper is mostly
due to our choice for depth-dependent composition (i.e. equal to that of the adult). For
our hypothesis to hold, depth-dependent mechanical behaviour needs to be present in
the AC of perinatal animals. This is not unlikely, since Klein et al. [193] showed that
both proteoglycan content and collagen content increased with depth for foetal and new-
born bovine cartilage. Also, experimental results on the mechanics of foetal [193] and
neonatal [59] AC show that depth-dependent mechanical behaviour is indeed present in
perinatal AC.
Two mechanisms affect the initial swelling strain in our hypothesis during postnatal
collagen reorientation. First, a portion of the load is transferred from the matrix to the
collagen fibrils (figures 5.3a-5.3b), leading to lower swelling strains and higher strains in
the collagen fibrils during development. Since we propose that swelling strains initiate
deep zone collagen reorientation, this effect reduces the driving mechanism in our hypo-
thesis. Second however, osmotic pressures increase (figure 5.3c) because the decreasing
swelling strain reduces the free fluid available for osmosis [26, 30, 231, 233, 235, 248].
The rise in osmotic pressure in turn affects the matrix and fibril strains in compres-
sion: the initial swelling state (AC loaded in tension) is maintained for a larger range
of compressive stresses (figures 5.6b-5.6d). Thus, although the swelling strains in our
hypothesis become smaller during development, these swelling strains persist for a lar-
ger range of global stresses. And this persistence of swelling strains under physiological
loads in turn reinforces the driving mechanism for the development of a Benninghoff
structure under our hypotheses.
The increased strains during development in the fibrils in the deep zone also persist for
larger global stresses. Rieppo et al. [282] found that collagen content increases during
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5 Contribution of postnatal collagen reorientation to depth-dependent mechanical properties of AC
development, and that it increases more in the deep zones of the AC than at the sur-
face of the AC. Based on our simulations, we suggest that this differentiation in collagen
content increase is partly initiated by the differentiation in fibril strain. However, if the
increase of collagen content in the deep zone is related to the higher fibril strains, two
mechanisms are expected to further affect osmotic pressures and fibril strains. First, os-
motic pressures and therefore fibril strains will increase through the modulation of intra-
and extra-fibrillar fluid content. Second, fibril strains will be less when more collagen
is present for given osmotic pressures and orientations. Results of different simulations
with the current geometry (results not shown) indicate that when we take both mech-
anisms into account, osmotic pressures increase and initial matrix and fibril strains (in
the deep zone) are indeed a little lower when collagen is added (and everything else is
kept equal). As in the previous paragraph, this state also persists for a larger range of
compressive stresses due to the rise in osmotic pressures.
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. . . I was just the engineer. I’m the music dolly – it’s the music who do it.
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry, cited in [176]
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6 Postnatal development of depth-dependent collagen density in ovine articular cartilage
Abstract
Background: Articular cartilage (AC) is the layer of tissue that covers the articulating
ends of the bones in diarthrodial joints. Adult AC is characterised by a depth-dependent
composition and structure of the extracellular matrix that results in depth-dependent
mechanical properties, important for the functions of adult AC. Collagen is the most
abundant solid component and it affects the mechanical behaviour of AC. The current
objective is to quantify the postnatal development of depth-dependent collagen density
in sheep (Ovis aries) AC between birth and maturity. We use Fourier transform infra-red
micro-spectroscopy to investigate collagen density in 48 sheep divided over ten sample
points between birth (stillborn) and maturity (72weeks). In each animal, we investigate
six anatomical sites (caudal, distal and rostral locations at the medial and lateral side of
the joint) in the distal metacarpus of a fore leg and a hind leg.
Results: Collagen density increases from birth to maturity up to our last sample point
(72weeks). Collagen density increases at the articular surface from 0.23 g/ml± 0.06 g/ml
(mean± s.d., n = 48) at 0weeks to 0.51 g/ml± 0.10 g/ml (n = 46) at 72weeks. Max-
imum collagen density in the deeper cartilage increases from 0.39 g/ml± 0.08 g/ml
(n= 48) at 0weeks to 0.91 g/ml± 0.13 g/ml (n= 46) at 72weeks. Most collagen dens-
ity profiles at 0weeks (85%) show a valley, indicating a minimum, in collagen density
near the articular surface. At 72weeks, only 17% of the collagen density profiles show
a valley in collagen density near the articular surface. The fraction of profiles with this
valley stabilises at 36weeks.
Conclusions: Collagen density in articular cartilage increases in postnatal life with
depth-dependent variation, and does not stabilize up to 72 weeks, the last sample point
in our study. We find strong evidence for a valley in collagen densities near the articular
surface that is present in the youngest animals, but that has disappeared in the oldest
animals. We discuss that the retardance valley (as seen with polarised light microscopy)
in perinatal animals reflects a decrease in collagen density, as well as a decrease in
collagen fibril anisotropy.
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6.1 Background
Articular cartilage (AC) is the thin layer of soft tissue that covers the articulating ends of
the bones in diarthrodial joints. Healthy adult AC is characterised by a depth-dependent
composition [248, 294, 341] and structure [37, 83, 150, 364]. These characteristics
result in depth-dependent mechanical properties [59, 77, 293, 357] that are important
for the functions of adult AC, specifically load distribution and the establishment of a
low friction environment [15, 77, 193].
AC consists of a number of cells (chondrocytes, ≈ 2% to 5% of the wet volume,
[121]) embedded in a porous extracellular matrix (ECM) that is saturated with fluid (≈
80% wet weight). The ECM consists of collagen and negatively charged proteoglycan
molecules. Collagen is the most abundant ECM component (≈ 75% of dry weight, e.g.
[248]). Both the predominant orientation in the collagen network and the amount of
collagen in the network affect the mechanical behaviour, and thus the functioning, of
AC [26, 30, 235, 330]. The collagen network remodels between birth and maturity:
the adult depth-dependent structure is absent at birth [6, 168, 282, 328, 331], collagen
type I is replaced by collagen type II [42, 43, 247], and collagen densities increase
[50, 167, 348] with depth-dependent variation [282].
Our knowledge on the depth-dependent development of collagen densities is limited.
Most studies that investigate postnatal collagen density measure total collagen content
as opposed to depth-dependent collagen density profiles [50, 167, 348]. Rieppo et al.
[282]measured depth-dependent collagen density profiles in porcine AC in three sample
points (4months, 11months and 21months) that did not include perinatal animals.
Their results [282] are presented with a 80µm resolution over the depth of the tissue.
The ECM is produced and maintained by chondrocytes that are affected by their local
mechanical environment [336, 359]. During postnatal development, AC develops a
functional depth-dependent composition and structure. Postnatal collagen density pro-
files are important for our understanding of postnatal AC development. To unravel the
(depth-dependent) mechanobiology of the development of ECM structure and compos-
ition, we need better time- and space-resolved collagen density profiles. Information
on collagen densities is also essential for the interpretation of optical retardation res-
ults from polarised microscopy studies (PLM) [329]. The cited studies into postnatal
development of collagen orientation [6, 168, 282, 328, 331] all use PLM.
We aim to quantify depth-dependent collagen densities in AC between birth and ma-
turity, and with better spatial resolution than previously reported over the depth of the
tissue in a model animal. Recently, we measured postnatal collagen orientation remod-
elling in a group of 48 sheep (Ovis aries) divided in ten age groups between birth and
maturity [331]. We use the same animals and anatomical sites for the current study.
Second, we aim to assess differences in (the development of) collagen density between
different anatomical sites of this single joint surface. In our previous PLM study [331]
we found a retardance valley between ≈ 30µm and ≈ 80µm from the articular surface
for all age categories. Since such a valley can be caused by a minimum in collagen dens-
ities, or by a decrease in collagen fibre anisotropy [329], we wish to examine whether a
valley in collagen density is present at that location.
We use Fourier transform infrared microspectroscopy (FTIRµS) to measure collagen
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6 Postnatal development of depth-dependent collagen density in ovine articular cartilage
density in AC. The infra-red absorption at a certain wavenumber A(ν) is proportional to
the amount of absorbing material present in the light path according to the Bouguer-
Lambert-Beer absorption law [34, 270]:
A(ν) = a(ν)bc (6.1)
with a(ν) the (constant) absorption coefficient at wavenumber ν , b the optical path
length and c the concentration of the absorbing material. With a constant thickness
(optical path length b) of histological sections, equation 6.1 relates absorption directly to
concentrations: A(ν) ∼ c. With FTIRµS an absorption spectrum in the infra-red regime
is obtained using a polychromatic light source and Fourier transforms of interferograms,
as opposed to measuring absorption at individual wavenumbers with monochromatic
light sources.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Animals
The animal experiment was described previously [331]. Briefly, we obtained five female
sheep for each of nine sample points from a local sheep farm. Sample points occurred
at ages 2, 4, 8, 12, 20, 28, 36, 52 and 72weeks. An additional four stillborn lambs were
used (labelled age = 0weeks). Animals were kept at the farm with their mother until
sacrifice or the age of 12weeks. Animals that were older than 12weeks were collec-
ted at the farm and housed at the universities laboratory animal facility ‘Ossekampen’
until sacrifice. The total number of animals at the end of the experiment was 48. The
number of animals for the first sample point (0weeks, stillborn) and the last sample
point (72weeks) was four, and the number of animals for the other sample points was
five. The experiment was approved by the Wageningen University Animal Experiments
Committee.
6.2.2 Sample preparation
We used the same tissue blocks to obtain histological slices as those used in our earlier
publication [331]. Summarising, the animals’ legs were collected immediately following
sacrifice and skin and subcutaneous tissue were removed from the metacarpophalangeal
joints (figure 6.1). The joints were carefully opened and we used a dental saw to take
the medial and lateral hemispheres from the distal end of each cannon bone. These
hemispheres were fixed with formalin and decalcified with EDTA (10% EDTA, pH7.4)
until the hemispheres could be cut with a razor blade. The hemispheres were then
divided into a rostral, a distal and a caudal sample (figure 6.1). Of these, the distal site is
expected to be subject to a more static load and the rostral and caudal sites are expected
to be subject to a more intermittent load during locomotion [57]. These samples were
washed and infiltrated with sucrose (25% sucrose in PBS) overnight, snap frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at−80 ◦C until further processing, and finally cut to 7µm thick
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of the ovine distal metacarpus with the anatomical sampling sites
with l - lateral, m - medial, c - caudal, d - distal, and r - rostral.
histological slices with a cryostat (Reichert 2800N). Histological slices were collected on
Potassium Bromide (KBr) disks for FTIRµS analysis.
6.2.3 FTIRµS system
We used a rectangular field of view (FOV) of 160µm by 40µm that was aligned with the
long side parallel to the articular surface (figure 6.2). The width of the FOV (160µm)
was chosen to correspond with the width of the FOV in our previous study [331]. The
height of the FOV (40µm) was chosen as a trade off between resolution over the depth
of the cartilage, and the necessary assessment time: a FOV with an area of 1
x
of a given
FOV, needs x2 more scans to achieve the same signal/noise resolution of the spectra.
With this FOV, we scanned a linear profile, along a path perpendicular to the articular
surface, with measurements at 20µm intervals (figure 6.2c). For each point in each pro-
file, we obtained a single spectrum over the interval 600cm−1 ≤ ν ≤ 4000cm−1 with
the results of 32 scans and with a resolution of 4 cm−1. Two successive FOVs partly
overlap to achieve a certain number of scans (> 10) over the depth of the tissue. As
a result, we have an a priori smoothing effect for our profiles that uses actual meas-
urements (as opposed to moving averages or linear interpolation). Measurements were
performed with a BrukerTensor 27 IR spectrometer, connected to a Bruker Hyperion
2000 IR-microscope (Bruker Optics). This microscope has a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT-
detector – such a detector enables the detection of small amounts of material, ultimately
down to monomolecular layers [292]. Both machines are controlled by Bruker’s OPUS
software. All spectra were baseline corrected with a so-called rubber baseline correction
before further processing. This rubber baseline correction consists of finding a convex
envelope of the spectrum and subtracting the convex part of the envelope lying below
the spectrum from the spectrum [273].
We used an internal NaN3 standard to minimise the effects of variations in the size
of the FOV between histological slices [284]. We formed a reference disk of a KBr-
NaN3 mixture that was placed under the KBr disk that carried the histological slices.
The spectrum of NaN3 contains a sharp peak at ν = 2036 cm
−1 and a sharp peak at
ν = 640 cm−1 (figure 6.3a). We used the peak value of the sharp peak at ν = 2036 cm−1
to normalise all spectra. A single reference disk was used for all measurements and the
standard deviation of the peak value in this disk was 3% for 30 measurements over the
disk area.
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articular surface
d1
d2
D
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40µm
40µm
40µm
(a)
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articular surface
FOVd
(b)
100µm
(c)
Figure 6.2: Example of FTIRµS analysis. (a) The rectangular FOV of 160 × 40µm2
is aligned with the articular surface, and next a linear profile perpendicular to the
articular surface with 20µm intervals is scanned. The depth of the measurement is
measured from the articular surface to the centre of the FOV. The first scan is at depth
d0 = 0µm and only has AC for half of its FOV, the second scan is at d1 = 20µm and
measures the first 40µm of the superficial layer, the third scan is at d2 = 40µm and
measures the FOV for 20µm ≤ d ≤ 60µm, etc. We do not present the results for
the first scan at d0. (b) Example of FOV aligned with the articular surface at d0. (c)
Example of a line scan with 20µm intervals perpendicular to the articular surface.
Crosses show the centre of the (aligned) FOV.
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Figure 6.3: Example of FTIRµS absorption (A) spectra. The vertical lines define the
parts of the spectra that were used for the quantitative analysis, i.e. 700cm−1 ≤ ν ≤
1710cm−1. With (a) pure component spectra of the internal standard NaN3 (black),
collagen (1.35 g/ml, dark gray) and chondroitin sulphate (3.19 g/ml, light gray); and
(b) sample spectra from a single FOV at d = 100µm for 0weeks (gray) and 72weeks
(black).
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6.2.4 FTIRµS calibration
Because the ECM consists mostly of collagen type II and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), we
used collagen (bovine tracheal collagen type II, Sigma-Aldrich) and chondroitin-sulphate
(bovine tracheal chondroitin sulphate A, Sigma-Aldrich) as standards for pure compon-
ent spectra. Chondroitin sulphate (or GAG) densities cannot be reliably obtained from
FTIRµS spectra [287]. We therefore only quantify collagen densities and we checked
whether changes in chondroitin sulphate densities affect our collagen density analysis.
We used a least square fitting approach with the data for 700cm−1 ≤ ν ≤ 1710cm−1
for quantification of collagen content (figure 6.3b), i.e. we exclude the large NaN3 peaks
from the fitting procedure. With the pure component spectra we estimated constants aˆ
and cˆ such that the least square difference between the left hand side and right hand
side of equation 6.2 was minimised:
ssample − sNaN3 = aˆscol + cˆ 700cm
−1 ≤ ν ≤ 1710cm−1 (6.2)
With ssample the sample spectrum, sNaN3 the spectrum of the internal reference, and scol
the spectrum of the collagen standard.
To relate the estimated aˆ and cˆ to actual collagen densities, we formed and measured
a sequence of 36 KBr disks that contained known amounts of the collagen (6 amounts,
0.23g/ml ≤ ρcol ≤ 1.35g/ml) and chondroitin sulphate (6 amounts, 0.05g/ml ≤ ρcs ≤
0.32g/ml) standards. We estimated constants aˆ and cˆ with equation 6.2 for this se-
quence. We applied linear regression to find the constants b1 and b2 for the relation
between the density of the collagen standard ρcol and chondroitin sulphate standard
ρcs, and the estimated constant aˆ:
ρcol = b1aˆ+ b2, ρcs = b3aˆ+ b4 (6.3)
The linear relationship between ρcol and the estimated aˆ (equation 6.3) is described
with equation 6.4:
ρcol = 1.45aˆ+ 1.24 · 10
−2, r2 = 0.98 (6.4)
In equation 6.4, zero is included in the 95% confidence interval (−2.92 · 10−2 ≤ b2 ≤
5.41 · 10−2) for the intercept b2 = 1.24 · 10
−2. The relationship between ρcs and the
estimated aˆ (equation 6.3) is described by equation 6.5:
ρcs = 1.64 · 10
−2aˆ+ 1.79 · 10−1, r2 = 2.2 · 10−3 (6.5)
In equation 6.5, zero is included in the 95% confidence interval (−1.06 · 10−1 ≤ b1 ≤
1.39 · 10−1) for the slope b3 = 1.64 · 10
−2 and the correlation between ρcs and aˆ is
near zero (r2 = 2.2 · 10−3). Thus, the analysis of collagen densities is not affected
by the amounts of GAG. Because of the near zero intercept for the linear relationship
between ρcol and aˆ (b4 = 1.24 · 10
−2, equation 6.4), we quantified collagen densities
with equation 6.6:
ρcol = 1.45aˆ (6.6)
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With aˆ estimated with equation 6.2.
To obtain mean depth-dependent profiles between samples, we started at the articular
surface (d1 in figure 6.2a) and took the mean of the measurements at d1 of the samples
in the pool. We then moved one measurement point towards the calcified tissue and
repeated this with d2 in figure 6.2a, etc. Note that because of differences in cartilage
thickness, the number of samples that we can analyse decreases once we are at a depth
larger than D for the shortest dataset in the sample pool. We used the exponential fit for
cartilage thickness that we found in our previous study [331, equation 2] to show age-
and depth-dependent results:
D f (t) = 618

0.52+ e−0.11t

(6.7)
with D f the cartilage thickness in µm and t the age in weeks.
6.2.5 Statistical analysis
Data were analysed with generalized linear mixed models because some of the variables
analysed are not normally distributed. Also, measurements on the same animal and
position within an animal are dependent. This excludes conventional analyses such as
analysis of variance or regression that are intended for normally distributed and inde-
pendent data. We therefore used the penalized quasi-likelihood methodology described
by Schall [291], Breslow & Clayton [56] and Engel & Keen [102]. Calculations were
performed with GenStat [268]. The models comprised random effects with associated
components of variance, that allowed for dependence between observations of the same
animals and the same anatomical sites. Thus, we used a nested structure within animal
for hind leg/fore leg, lateral/medial and caudal/distal/rostral sites. In particular, this
allowed for additional dependence within animals between duplicate observations on
the same site. We are interested in the development of differences between the different
anatomical sites with age. Therefore, fixed effects (systematic effects) comprised main
effects and all second order interactions for factors age, hind leg/fore leg, lateral/medial
site, and caudal/distal/rostral site in the initial models.
Models were fitted separately to three response variables: collagen density at the sur-
face ρs, maximum collagen density ρmax, and the presence of a collagen density valley
near the articular surface v. For the variable ρmax we used an identity link and normal
distribution. For the variable ρmax, we used a log link and gamma variance function,
with a multiplicative dispersion parameter. For v we obtained the position of the min-
imum collagen density in the first 5 samples points over the depth. We then scored each
collagen density profile with 0 (the minimum is found in the first sample point, i.e. does
not results in a valley) or 1 (the minimum occurs after the first sample point and results
in a valley). We tested these scores with a logit link
 
logitq = logq/(1− q)

and bino-
mial variance function. For each model, random effects on the link scale were assumed
to follow normal distributions. Tests were based on an approximate F -test [181] applied
to the adjusted dependent variate from the last iteration step of the iterative re-weighted
restricted maximum likelihood algorithm [102] that we used. The link functions provide
the relationship between the linear predictor and the mean of the distribution function
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and the chosen link and variance functions were needed to achieve satisfactory (nor-
mally distributed) residuals for the models. Non-significant (p > 0.05) higher order
fixed factor interactions were dropped from the initial models.
We used the following symbols in the models: µ: intercept; A j , j=0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 20,
28, 36, 52, 72: age in weeks; Bk, k = 1,2: fixed factor hind leg/fore leg; Cl , l=1, 2: fixed
factor lateral site/medial site; Dm,m=1, 2, 3: fixed factor caudal site/distal site/rostral
site; Li: random factor individual animal; and (LB)ik, (LBC)ikl and (LBCD)iklm nested
random factors within animal. The final model that we fitted for each covariate, is
presented in the results section. We aimed for analysis of two samples for each of six
sites (figure 6.1), for each of two legs, for each of 48 animals, i.e. 1152 samples. Due to
the loss of two fore legs and a few missing values, the total number of samples was 1132.
In the text, we quantify significant differences as mean ± standard error as predicted by
the model. In the figures and text, we use raw means and associated standard deviations,
and not model predictions, to present the results.
6.3 Results
We show examples of sample spectra for 0weeks and 72weeks (figure 6.3b). Analysis
of all spectra with equations 6.2 and 6.6 yields the averaged collagen densities per age
group (figure 6.4) and the statistical results (figure 6.5).
The final model for the collagen density at the surface ρs is
yi jklm = µ+A j+Bk+Cl +Dm+(AD) jm+ Li+(LB)ik+(LBC)ikl+(LBCD)iklm (6.8)
with yi jklm the predictor. There is a main effect for the factor age for ρs (table 6.1:
A j , p < 0.001). In general, ρs increases with age, up to the last sample point: from
0.23 g/ml± 0.06 g/ml (mean± s.d., n = 48) at 0weeks to 0.51 g/ml± 0.10 g/ml (n =
46) at 72weeks (figure 6.5a). An exception is the measurement at 28weeks that is lower
than the value at 20weeks and 36weeks. The interaction of the fixed factor age with the
fixed factor caudal site / distal site / rostral site (table 6.1: (AD) jm, p = 0.026) shows
significant effects at 4weeks and 72weeks, where ρs is lower for the rostral site than for
the distal site and caudal sites (table 6.2).
Table 6.1: Results for the statistical model for the collagen density at the surface ρs with
log-link and gamma variance function. Letters for the fixed terms represent: A j – age,
Bk – fore / hind, Cl – lateral / medial and Dm – caudal / distal / rostral. Combinations
represent interactions between these fixed factors.
fixed term A j Bk Cl Dm (AD) jm
p-value < 0.001 0.207 0.212 0.966 0.026
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Figure 6.4: Mean collagen density as a function of cartilage depth for the ten ages.
Table 6.2: Mean collagen density at the surface ρs [g/ml] per age for caudal site, distal
site and rostral site from the statistical model. The associated standard error is
0.0155 [g/ml]. Stars mark values that are significantly different from the value for
the rostral site at that age.
age [weeks] 0 2 4 8 12 20 28 36 52 72
ρs [g/ml] caudal 0.22 0.27 0.26
* 0.36 0.37 0.45 0.43 0.48 0.49 0.53*
ρs [g/ml] distal 0.25 0.27 0.26
* 0.34 0.38 0.46 0.40 0.48 0.47 0.54*
ρs [g/ml] rostral 0.23 0.26 0.30 0.36 0.39 0.48 0.42 0.47 0.48 0.46
The final model for the maximum collagen density ρmax has no fixed factor interac-
tions and is
η = µ+ A j + Bk + Cl + Dm + Li + (LB)ik + (LBC)ikl + (LBCD)iklm (6.9)
where the conditional expectation of yi jklm for given η is logit
−1(η), the inverse of
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Figure 6.5: Statistical results for collagen density profiles. With (a) mean collagen dens-
ity at the surface ρs (solid) ± standard deviation (dashed) as a function of age. Stars
mark values that are significantly different from the value at the previous age; (b)
mean maximum collagen density ρmax (solid) ± standard deviation (dashed) as a
function of age. Stars mark values that are significantly different from the value at
the previous age; and (c) mean scores for the presence of the collagen density valley
v as a function of age. Crosses mark values that are significantly different from the
value at 0weeks.
the link function. There is a main effect for the factor age for ρmax (table 6.3: A j ,
p < 0.001). ρmax increases monotonically with age, up to the last sample point: from
0.39 g/ml± 0.08 g/ml (mean± s.d., n = 48) at 0weeks to 0.91 g/ml± 0.13 g/ml (n =
46) at 72weeks (figure 6.5b). There is a significant effect for the factor lateral site / me-
dial site for ρmax (table 6.3: Cl , p = 0.006): maximum collagen density is 2.72%±1.00%
(mean± s.e.) higher at the medial site than at the lateral site.
The final model for the presence of a collagen density valley v has no fixed factor
interactions and is therefore equal to equation 6.9. There is only a significant effect for
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Table 6.3: Results for the statistical model for the maximum collagen density ρmax with
log-link and gamma variance function. Letters for the fixed terms represent: A j – age,
Bk – fore / hind, Cl – lateral / medial and Dm – caudal / distal / rostral.
fixed term A j Bk Cl Dm
p-value < 0.001 0.169 0.006 0.422
Table 6.4: Results for the statistical model for the presence of a collagen density valley
v with logit-link and binomial variance function. Letters for the fixed terms represent:
A j – age, Bk – fore / hind, Cl – lateral / medial and Dm – caudal / distal / rostral.
fixed term A j Bk Cl Dm
p-value 0.007 0.873 0.480 0.063
the factor age for v (table 6.4: A, p = 0.007): v decreases between birth and maturity
(figure 6.5c). There are no significant differences between successive ages (figure 6.5c).
However, a significant decrease in the score for v occurs between 0weeks and 12weeks.
The score v at 72weeks does differ significantly from v at 12weeks. The mean score at
0weeks is 0.85, i.e. at this age≈ 85% (41 out of 48) of the measurements shows a valley
in the first 5 sample points over the depth (figure 6.5c). The mean score at 12weeks is
0.41 (25 out of 60), and the mean score at 72weeks is 0.17 (8 out of 46).
6.4 Discussion
As expected [50, 167, 282, 348], we find that collagen content increases with age
between birth and maturity: both ρs (figure 6.5a) and ρmax (figure 6.5b) show a pos-
itive correlation with age. Contrary to the cartilage thickness and collagen orientation
parameters that we measured in the same animals [331], collagen density does not
appear to stabilise between 36weeks and 72weeks. It thus appears that the potential
for collagen remodelling is different between collagen orientation and collagen density.
The potential for collagen reorientation appears to be correlated to changes in cartilage
thickness [331], whereas collagen density in the current study still increases after cartil-
age thickness has stabilised in these animals (36weeks, [331]). Both an increase in the
number of collagen fibrils and an increase in collagen fibril thickness results in increased
collagen densities. Neither polarised light microscopy, which we used in our previous
study [331], nor FTIRµS in the current study is capable of measuring collagen fibril
thickness. Additional measurements, e.g. with electron microscopy, will be necessary to
elucidate to what degree collagen fibril thickness contributes to the observed collagen
density.
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Figure 6.6: Mean collagen densities (ρcol, dashed) for 0weeks (gray) and 72weeks
(black) together with mean retardance results (∆, solid) from our previous study
[331]. The valley in collagen density can partly explain the retardation valley in the
youngest animals, but not in the oldest animals.
In the current study, we investigated the possible presence of a valley in collagen
density near the articular surface, prompted by the presence of a retardance valley at
that location in our polarised light microscopy study on the same animals [331]. The
data on porcine AC by Rieppo et al. also shows some evidence for a valley in collagen
density near the articular surface for the youngest age group, but not for the older age
groups [282, figure 2a]. Similarly, we find strong evidence for a valley in collagen
density in the youngest animals that disappears with increasing age (table 6.4, figure
6.5c). This means that the retardance valley near the articular surface that is present
in all age categories [331], must be interpreted differently for the youngest than for the
oldest animals (figure 6.6). The retardance patterns measure primarily a combination
of collagen densities and collagen fibril anisotropy [329, 331] and the collagen density
results (figure 6.6) show that the retardance valley reflects a decrease in collagen fibril
anisotropy, and not a decrease in collagen density, in the adult animals. A decrease in
collagen fibril anisotropy is the traditional interpretation of decreased retardance near
the articular surface [37, 150, 246, 366]. Our current results suggest that interpretation
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of retardance valleys near the articular surface in immature AC is less straightforward:
the retardance valley in perinatal animals also reflects a decrease in collagen density
(figure 6.6).
Hunziker et al. [154] showed that AC grows appositionally. The superficial zone sup-
plies the stem cells for AC growth. Daughter cells that are displaced horizontally, re-
main confined to the superficial zone and replenish the stem-cell pool and affect lateral
growth. Daughter cells that move vertically downwards form a zone with a rapidly
dividing and proliferating pool of cells for rapid clonal expansion. This zone affects lon-
gitudinal growth and is located at the transitional and upper deep layer of AC [154].
The location (distance from the articular surface) of the collagen density valley in our
study appears to coincide with the zone of rapidly dividing daughter cells in the study
by Hunziker et al. [154]. Hunziker et al. further showed that the proliferation activity of
this pool of cells decreased with age and had ceased when AC thickness stabilised. The
valley in collagen density that we observe in our study also gradually disappears with
age, and also stabilises when cartilage thickness stabilises (36weeks, figure 6.5c). These
similarities in the spatial and temporal patterns of cell proliferation and the presence of
a collagen density valley, suggest a relationship between the cell activity and collagen
production in this zone. Dedicated investigations will be required to show whether or
not such a relationship exists.
FTIRµS is a technique that has gained popularity for the investigation of the colla-
gen network of AC in the last decade [47]. FTIRµS was first applied to biological tissues
when it became possible to use a microscope in the light path [27]. The first applications
of FTIRµS for AC were investigated at the start of the current century [68, 276]. Bio-
chemical analysis of hydroxyproline content is an alternative and well-established tech-
nique to quantify collagen density in AC. However, this technique has a limited spatial
resolution and is used to measure total collagen content as opposed to depth-dependent
profiles, e.g. [50, 167, 348]. The main benefit of FTIRµS is the high spatial resolution
that can be achieved [287]. With histological slices as in our study, FTIRµS is a relatively
easy and fast technique to obtain depth-dependent collagen density profiles in AC. Apart
from the overlapping spectra of the AC components (figure 6.3a), quantitative FTIRµS
is challenging because small changes in peak shape and position may occur as a result
of the local composition or structure of the proteins [287]. The baseline correction fi-
nally, lacks a theoretical or physical background and its implementation is to a certain
degree arbitrary. In our experience, the choice of baseline correction hardly influences
the quantitative results, as long as the same baseline correction is applied to all samples
and calibration sequences.
We treated the samples with sucrose and this hinders analysis of GAG densities be-
cause the FTIRµS signal of sucrose interferes with the signal of the sugar groups in the
GAGs. When we attempted GAG quantification on samples that were not treated with
sucrose, we found similar to Rieppo et al. [287] that GAG densities can not be reliably
obtained from FTIRµS spectra. This is probably because collagen is much more abund-
ant in AC than the GAGs [248], and because the absorption for collagen is higher than
for chondroitin sulphate for equal amounts of pure components (figure 6.3a).
Several approaches have been used for quantitative analysis of AC FTIRµS spectra, e.g.
integrated peak areas [68], (partial) least square fits [92], Euclidean distance analysis
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6 Postnatal development of depth-dependent collagen density in ovine articular cartilage
[276] and deconvolution approaches [287]. Analysis with integrated peak areas is the
most straightforward, and with our calibration sequence we estimated an error of 5% for
collagen densities for a 4:1 ratio of collagen to chondroitin sulphate [248, 341]. How-
ever, since the development of the ratio of collagen to chondroitin sulphate is unknown,
we selected a different approach to analyse our spectra because we could show that
chondroitin sulphate density does not affect the parameter aˆ (r2 = 2.2 · 10−3, equation
6.5).
The spatial and temporal collagen density profiles in the current study are similar to
those in a previous FTIRµS study into postnatal AC development by Rieppo et al. [282].
Rieppo et al. [282] looked at domestic pig AC from the femoral groove at 4months,
11months and 21months of age. As in our study, they found that collagen density
shows a maximum between the superficial and deep zone in the youngest age group,
and that collagen density increases monotonically between the superficial and the deep
zone for the oldest animals [282, figure 4a]. Also, the order of magnitude of collagen
density in the adult animals in our study is in line with previous reports on total AC
density, e.g. ≈ 1.4 g/ml for bovine [294] and human AC [30].
In our previous study on collagen orientation [331], we observed that the caudal
site developed differently from the distal and rostral sites. We can not show such a
difference in the current study. We do find significant but small (2.7%) differences
in ρmax between lateral sites and medial sites (medial sites higher). In our previous
study [331], we found an effect for the lateral sites and medial sites for the collagen
orientation pattern (superficial zone thicker at lateral site). Whether or not these effects
are related cannot be resolved from these studies. Dedicated finite element models can
be an aid for a functional analysis of these effects, e.g. [330, 357]. In our previous study
[331] we found that differences during development had disappeared in the last sample
point (72weeks). In that study, we explained the lack of differences in the mature
animals by the near congruent joint that we investigated. Our current results support
that explanation: we observe very little differences in collagen density over this near
congruent joint surface. It thus appears that the expected different loading regimes for
the different sites (more static at the distal site, intermittent at the caudal and rostral
sites) have little influence in the joint and animal that we investigated.
Finite element models can also assist in a functional analysis of the depth-dependent
collagen density development in postnatal life, e.g. [17, 167, 357]. We performed such
a functional analysis [330] with our earlier data on collagen orientation remodelling
[331]. In that functional analysis [330] we found a marked increase in AC stiffness
near the bone, but not at the articular surface. Thus, the effect of postnatal collagen
reorientation is the (further) development of depth-dependent mechanical properties in
AC. These depth-dependent mechanical properties of AC are thought to be important for
the adult functions of AC [110, 193, 203, 293]. In the current study, collagen density
increases most in the deep cartilage. Because cartilage stiffness correlates positively
with collagen density [26, 349] we hypothesise that this depth-dependent distribution
of collagen density also contributes to the development of a depth-dependent gradient
in mechanical properties of AC in postnatal life.
With this paper, we complement our earlier data on postnatal collagen reorientation
in the same animals [331]. The combination of the two data sets provides better tools
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for functional analysis of the role of the collagen fibre network during development, e.g.
by composition based finite element models [17, 330, 357]. Also, the combination of re-
tardance results and collagen density results (figure 6.6) enabled us to further illustrate
the peculiar nature of the transitional zone in the perinatal animals [328, 331]. We thus
contribute to a better understanding of the mechanobiology of articular cartilage devel-
opment. With additional information on the development of GAG concentrations and
fixed charge densities in the AC, it becomes possible to estimate the mechanical environ-
ment that drives the depth-dependent AC development in general, and depth-dependent
collagen remodelling in particular.
6.5 Conclusions
Collagen densities in articular cartilage increase in postnatal life with depth-dependent
variation: the increase in collagen density at the articular surface is smaller than the
increase in maximum collagen density in the deep cartilage. Collagen density does not
stabilise by 72weeks, the last sample point in this study. Because cartilage stiffness cor-
relates positively with collagen density [26, 349], we predict that the depth-dependent
pattern of collagen density remodelling contributes to the functional depth-dependent
gradient in the mechanical properties of AC.
We find strong evidence for a valley in collagen densities near the articular surface
(d < 100µm) that is present in the youngest animals, but that has disappeared in the
oldest animals. A valley in retardance near the articular surface is traditionally inter-
preted as the result of a decrease in collagen anisotropy. Our current results show that
the retardance valley in perinatal animals also reflects a decrease in collagen density.
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7 Modelling collagen structure development in AC: interactions of orientation, density and structure
Abstract
The collagen fibril network is an important factor for the depth-dependent mechan-
ical behaviour of adult articular cartilage (AC). Recent studies have quantified how pre-
dominant collagen fibril orientation, collagen densities and collagen network anisotropy
change in postnatal life. These studies showed that the collagen network in postnatal
AC is subject to extensive remodelling.
Our understanding on the development of functional depth-dependent mechanical
properties in postnatal AC is incomplete. In the current paper, we investigate the in-
teractions of postnatal collagen fibril reorientation, collagen density increases and colla-
gen network anisotropy changes. We use a composition-based finite element model to
simulate in a 1-D confined compression geometry the effects of the different collagen
parameters that were measured in developing sheep.
Both increases in collagen density and collagen reorientation contribute to the depth-
dependent mechanical behaviour of AC. There is an interaction and the combined effect
is larger than the sum of the separate effects. We find further evidence for the hypotheses
that collagen density increases correlate with increased fibril strains due to collagen fibril
reorientation.
Our results suggest that the transitional layer in adult animals serves to smooth gradi-
ents in the mechanical state of the tissue. However, the current paper is unable to
elucidate a similar mechanical role for the transitional layer in the AC of the perinatal
animals.
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7.1 Introduction
Articular cartilage (AC) consists of a hypo-cellular porous extracellular matrix (≈ 20%
wet weight) that is saturated with fluid (≈ 80% wet weight). The (solid) extracellular
matrix is made of mostly collagen (≈ 80% dry weight) and negatively charged pro-
teoglycan molecules (≈ 20% dry weight), e.g. [248]. The functions of AC in adult life
are to support and distribute mechanical loads and to provide a low friction environ-
ment for joint movement. The mechanical behaviour of AC has an important role for
these (mechanical) functions [151, 193, 216, 220, 249, 293].
The collagen network is the main component of the extracellular matrix and experi-
ments show a large influence of this network on AC mechanics [26, 30, 31, 183, 231,
233, 235]. Over the past decade, a growing number of computational investigations
with fibril-reinforced finite element models appeared that stressed the role of the adult
collagen network in AC mechanics, e.g. [17, 170, 218, 298, 330, 354, 355]. The col-
lagen fibrils in AC provide a 1-D reinforcement of the extracellular matrix. Because
of their slender structure, collagen fibres only transmit mechanical loads in tension
[14, 35, 180, 354]. The collagen network in unloaded healthy adult AC counterbal-
ances the internal osmotic pressures in the tissue, and loss of collagen results in larger
swelling strains [26, 30, 231, 233, 235, 248] and therefore smaller osmotic pressures
and tissue stiffness [154, 162, 193, 242]. The fact that collagen fibrils bind fluid also
affects osmotic pressures and tissue stiffness [230, 234, 357].
In early postnatal life, AC functions as a growth plate for joint development [9, 139,
154], and the composition and structure that are needed for a functional tissue in adult
life still need to develop. The collagen network in particular, is subject to extensive re-
modelling in postnatal life: collagen amounts [50, 84, 167, 282, 332, 348] and collagen
fibril diameter [84, 107] increase; the predominant collagen fibril orientation changes
from a transversely isotropic structure with fibrils parallel to the articular surface in
neonatal AC to a depth-dependent arcade-like structure in adult life [6, 168, 282, 331];
and collagen network anisotropy is reported to increase, with depth-dependent variation
[158, 168, 282].
Our knowledge on the mechanobiology of AC development in postnatal life and AC
maintenance in adult life is still limited. The process of postnatal AC development is im-
portant, because AC in adult life has lost most of its remodelling capacity [94, 182, 220].
In particular, the adult collagen network has estimated turnover times of≈ 400 years and
its remodelling capacity is very limited [25, 31, 49, 106, 159]. Better understanding of
the mechanobiology of postnatal AC development will also benefit our knowledge on
adult AC maintenance and is relevant when we want to use AC postnatal development
as a model for functional cartilage tissue engineering, e.g. [193, 281, 347].
To our knowledge, investigations into the functional role of collagen network remod-
elling in postnatal AC development are currently limited to a single study [330]. That
study uses the composition-based Fibril Reinforced Poro-Viscoelastic Swelling (FRPVS)
model for AC [351, 352, 356, 357] and focusses on the contribution of collagen fibril
reorientation. In the current study, we also take the postnatal development of collagen
density and collagen network anisotropy into account in order to expand our current
knowledge on the functional role of postnatal collagen network remodelling. As input
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7 Modelling collagen structure development in AC: interactions of orientation, density and structure
for the model, we use the original data on sheep at ten developmental stages from birth
to maturity presented by Van Turnhout et al. [331, 332].
7.2 Methods
For a detailed description of the modelling theory of the FRPVS model, we refer to ex-
isting literature, e.g. [170, 171, 351, 356, 357]. Summarising, this is a biphasic model
with the solid phase divided into a viscoelastic fibrillar part that represents the collagen
network and a viscoelastic non-fibrillar part that represents the remainder of the extra-
cellular matrix (the PG molecules). The model accounts for osmotic pressures due to the
negative charges of the PG molecules and strain-dependent permeability and Poisson ra-
tio. Initial fluid fractions, fixed charge densities and collagen fractions and orientations
are defined locally (per integration point), and the model accounts for the distinction
between intra- and extra-fibrillar fluid for the calculation of osmotic pressures when it
updates the local composition and mechanical state.
The methodology is similar to that in our publication on the effects of postnatal col-
lagen reorientation [330]. Thus, we simulate sequences of ten meshes for the ten de-
velopmental stages presented by Van Turnhout et al. [330–332]. We use the FRPVS
model with material parameters as described in [357]. For each mesh, we use the same
initial fluid volume fraction (nf = 0.9 − 0.2z with z the dimensionless depth), initial
fixed charge density (cF = −0.1z
2 + 0.24z + 0.035 in [Meq/ml]), and matrix density
(1.43 g/ml), as in our previous study [330]. We only consider the equilibrium response
and collagen fibrils are therefore modelled as elastic and permeability is kept constant
[357].
We use the original data by Van Turnhout et al. [331, 332] to simulate the effects
of the postnatal development of predominant collagen orientation, collagen densities,
and collagen network anisotropy in AC (figures 7.1 and 7.2). First, we investigate the
interaction of predominant collagen orientation and collagen densities. The patterns for
the predominant collagen orientation (figure 7.1a, the primary network) are adopted
from [331, figure 3], similar to our approach in [330]. The collagen density patterns
(figure 7.1b) are adopted from [332, figure 2]. Collagen network anisotropy is constant
in these simulations.
The FRPVS model divides the collagen network in two portions: a primary network
that simulates a predominant collagen orientation network, and a secondary network
that simulates an ‘isotropic’ network with random collagen fibril orientations [351, 356,
357]. This division in two networks with this distribution of collagen densities was used
by Van Turnhout et al. [329] to model the optical effects of collagen fibril networks in
polarised light microscopy. They showed that retardance patterns from polarised light
microscopy divided by collagen densities provided a semi-quantitative description v of
collagen network anisotropy. In the second part of the study, we adopt the formulation
by Van Turnhout et al. [329] for use with the FRPVS model to simulate postnatal de-
velopment of collagen network anisotropy. The mean retardance patterns per age that
are needed for the calculation of the anisotropy parameter v are adopted from [331,
figure 5]. Similar to the orientation patterns [330, 331], retardance in the deep zone is
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Figure 7.1: Depth-dependent parameters for the 10 different ages that are used for
model input in the study as a function of normalised depth: from 0 – the articular
surface to 1 – the tide-mark. With (a) Predominant collagen fibril orientation ϕ, ad-
opted from [331, figure 3]; and (b) Collagen density ρcol, adopted from [332, figure
2].
kept constant (figure 7.2a). The three datasets (orientation, density and retardance) are
scaled to equal (dimensionless) length and smoothed with a 5-point moving average.
The anisotropy parameter (figure 7.2b) is obtained by [329]:
v = κ
∆
ρcol
(7.1)
With ∆ the retardance (figure 7.2a), ρcol the absolute amount of collagen (figure 7.1b),
and κ an arbitrary constant to ensure that 0≤ v ≤ 1.
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Figure 7.2: Depth-dependent parameters for the ten different ages that are used for
model input in the study as a function of normalised depth: from 0 – the articular
surface to 1 – the tide-mark (continued). With (a) Retardance patterns from the
polarised light microscopy study∆, adopted from [331, figure 5]; and (b) Anisotropy
parameter v (equation 7.1).
Collagen orientation patterns are modelled with two fibrils for the primary network in
each integration point [330]. One fibril follows the pattern, its companion follows the
pattern mirrored in the vertical axis (or mirrored in 90 ° in figure 7.1a). In this manner,
an arcade-like configuration is formed, suitable for 1-D analysis. The secondary network
is modelled with seven fibrils [350, 356, 357]. We divide total collagen density over the
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two networks according to:
ρ1 = ρcolv for the primary network (7.2)
ρ2 = ρcol(1− v) for the secondary network (7.3)
with v from equation 7.1 and κ = 1/50. The constant value of v in the first part of the
study is selected 0.46 according to previous studies [356, 357].
The finite element geometry and the loading protocol were the same as we used in
[330]. The simulations comprised of a 1-dimensional model (figure 7.3) with a single
column of 33 equally thick axisymmetric pore pressure elements (CAX4P). Because of the
osmosis in the model, the mesh is allowed to equilibrate with its environment before the
simulation is started at t0. The initial mesh height was adapted for each mesh such that
h
confining ring
bottom (h= 0)
F,u
symmetry axis
permeable indenter
top
middle
deep
Figure 7.3: Mesh for the confined compression simulations. The mesh is divided into
33 elements and is supported by an impermeable bottom and confined by an imper-
meable ring. The displacement is applied to the permeable indenter at the articular
surface. The layers labelled deep, middle and top are used to present the results.
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7 Modelling collagen structure development in AC: interactions of orientation, density and structure
the height of each mesh after the initial equilibrium step was h0 = hmax(t0) = 1.375mm.
We prescribed zero pore pressure at the top of the model, i.e. fluid can move freely
through this surface. All other surfaces were assumed to be impermeable. Displacements
in the radial direction were suppressed. The model was axially compressed in a stepwise
manner with 10−3% strain/second in 1% intervals up to 20% global strain, and allowed
to reach equilibrium after each compressive step (relaxation).
We use the applied normal stress σ and mesh height hmax at equilibrium for computa-
tion of global strain "g and global effective aggregate modulus HAg :
"g =
h0 − hmax
h0
, HAg =
∂σ
∂"
g
(7.4)
with h0 the mesh height at the start of the simulation. We use the element thickness d
at equilibrium for computation of local strain "l and local effective aggregate modulus
HA(h) for each element:
"l =
d(t0)− d
d(t0)
, HA(h) =
∂σ
∂"
l
(7.5)
with d(t0) the element thickness at the start of the simulation.
7.3 Results
We first compare the depth-dependent mechanical state of the AC at zero global strain
(t0) for four combinations of collagen orientation patterns and collagen density patterns
(figure 7.4). These simulations use the constant anisotropy (v = 0.46) and comprise
of the four combinations of the collagen orientation patterns at 0weeks and 72weeks
with the collagen density patterns at 0weeks and 72weeks. Both changes in collagen
fibril orientations, and changes in collagen densities affect the mechanical state in the
cartilage at t0.
Initial swelling strains (equation 7.4) are larger with collagen orientations of 0weeks
than with the collagen orientations at 72weeks, except for the superficial layer where
collagen orientation does not change during development. Swelling strains are also
larger with collagen densities of 0weeks than with the collagen densities at 72weeks
(figure 7.4a). Collagen densities also increase in the superficial layer between these ages,
and the decrease in swelling strain due to collagen densities is present over the entire
cartilage depth. The decrease in swelling strain is larger for the changes in collagen
orientation than for changes in collagen density.
Fibril strains at t0 (figure 7.4b) are smaller with collagen orientations of 0weeks than
with the collagen orientations at 72weeks, where changes in orientation occur. The
effect of increased collagen density on fibril strains is opposite: fibril strains are larger
with collagen densities of 0weeks than with the collagen densities at 72weeks. There is
further an interaction of collagen orientation changes and collagen density changes: the
increase in fibril strain with increasing collagen density is much smaller for the collagen
orientation at 0weeks than at 72weeks.
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Osmotic pressures at t0 (figure 7.4c) are higher for both collagen orientations and
collagen densities of 72weeks compared with those of 0weeks. The increase in osmotic
pressures is larger for the changes in collagen density than for changes in collagen orient-
ation. There is also a small interaction: the collagen density related increase in osmotic
pressures is a little smaller for the collagen orientation at 0weeks than at 72weeks.
The local effective aggregate modulus HA(h) at t0 (figure 7.4d) is affected by these
changes in the mechanical state at t0 (figures 7.4a-7.4c). HA(h) is higher for both col-
lagen orientations and collagen densities of 72weeks compared with those of 0weeks,
and the increase in HA(h) is larger towards the bottom of the mesh for both effects.
The increase in HA(h) is larger for the changes in collagen density than for changes in
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Figure 7.4: Mechanical state at zero global strain (t0) as a function of mesh height h
for four simulations with constant anisotropy. We show the four combinations of the
collagen orientation patterns at 0weeks (ϕ0, gray) and 72weeks (ϕ72, black) with the
collagen density patterns at 0weeks (ρ0, dashed) and 72weeks (ρ72, solid). With: (a)
initial swelling strain "i; (b) fibril strain " f ; (c) osmotic pressures −∆pi; and (d) local
effective aggregate modulus HA(h).
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Figure 7.5: Development of the mechanical properties cartilage at t0 simulated with
constant anisotropy. With strain-stiffness relationship for the middle layer (a) and
deep layer (b) for simulations with predominant collagen orientation ϕ and collagen
densities ρ at 0weeks (subscript 0) and 72weeks (subscript 72) in the top panels.
Panel (a) shows the tip over strain "t ≈ 0.05 for the tension-compression non-linearity
for the simulations with ϕ72; (c) Global effective aggregate modulus HAg as a function
of age; and (d) Local effective aggregate modulus HA(h) for the layers top (dotted),
middle (dashed) and deep (solid).
collagen orientation close to the bottom of the mesh, and again there is an interaction:
the depth-dependent increase in HA(h) due to collagen densities is much smaller for the
collagen orientation at 0weeks than at 72weeks. At the top of the mesh HA(h) is equal
for simulations with the same collagen orientation profiles.
Next, we compare the local strain-stiffness relationships for the same four combina-
tions, and we show the development of the (depth-dependent) mechanical properties
cartilage with the corresponding orientation patterns and density patterns for each age
(figure 7.5), with constant anisotropy. The top layer is already past the tip over strain "t
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7.3 Results
for the (local) tension-compression non-linearity (see figure 7.5a) for very small global
strains, and HA(h) increases slightly with increasing strain (not shown). For this layer,
there are only minor differences between ages. Deeper into the cartilage, postnatal col-
lagen reorientation affects both the tip over strain "t, and HA(h) for strains smaller than
"t (figures 7.5a-7.5b). Postnatal increases in collagen density also increases HA(h) for
strains smaller than "t, but do not convincingly affect "t itself (figures 7.5a-7.5b). These
effects are larger in the deep layer (figure 7.5b) than in the middle layer (figure 7.5a).
The global effective aggregate modulus HAg increases with age when we model the
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Figure 7.6: Mechanical state at zero global strain (t0) as a function of mesh height h
for the two extreme ages, and with and without depth-dependent anisotropy parame-
ter. We show results of simulations with collagen orientation patterns and collagen
density patterns at 0weeks (ϕ0ρ0, dashed) and 72weeks (ϕ72ρ72, solid), with con-
stant anisotropy (v = 0.46, labelled C , gray) or with corresponding anisotropy pattern
(black) at 0weeks (v0) and 72weeks (v72). With: (a) initial swelling strain "i; (b)
fibril strain " f ; (c) osmotic pressures −∆pi; and (d) local effective aggregate modulus
HA(h).
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7 Modelling collagen structure development in AC: interactions of orientation, density and structure
mechanical properties of cartilage with the corresponding orientation patterns and dens-
ity patterns for each age. We find the largest rate of increase in early life (i.e. before
12weeks, figure 7.5c). The local effective aggregate modulus HA(h) develops differently
for the three layers top, middle and deep (figure 7.5d). HA(h) of the top layer decreases
from approximately 2MPa to 3MPa in the perinatal animals to approximately 0.13MPa
at 20weeks, and changes very little for the later ages. For the middle layer and deep
layer, HA(h) increases with age and the increase is larger for the deep layer (1.9MPa to
10MPa) than for the middle layer (1.3MPa to 5.8MPa).
Implementation of the depth-dependent anisotropy v (equations 7.1-7.3, figure 7.2b)
has only small effects on the mechanical state at zero global strain (figure 7.6), and in
compression (not shown). The parameter v appears to have a smoothing effect on initial
swelling strains (figure 7.6a) and fibril strains (figure 7.6b) in the top of the model
(h ≥ .8mm), especially for 72weeks. The osmotic pressures appear unaffected (figure
7.6c) and HA(h) is only affected at 72weeks (figure 7.6d). The value of v < 0.46 in the
deep tissue at 72weeks decreases HA(h) compared with the simulations with constant
anisotropy (v = 0.46)
7.4 Discussion
In the current paper we performed sequences of simulations with the composition-based
FRPVS model for the ten measurements points on the collagen network of developing
sheep between birth (0weeks) and maturity (72weeks) presented by Van Turnhout et
al. [331, 332]. The meshes differed only in predominant collagen fibril orientation,
collagen densities and collagen network anisotropy. We aimed to separate the effects of
the development of the collagen network from other developmental changes.
This work extends an earlier publication [330] on the effects of postnatal collagen
reorientation (i.e. not accounting for collagen densities and network anisotropy). The
changes in fibril orientation in the deep zone limit swelling of the tissue under zero global
strain (figure 7.4a), and as a result osmotic pressures increase (figure 7.4c). Osmotic
pressures are an important factor for the equilibrium stiffness of AC, e.g. [30, 79, 204,
225, 248], and we see that the increase in osmotic pressures correlates with an increase
in local HA(h) (figure 7.4d).
An increase in collagen density is expected to affect the mechanical behaviour in
two ways: first, when more collagen is present in the collagen network, the effects
of this network will be reinforced; and second, with more collagen present the frac-
tion of extra-fibrillar fluid will decrease, which in turn increases local osmotic pressures
[230, 234, 330, 357]. The reinforcement of given collagen networks with increasing
collagen densities is e.g. apparent from the decrease in initial swelling strains for an
increase in collagen density (figure 7.4a). The increase in osmotic pressures due to the
decrease in extra-fibrillar fluid fraction is not immediately visible in figure 7.4, because
the increase in osmotic pressures (figure 7.4c) is also an effect of decreased initial swell-
ing strains [330]. Similar to our previous study [330], we find that postnatal collagen
reorientation does not affect the superficial layer HA(h), because collagen orientations
do not change at this location during development. The results for the depth-dependent
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HA(h) however, show that the superficial layer HA(h) increases slightly with increases in
collagen density. This illustrates the additional effect of collagen densities on cartilage
stiffness: stiffness increases through intra/extra-fibrillar fluid modulation.
Postnatal collagen reorientation and increases in collagen density interact to produce
a gradient in cartilage stiffness (figures 7.4d and 7.5d). Collagen reorientation enhances
the gradient in HA(h) for given collagen densities, and the changes in collagen density en-
hance the gradient for given collagen orientation (figure 7.4d). Our current results show
the increase in HA(h) for the combination of the two effects (reorientation and density
increase) to be larger than the sum of the two separate effects. Or alternatively, (1) the
effects of postnatal collagen reorientation are relatively small if collagen density is kept
at the value of 0weeks, and (2) the effects of the postnatal increase in collagen density
are relatively small if collagen orientation is kept at the value of 0weeks. Apart from
this interaction that results in a depth-dependent HA(h), it appears that the crucial ef-
fect of collagen reorientation is the adaptation of the tension-compression non-linearity,
and that the crucial effect of postnatal collagen density development is the adaptation
of depth-dependent HA(h) (figures 7.5a-7.5b). We finally note that the depth-dependent
increase in collagen densities decreases the gradient in collagen fibril strains at t0 in the
deep zone (figure 7.4b): maximum fibril strains (near the bone) increase with > 50%
when collagen densities do not develop with collagen reorientation. Thus, the depth-
dependent development of collagen densities counteracts the increase in fibril strain due
to collagen reorientation, such that maximum fibril strain is similar between 0weeks and
72weeks in our simulations (figure 7.4b). This observation supports a hypothesis in our
earlier publication on the effects of postnatal collagen reorientation [330]: that collagen
density increases more in the deep cartilage to counterbalance the increased fibril strains
due to collagen reorientation.
We only find small differences when we implement depth-dependent anisotropy v for
the different ages (figure 7.6), particularly for the younger ages. The FRPVS model uses
a constant anisotropy parameter of v = 0.46 [351, 356, 357]. The depth-dependent
anisotropy parameter v is also relatively constant in the deep cartilage, with a value
close to 0.46 (figure 7.2b). Variations in the anisotropy parameter v occur mainly at
locations with the lowest stiffness and the smallest contribution to the global confined
compression modulus (the top of the tissue). This could explain the small influence
of v in our simulations. This apparent agreement of v with 0.46 in the deep cartilage
is accidental. The constant value for v was quantitatively assessed by Wilson et al.
[351] with parameter estimation. We had to use an arbitrary constant κ to ensure that
0 ≤ v ≤ 1 (equations 7.1-7.3), and the value κ = 1/50 is a rough estimate to find a
maximum v in the series of approximately 0.8 to 0.9. The current results indicate that
the value of v in the current study is close to previous work [351, 356, 357]. As a
consequence, we find that the assumption of constant anisotropy is valid for the deep
cartilage, and that the error in this assumption for the upper half of the tissue does not
result in large differences for the global mechanical behaviour in confined compression.
Although implementation of v has only small effects in the current study, the parame-
ter is not unimportant. Wilson et al. [351] already found that implementation of the
primary ‘predominant orientation’ network and secondary ‘isotropic’ network is neces-
sary to correctly model AC mechanics with the FRPVS model. The expected effect of an
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7 Modelling collagen structure development in AC: interactions of orientation, density and structure
increase in v is a reinforcement of the effects of the primary network. For the simulations
for 72weeks there is a decrease in HA(h) in the deep cartilage for the simulations with
v ≈ 0.37 compared with simulations with v = 0.46 (figure 7.6d). However, contrary to
first expectations there is a slight increase in HA(h) for the simulations for 0weeks with
v ≈ 0.35 in the deep cartilage compared with simulations with v = 0.46 (figure 7.6d).
The predominant collagen fibrils have an orientation close to 180 ° in these animals and
these primary fibrils therefore hardly contribute to the mechanical behaviour in the sim-
ulations. The secondary ‘isotropic’ network however, does contribute: this network also
limits swelling strains, although to a much lesser degree than the adult primary network.
Therefore, cartilage stiffness in confined compression can increase when there is more
collagen in the secondary network (smaller v) for the perinatal animals.
The main effect of postnatal collagen network remodelling, the other parameters being
equal, is the depth-dependent increase in HA(h). As a result, global HAg increases (figure
7.5c) and a large gradient in HA(h) develops (i.e. HA(h) increases with distance from
the articular surface, figures 7.4d, 7.5d and 7.6d). The gradient in HA(h) is thought to
be important for the adult functions of AC [15, 110, 193, 203, 293] and appears to be
the most important effect of postnatal collagen structure remodelling: the changes in
local HA(h) are much larger than the changes in global HAg . The increase in global HAg
that we find in this study (≈ 45%) is small compared with measured increases of 180%
and more in literature [57, 167, 349]. In our simulations, collagen network remodelling
alone does not suffice to increase HAg by 180%, and other developmental changes, such
as changes in fixed charge density or fluid fraction, may contribute more to the global
stiffness than collagen network remodelling does.
The current study is unable to show a mechanical role for the variable anisotropy
pattern in the top of the tissue for 0weeks (figure 7.6). We note that anisotropy and
its depth-dependent variation increase between birth and maturity (figure 7.2b). In
addition, the variable anisotropy pattern for 72weeks appears to smooth gradients in
the mechanical state of the top of the tissue at zero global strain, particularly swelling
strains (figure 7.6a).
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What is reported is different to what is remembered which is different to what was
seen which is different to what was present.
Charles G.M. Paxton [267]
8
General discussion
8.1 Overview of postnatal collagen network
development
We presented experimental results on articular cartilage (AC) in horses (stillborn, foal
and adult, 13 animals, chapter 3) and sheep (stillborn to adult, 10 ages, 48 animals,
chapters 4 and 6). The polarised light microscopy results are similar between the two
species: stillborn animals have a transversely isotropic collagen network with fibrils par-
allel to the articular surface throughout the tissue depth and adults animals have the
arcade-like collagen fibril structure as seen in other species (figures 3.4, 3.6 and 4.5).
The transitional pattern that is present in the horse of 4.5months (figure 3.5), was also
found in the data for the sheep (figure 4.5). We examined a nearly congruent joint in
both species (figures 3.1, 4.1 and 6.1) and found only small differences in the temporal
and spatial patterns of collagen network development between different anatomical sites
(e.g. figures 4.A.3 and 4.A.4), and no differences at maturity. In chapters 5 and 7 we
therefore pooled the sheep data for different anatomical sites, and we follow a similar
approach to present an overview of postnatal development of the collagen fibril network
in figure 8.1.
We assessed three parameters of the collagen network as a function of depth: predom-
inant collagen fibril orientation (figure 8.1a, chapter 4), collagen densities (figure 8.1b,
chapter 6) and collagen network anisotropy (figure 8.1c, chapters 2 and 7). In figure
8.1, the data from figures 7.1a, 7.1b and 7.2b are used to show an overview of age- and
depth-dependent collagen network development in three separate panels. Figure 8.2
collects the three parameters in a single overview. We measured AC thickness in chapter
4 and we use the fit for cartilage thickness as a function of age (equation 4.5) for the
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Figure 8.1: Overview of age- and depth-dependent collagen network development for
the sheep in this thesis. With (a) predominant collagen fibril orientation, adopted
from figure 7.1a; (b) collagen densities, adopted from figure 7.1b; and (c) anisotropy
parameter v, adopted from figure 7.2b.
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8.1 Overview of postnatal collagen network development
overviews of the results, similar to e.g. figure 4.5.
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Figure 8.2: Single overview of age- and depth-dependent collagen network develop-
ment for the sheep in this thesis. The orientation of the dashes represents the pre-
dominant collagen fibril orientation, the length of the dashes scales with the fraction
of collagen in the predominant network, i.e. with anisotropy v, and the colour of
the dashes represents the collagen densities in g/ml. A reference dash for v = 1 is
presented in the bottom part of the figure. Note the non-linear scale on the x-axis.
Our results are in line with existing literature, where available. During postnatal
AC development, tissue layer thickness decreases [57, 112, 154, 168, 282], collagen
densities increase [50, 84, 167, 282, 348] and they increase most in the deep tissue
[282], and predominant collagen fibril orientation develops from a structure with fibrils
parallel to the articular surface throughout the tissue depth to an arcade-like structure
at maturity [6, 168, 282]. Our temporal resolution in the sheep experiments is better
than in existing literature on postnatal collagen fibril orientation [168, 282]. Hence we
cannot yet compare our intermediate patterns between birth and maturity with previous
research.
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8 General discussion
The small site-dependent differences in the pre-mature collagen network parameters
that we observed over a single joint surface, are also hard to compare to existing liter-
ature. We explained the lack of differences in collagen structure in mature animals by
the near congruency of the joint that we investigated. Investigations into the AC from
the proximal phalangeal bone of the equine metacarpophalangeal joint (the cartilage
surface that opposes the surface that we investigated in chapter 3) [54, 158], also show
site-dependent differences in collagen structure in juvenile horses. Whether or not these
differences persist in this similar joint in adult life is not evident from these publications
[54, 158, 345].
Several papers on collagen network anisotropy [54, 158, 168, 282, 283, 290] use
a parallelism index (PI) introduced by Rieppo et al. [283]. We cannot reproduce PI
because it is calculated with microscope-specific parameters that cannot be obtained for
our system [283, chapter 2]. We introduced our own microscope-independent measure
of anisotropy v in chapter 2. Both parameters scale between 0 (isotropy) to 1 (maximum
anisotropy), and we can qualitatively compare the v-patterns in our study with the PI-
patterns in other literature.
Our patterns for v show a sinusoidal-like variation in the upper half of the tissue, and
an almost constant value in the bottom half of the tissue for the older ages (figure 8.1c).
This is similar to results for PI for juvenile equine AC by Brama et al. [54]. The patterns
for PI by Rieppo et al. [282] for juvenile and adult porcine AC, the patterns by Hyttinen
et al. [158] for newborn to adult equine AC, and the patterns by Julkunen et al. [168]
for juvenile to adult rabbit AC do not show the sinusoidal-like variation. These patterns
for PI [158, 168, 282] generally show a valley near the articular surface instead, and
a relatively constant value in the deep cartilage. The spatial resolution of these studies
[158, 168, 282] was presumably too low for detection of the sinusoidal-like variation
near the articular surface. All studies on the postnatal development of collagen network
anisotropy [158, 168, 282, chapter 7] share that anisotropy in the deep tissue is variable
in postnatal life, without a clear pattern.
8.2 A contribution to depth-dependent mechanical
behaviour
The postnatal development of the collagen network contributes to the gradient in mech-
anical properties (increasing local effective aggregate modulus HA(h) with increasing
distance from the articular surface) in AC (chapters 5 and 7). We present an overview of
the contribution of postnatal collagen network remodelling to HA(h) at zero global strain
(" = 0) in figure 8.3. We used the simulations in chapter 7 (i.e. with age- and depth-
dependent predominant collagen orientation, collagen densities and collagen network
anisotropy) to obtain the results for figure 8.3.
In chapters 5 and 7 we kept all compositional parameters constant between the sim-
ulations, except for the collagen network parameters. We did this for two reasons: (1)
we aimed to separate the contribution of postnatal collagen network remodelling from
other developmental changes, and (2) the data that is needed for a complete simulation
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Figure 8.3: Overview of age- and depth-dependent effective aggregate modulus HA(h)
at zero global strain " = 0, t0 in our simulations. These results are calculated with
ten meshes that were equal except for the collagen network. The collagen network
for each age was modelled with the input from figure 8.1, see also chapter 7.
of postnatal AC development is missing. Ideally, we would also measure the changes
in (depth-dependent) fluid content, proteoglycan (PG) content and fixed charge dens-
ities (FCD) and use these in our simulations. However, these additional measurements
were not feasible for the current thesis and this constraint should be kept in mind when
interpreting the results.
Other developmental changes in AC may e.g. include an increase in total extracellu-
lar matrix (ECM) density (or decrease in fluid volume/total volume fraction) [50] and
changes in relative PG content. Note that contrary to the general increase in collagen
content that is observed across species and joints, changes in PG are harder to predict:
e.g. Brama et al. [50] report a decrease in PG content for the equine metacarpus during
postnatal development, but Williamson et al. [349] were unable to show changes in PG
content in bovine knee AC. PG content might vary considerably (and would be therefore
hard to predict) because PG synthesis by chondrocytes in situ responds much more than
the collagen network to mechanical joint loads [50, 104, 146, 191, 345], although also
on this point, results may vary [159]. The FCD is commonly expressed as the amount of
fixed charges per volume of free interstitial fluid, i.e. Meq/ml [357]. The postnatal de-
velopment of the amount of fixed charges per total volume of ECM is hard to predict due
the uncertainties for the development of PG content. However, for small changes of the
amount of fixed charges per total volume we may expect an increase in FCD [Meq/ml]
due to the decrease in total free interstitial fluid, and because an increase in collagen
content further decreases the effective free fluid fraction in AC.
Collagen network remodelling is therefore not the only option for an animal to ob-
tain a gradient in mechanical properties in AC. The profiles for fluid density and FCD
also contribute to the depth-dependent mechanical properties, and postnatal changes
in these parameters will therefore affect the development of the gradient in mechanical
properties in AC. Simulations similar to those in chapter 7 illustrate this (figure 8.4).
Compared to a simulation with constant composition over the depth (at the mean of
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Figure 8.4: Six simulations to illustrate the effects of a depth-dependent composition
and structure on the depth-dependent effective aggregate modulus HA(h, t0) at zero
global strain (t0," = 0). With (a) model input with z the dimensionless depth.
Columns show the input for the simulations for nf – initial fluid volume fraction, cF
– initial fixed charge density, ϕ – predominant fibril orientation, ncoll – collagen solid
mass fraction, and v – anisotropy parameter. Rows show the six simulations: cst – all
input constant, nf – depth-dependent fluid volume fraction, FCD – depth-dependent
fixed charge density, ϕ – depth-dependent predominant fibril orientation, ρ – depth-
dependent collagen solid mass fraction, and v – depth-dependent anisotropy; and
(b) model results for HA(h) for these six simulations with different depth-dependent
composition and structure.
the depth-dependent profiles) and a horizontal collagen fibril arrangement, implement-
ation of the depth-dependent fluid density profile or FCD profile produces the largest
gradients in HA(h). The changes in predominant fibril orientation, collagen density and
network anisotropy also affect the gradient in mechanical properties, but to a lesser de-
gree in this theoretical example. These simulations stress that it is essential to assess
more than just collagen network development to provide a more substantial description
of the development of the mechanical properties in AC.
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We finally note that there may be another way than thus far described in this thesis
in which collagen network remodelling affects AC mechanics. When the mechanical
properties of the collagen fibril network change, the contribution of this network to the
mechanical properties of AC will change. Collagen fibril diameter is reported to in-
crease during postnatal development [84, 107, figure 3.3], and a change in mechanical
properties is therefore not unlikely. A numerical-experimental approach that uses a com-
bination of experimental results from mechanical testing with parameter estimation with
dedicated finite element models may provide insight into the mechanical properties of
the collagen network during development. Again, such an approach can only succeed
when the other compositional parameters have also been measurement and incorporated
into the simulations.
8.3 Mechanical interactions in collagen network
development
8.3.1 Collagen orientation and osmotic pressures
In chapter 5 we observed that the effect of postnatal collagen reorientation on the depth-
dependent mechanical properties is affected by local osmotic pressures. This observation
is confirmed in the theoretical example in the previous section (figure 8.4): equal col-
lagen fibril orientations with equal osmotic pressures in the deep cartilage, result in
equal values for HA(h) (black solid curve in figure 8.4). This theoretical example fur-
ther showed that without a gradient in osmotic pressures (fluid volume fraction and
fixed charge density constant), only small effects of collagen network remodelling can
be expected. Or alternatively, a gradient in osmotic pressures is necessary for our inter-
pretation of the effects of variations in the collagen network at birth.
Experiments have shown that depth-dependent mechanical properties are present in
perinatal animals [193, 343, 349], albeit to a much lesser degree than in adult anim-
als. The current work showed that the perinatal collagen network is not responsible for
the perinatal depth-dependent mechanical properties in AC. Figure 8.4 illustrates how
depth-dependent variations in fluid volume fraction and fixed charge density may affect
the gradient in mechanical properties. The increase in HA(h) is correlated to an increase
in osmotic pressures for both compositional changes (not shown). Sweet et al. [314]
showed that a depth-dependent fluid volume fraction (fluid fraction highest in the su-
perficial zone, similar to our simulations) exists in immature bovine AC, and Klein et
al. [193] showed that PG content increases with depth for foetal and newborn bovine
cartilage.
The depth-dependent mechanical properties in perinatal AC [193, 343, 349], and the
depth-dependent fluid volume fraction [314] and PG content [193] in immature AC
strongly suggest that the gradient in osmotic pressures that is necessary for our inter-
pretation of the effects of variations in the collagen network at birth, is indeed present
in perinatal animals.
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8.3.2 Collagen orientation and density
The gradient in mechanical properties increases due to postnatal collagen fibril reorient-
ation (chapter 5), and increases due to collagen density increase (chapter 7). We also
find that these two effects interact and together result in a gradient that is larger than
the sum of the gradients of the two separate effects (figure 7.4d). The effects of the two
mechanisms (collagen fibril reorientation and collagen density increase), and the inter-
action, depend on the local composition and structure of the tissue (chapter 7, figure
8.4).
The effect of postnatal collagen reorientation appears unambiguous in the presence of
osmotic pressures: vertical fibrils limit swelling strain and increase osmotic pressures and
effective stiffness (chapter 5, figure 8.4). The effects of an increase in collagen densities
however, are less straightforward. As explained in chapter 5, there is a balance between
osmotic pressures and swelling strains in AC. Limiting swelling strains tends to increase
osmotic pressures, and increased osmotic pressures tend to increase swelling strain, until
a balance is achieved. Adding collagen to this (vertical) structure will shift the balance
between swelling strains and osmotic pressures for two reasons: a vertical structure
with more collagen will have a larger tendency to limit swelling, and an increase in
collagen density has a tendency to increase osmotic pressures. Chapter 7 showed that
the balance shifts to smaller swelling strains and larger osmotic pressures, and therefore
higher effective stiffness, during postnatal development.
In our theoretical example in the previous section, increase in collagen content in the
deep tissue has no appreciable effect on effective tissue stiffness (figure 8.4, ‘cst’ and
‘ρ’). In fact, the balance between swelling strains and osmotic pressures shifts to slightly
larger swelling strains (4.51 · 10−2 against 4.43 · 10−2 at the bottom of the mesh) and
slightly smaller osmotic pressures (75 kPa against 84 kPa) when we add collagen to the
deep zone cartilage with horizontal predominant fibril orientation. The partitioning of
the intra- and extra-fibrillar fluid is not only affected by collagen densities, but also by
the local osmotic pressure [234]. This theoretical example illustrates that the complex
interaction between the fixed charges in the ECM, local deformations and the partition-
ing of intra- and extra-fibrillar fluid are hard to predict for a collagen network with
predominantly horizontal collagen fibrils.
Thus, collagen reorientation contributes more than increase in collagen density to the
establishment of functional depth-dependent mechanical properties through collagen
network remodelling (in the presence of an osmotic pressure gradient over the depth
of the tissue, see previous section). The theoretical example suggests that the increase
in collagen densities needs vertical collagen fibrils to contribute to the depth-dependent
mechanical properties. Although the depth-dependent increase in collagen densities
reinforce the functional depth-dependent adaptation in our simulations, the increase in
collagen density may also serve a different functional role.
8.3.3 Spatial and temporal patterns
In chapter 5 we suggested a relationship between the increase in collagen fibril strains
due to collagen reorientation and the increase in collagen density. The rationale behind
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8.3 Mechanical interactions in collagen network development
this suggestion is that of a maximisation of the efficiacy of the production and main-
tenance of biological tissue components. In biology, resources are scarce and best spent
well. It would be wasteful to recruit collagen fibrils at a locations where fibrils are not
yet used to their full potential, certainly when elsewhere fibrils are used beyond their
potential. This is served well, if equal strains occur in the tissue.
The paper by Rieppo et al. [282] and chapters 6 and 7 provided evidence for the idea
that collagen densities increase most where collagen fibril strains are highest. With v, we
can calculate both fibril strains and collagen densities separately for the two networks
(predominant and isotropic) and look at the development of these parameters with age
(figure 8.5). Simulations with collagen network developmental changes and a fixed
collagen density at the age of 0weeks show a small decrease for fibril strains in the iso-
tropic network, and a small increase in fibril strains in the predominant network (figures
8.5a, 8.5c and 8.5e). When we also implement the age-dependent collagen densities,
we see that fibril strains in the isotropic network decrease more, and the increase in
fibril strains for the predominant network is limited: i.e. the difference between fibril
strains in the two networks in the adult animals is much smaller when we implement
the age-dependent collagen densities.
The temporal patterns for collagen densities for the two networks (figures 8.5b, 8.5d
and 8.5f) correlate negatively with fibril strains in the two networks for the sequence
with constant collagen density. At birth, fibril strain in the isotropic network is much lar-
ger than in the predominant network, and in early postnatal life more collagen is added
to the isotropic network than to the predominant network. For the top layer we observe
that the velocity of collagen density change in the predominant network (figure 8.5b)
increases around 36weeks of age, approximately when the fibril strains in this network
start to increase to the maximum value thus far (figure 8.5a). In the middle layer, fibril
strains are initially small in the predominant network, and they start to increase between
8weeks and 20weeks (figure 8.5c). This correlates with the collagen density increase
in the predominant network: it is relatively constant in early life, and starts to increase
between 12weeks and 20weeks (figure 8.5d). In the deep layer, fibril strains are trans-
ferred most from the isotropic network to the predominant network due to collagen fibril
reorientation. This layer has the largest fibril strains in the predominant network (figure
8.5e) and the largest increase in collagen density for this network (figure 8.5f). The
fibril strains are already relatively high for 0weeks (≈ 5%,), and this corresponds to
highest rate of collagen density increase in early life between these three layers. Thus,
in our simulations, a maximum fibril strain of ≈ 5% in both networks (figures 8.5a, 8.5c
and 8.5e) appears to be the result of selective increase in collagen densities for these
networks. In these observations, we find further support for a relationship between
the increase in collagen fibrils strains due to collagen reorientation and the increase in
collagen density.
8.3.4 Anisotropy
Polarised light microscopy on adult AC generally shows a retardance valley near the ar-
ticular surface. This valley is traditionally associated with the transitional layer, a layer
with a weak anisotropic collagen arrangement, in adult animals [37, 150]. The weak
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Figure 8.5: Total network fibril strains at zero global strain ("f, left panels) and network
collagen density (ρ, right panels) for the predominant network ("1,ρ1, solid) and
secondary network ("2,ρ2, dashed) as function of age for the three layers top – (a)
and (b), middle – (c) and (d), and deep - (e) and (f). Panels (a), (c) and (e) show
total fibril strains for a sequence of simulations with collagen fibril orientation and
predicted collagen network anisotropy from measurements as a function of age, and
with the collagen density profile of 0weeks for each simulation (ρ0, grey) and for a
sequence of simulations with all collagen network parameters per age (ρage, black).
Relative collagen densities for panels (b), (d) and (f) are calculated with v: ρ1 =
vρcol, and ρ2 = (1− v)ρcol. Curves are labelled in the middle panels.
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8.3 Mechanical interactions in collagen network development
anisotropic collagen arrangement in this layer is supposedly caused by changes in col-
lagen fibril orientation, i.e. the bending of the arcs in the adult Benninghoff structure
(chapter 2). In chapters 3 and 4, we showed that perinatal animals also exhibit a retard-
ance valley near the articular surface, but this valley cannot be correlated to changes in
predominant collagen fibril orientation in these perinatal animals. The distance between
this valley and the articular surface is relatively constant throughout postnatal life (e.g.
figure 4.8c).
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Figure 8.6: Contour plots of predicted collagen densities [g/ml] as function of age and
depth for (a) – the predominant collagen network: ρ1 = vρcol, and (b) – the iso-
tropic collagen network: ρ2 = (1 − v)ρcol. Note that v is scaled with an arbitrary
constant and that this figure therefore illustrates spatial and temporal patterns. It
does not show an exact quantitative description of the amounts of collagen in the two
(theoretical) networks.
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Our results for v (figure 8.1c) indicate that despite the constant predominant collagen
fibril orientation in the top of the tissue (figure 8.1a), the transitional layer in perinatal
animals has a relatively weak anisotropic collagen arrangement. Figure 8.1c shows that
the level of anisotropy in this layer is highest at birth. Collagen densities also showed
a valley near the articular surface for the youngest animals (figure 8.1b). This valley
disappears in postnatal life, i.e. the increase in collagen densities exhibits a peak at
the position of the transitional layer. The anisotropy of the transitional layer decreases
between birth and maturity (figure 8.1c). This means that the collagen that is added
in this layer, is mostly used to reinforce the isotropic network, and less to reinforce the
predominant network. Figure 8.6 illustrates this: there is a distinct transitional layer
near the articular surface where collagen densities increase in the isotropic collagen
network (figure 8.6b), but not in the predominant network (figure 8.6a).
The simulations in chapter 7 suggested that the relatively weak anisotropy in the trans-
itional layer in adult animals: it aids in decreasing gradients in the mechanical state of
the upper half of the tissue. Krishnan et al. [203] noted that the depth-dependent com-
position and structure of AC do not result in a homogeneous mechanical state in the
tissue. Similar to our results (chapters 5 and 7), Krishnan et al. [203] instead find that
the main function of the depth-dependent composition and structure is to provide depth-
dependent mechanical behaviour. Of course, this primary function (depth-dependent
mechanical behaviour) of the depth-dependent composition and structure does not ex-
clude functional adaptations that avoid sharp gradients to occur in the mechanical state
of the tissue.
8.4 Modelling parameters and the superficial and
transitional layers
Our observations on the role of the weak anisotropy in the transitional layers concerns
1-D swelling only: we did not investigate transient or 2-D behaviour. The work in this
thesis is also unable to show a functional mechanical role for this transitional layer
in perinatal animals. Nor is it clear why the depth of this transitional layer appears
relatively constant in postnatal life. Our model choices for the geometry and loading
protocol, and the focus on the equilibrium response, are the most likely reasons for
not finding a obvious mechanical role for the transitional layer and its occurrence at a
particular depth.
We choose the confined compression geometry and equilibrium response for three
reasons: (1) it is the geometry and response for which it has been shown that the model
that we use can capture the depth-dependent material properties [357]; (2) it is the
preferred geometry and response for experiments that are explicitly meant to assess the
depth-dependent mechanical properties in cartilage [79, 193, 293, 349]. Experiments
with the unconfined compression geometry are generally used to investigate (in situ)
chondrocyte deformation, e.g. [69, 75, 80, 103, 359]; and (3) the unconfined compres-
sion geometry poses challenges: there will be edge effects, see e.g. [80, figure 1], that
should be dealt with in the analysis and interpretation, and the deformations will become
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8.4 Modelling parameters and the superficial and transitional layers
a function of both vertical and horizontal position. Since we wished specifically to invest-
igate the (1-D) depth-dependent material properties, this also hinders a straight forward
analysis of the results. We performed simulations with a 2-D unconfined compression
geometry for chapter 5 and used the symmetry axis for the analysis. Similar to Julkunen
et al. [170] who investigated the influence of composition and structure on the mech-
anical response of articular cartilage under different loading geometries, we observe
only small differences between confined and unconfined compression (not shown). The
phenomena and mechanisms that we describe remain valid: e.g. the depth-dependent
increase of fibril strains, increase in osmotic pressures, increase in HA(h), decrease in
swelling strains, etc. This 2-D analysis would not alter our conclusions and we feel that
the confined compression geometry is the most suitable geometry for the investigations
in this thesis.
The 1-D confined compression geometry and equilibrium response however, are not
very suitable for investigations into the mechanical role of the local collagen network
itself in the transitional and superficial layer. For instance, we hypothesised that orient-
ation of deep fibrils changes due to swelling strains (chapter 5), but we did not provide
an explanation for the absence of collagen fibril reorientation in the superficial layer.
The collagen fibrils in the superficial zone are predominantly oriented parallel to the
articular surface and therefore contribute little to the mechanical outcome in our 1-D
simulations (chapters 5 and 7). To investigate the mechanical function of these fibrils
and the functional significance of their predominant orientation, transverse strains must
be allowed. Likewise, AC has a function in the temporal distribution of (instantaneous)
mechanical loads, and the transient mechanical state (and its frequency and duration)
should be considered for investigations into the local role of the collagen fibril network.
Our simulations indicated that the deep tissue swells for a large range of physiological
strains (chapters 5 and 7). That swelling state remains in the transients between the
equilibria in our simulations, and remains also in our 2-D simulations (both not shown).
Therefore our hypothesis on the reason for collagen reorientation appears unaffected
by the 1-D and equilibrium limitations in this thesis, and these choices mostly affected
interpretation of the local role of the collagen network in the upper half tissue. Principle
tensile strains are a good predictor for collagen fibril orientation in a range of tissues
[14, 96, 97], including articular cartilage [17, 355]. The tensile strains for the superfi-
cial layer will be in the lateral direction when AC is subjected to compression, and this
may suffice to explain the predominant collagen fibril orientation in this layer. We fur-
ther note that, depending on the curvature and height of the tissue layer, swelling of AC
in 2-D may actually result in transverse strains at the articular surface. We estimated that
collagen densities increase in the predominant collagen network in the superficial zone
(figure 8.6), and this suggests that the predominant collagen fibrils have a functional
role that becomes more important in postnatal life. Finally, inclusion of transient beha-
viour may elucidate a role for fluid pressurisation and transport for the depth-dependent
mechanical state in the tissue, and thus for the mechanical function of the local collagen
network in the upper half of the tissue.
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8.5 Postnatal development of articular cartilage
8.5.1 A role for chondrocytes
The depth-dependent composition and structure of the ECM are developed and main-
tained by the chondrocytes. Our knowledge on what signals the chondrocytes to produce
a depth-dependent ECM composition and structure is still limited. What we do know, is
that the mechanical environment of the chondrocyte has an important role in this cell’s
functioning, e.g. [113, 126, 143, 182, 220, 222, 306, 315, 343, 359]. The mechanical
environment of adult chondrocytes e.g. correlates with local chondrocyte biosynthesis,
particularly with proteoglycan synthesis [23, 63, 222, 359], and experiments with cartil-
age explants and tissue-engineered cartilage have shown correlations between chondro-
cyte biosynthesis and the external mechanical loading regime [2, 45, 81, 129, 129, 278].
Transients in the mechanical state of the tissue comprise most of the physiological
loading regime of AC, and are important for AC maintenance [62, 64, 75, 143]. Two
mechanical parameters that are associated with transient behaviour and that affect chon-
drocyte biosynthesis are intermittent fluid pressures and fluid-induced shear stresses
[64, 164, 229, 306–308]. These two parameters (intermittent hydrostatic pressure and
shear stress) also have a role in regulating processes near the cartilage-bone junction
[33, 70, 71, 141, 275], i.e. they affect the advancement of the secondary ossification
front, and thus cartilage thickness.
With advances in our knowledge on the postnatal composition and structure of AC,
we will be better able to estimate the local mechanical state of chondrocytes during de-
velopment. We may then investigate correlations between the changes in composition
and structure that occur in postnatal development of AC and the postnatal changes in
mechanical environment of the chondrocytes. Multilevel finite element models are used
to investigate the mechanical state of (adult) chondrocytes themselves in the tissue, e.g.
[132, 172, 197, 198]. Observed changes in postnatal depth-dependent mechanical beha-
viour can be implemented into such multilevel models to further elucidate the postnatal
in situ mechanical state of the chondrocytes themselves.
8.5.2 Age matters
As Hyttinen et al. [159] remarked in relation to articular cartilage: age matters. Mature
AC has lost most of its neonatal remodelling capacity [94, 182, 220, 243]. The remod-
elling capacity of the collagen network is particularly limited in adult life [25, 31, 49,
106, 159, 159, 252, 289, 326, 340]. Deviations from the optimal collagen structure that
are present in early adulthood, will persist during the remaining life time. The post-
natal remodelling of AC is therefore an important process, of which especially postnatal
collagen network remodelling needs to succeed succeed before adulthood. Therefore,
investigations into mechanisms that drive postnatal collagen network remodelling are
certainly warranted.
Experiments have already shown that age also matters for the mechanical behaviour
in AC [57, 193, 343, 349]. The work in the current thesis stresses that age also matters
for investigations of composition-structure-function relationships in young AC [167, 193,
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349]. We showed e.g. that the developing predominant collagen fibril orientations may
have profound effects on the global mechanical behaviour of AC, and that knowledge on
the depth-dependent predominant collagen fibril orientation of the samples of interest is
thus necessary to investigate structure-function relationships. Correct interpretation of
structure-function relationships in young AC will be hindered when such knowledge is
absent [193, 349] or spatially not well resolved [167].
We finally call for caution when general (adult) mechanical mechanisms for AC are
validated with immature cartilage, e.g. [67]. The postnatal changes in composition and
structure of AC are substantial, and mechanical mechanisms and processes in young AC
may not be representative for adult life.
8.5.3 A role for animal models and healthy articular cartilage
The original motive to undertake the study presented in this thesis, is the large pre-
valence of developmental orthopaedic diseases (such as osteochondrosis) in horses. To
deepen our knowledge of pathologies in postnatal AC development, it is useful to know
how postnatal AC development proceeds in normal healthy individuals. Well-specified
postnatal equine AC proved difficult to obtain, and therefore we chose to work with a
(different) animal model. We chose the sheep in a trade-off between availability, growth
rate and size.
Animal models have played an important role for the research into postnatal AC de-
velopment. The effects of joint immobilisation [131, 189, 338, 339] and forced exercise
[11, 13, 28, 54, 134, 190, 207, 344, 345] e.g. have been investigated almost exclusively
in larger mammals such as dogs and horses. With these larger animals, the amount of
AC that can be used is an advantage, for instance for mechanical testing or spatial analy-
sis. Advances in genetics and cell biology over the past decades have made rats and
especially mice a very attractive animal model.
Mice with a mutation that disturbs the development of collagen fibrils in articular
cartilage [209, 253], for example may further elucidate the role of the collagen fib-
ril network in AC in general, and its role in postnatal AC development in particular.
Mice that e.g. lack skeletal muscle activity [122] can be helpful for the assessment of
the relevance of in utero joint loading for the perinatal AC composition and structure.
Composition-structure-function relationships in AC in which osmosis is impaired, would
be very interesting in the light of the results in this thesis.
Because of scaling effects, the results found in the small animal models cannot be
directly translated to the larger animals, and vice versa. The challenge we face now, is
to merge the knowledge and advantages from the larger animal model species, with the
knowledge and (molecular) advantages of the smaller model species. With better know-
ledge on normal healthy AC development and the contributions of the various relevant
processes that play a role, it will become easier to investigate and interpret complex AC
pathologies.
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8.5.4 Concluding remarks
We have a bright and exciting future ahead of us for the research into postnatal de-
velopment of AC. Further investigations into the spatial and temporal development of
AC composition (e.g. PG content, fluid content, FCD) will increase our ability to assess
composition-structure-function relationships in developing AC, and to assess the devel-
opment of functional depth-dependent mechanical properties in AC. Experiments with,
and (multilevel) finite elements of, immature AC can increase our knowledge on the
local mechanical environment of chondrocytes during development. Knowledge on the
postnatal development of the chondrocyte’s mechanical environment can be compared
with the spatial and temporal development of AC composition and structure in order
to elucidate correlations between mechanical parameters and ECM production. Fur-
ther investigations with animal models may prove very helpful for our knowledge on
composition-structure-function relationships in postnatal AC development.
In this thesis, we presented the first solid observation of a transitional layer in peri-
natal animals. We further noticed that the distance from the articular surface to this
transitional layer is one of the few parameters that is similar in perinatal and adult an-
imals. In our opinion, one of the exciting challenges for future research into postnatal
AC development is to elucidate the functional role of this transitional layer, and the
relevance of its position relative to the articular surface.
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From the fact that a child can hardly tickle itself, or in a much lesser degree than when
tickled by another person, it seems that the precise point to be touched must not be
known; so with the mind, something unexpected– a novel or incongruous idea which
breaks through an habitual train of thought– appears to he [sic] a strong element in
the ludicrous.
Charles Darwin [91]
Most human yawners are not rewarded with orgasms.
Robert R. Provine [277]
Summary
Articular cartilage (AC) is the thin layer of tissue that covers the ends of the bones in the
synovial joints in mammals. Functional adult AC has depth-dependent mechanical prop-
erties that are not yet present at birth. These depth-dependent mechanical properties in
adult life are the result of a depth-dependent composition and structure that develops
in postnatal life. Our knowledge on how postnatal AC remodelling proceeds, and how
the functional depth-dependent mechanical properties develop in postnatal life is still
limited.
In this thesis, we investigated the properties of the postnatal collagen network in
AC, and the contribution of postnatal collagen network remodelling to the adult depth-
dependent mechanical properties of AC. We used horses and (mostly) sheep as experi-
mental animals to obtain measurements on three parameters of the postnatal collagen
network (predominant collagen fibril orientation, collagen densities and collagen net-
work anisotropy). We used a composition-based finite element model for computational
analysis of the role of this collagen network in the postnatal development of depth-
dependent mechanical properties.
We first investigated how collagen structure in AC affects the parameters that are
measured by quantitative polarised light microscopy (qPLM), because qPLM is the most
popular technique to investigate properties of the collagen network in AC. We quan-
tified the contributions of the three collagen network parameters (orientation, density
and anisotropy) to the measured predominant fibril orientation and the measured total
tissue birefringence (retardance), and showed that collagen network anisotropy can be
quantified when the retardance from polarised light microscopy is corrected for collagen
densities.
In the study on horses, we investigated differences in predominant collagen orient-
ation for equine articular cartilage in stillborn and adult animals with scanning elec-
tron microscopy and quantitative polarised light microscopy (qPLM). In the study on
sheep, we first investigated the predominant collagen orientation in animals divided
over ten sample points between birth and maturity (72weeks) with qPLM. Both studies
confirmed the remark by Archer et al. [6] that the collagen fibrils in perinatal animals
lie predominantly parallel to the articular surface, and we confirmed and quantified the
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adult ‘Benninghoff’ structure in the mature animals in both studies. We further observed
a transitional layer with weak fibril anisotropy in the perinatal animals that is not cor-
related to changes in predominant collagen fibril orientation as in the adult Benninghoff
structure.
To investigate the contribution of collagen reorientation to the development of depth-
dependent mechanical properties, we implemented the results on postnatal predominant
collagen fibril orientation in the sheep in a composition-based finite element model. We
described the interactions between collagen orientation, free swelling strains, osmotic
pressures and effective AC stiffness in confined compression. Based on the results, we
hypothesised that collagen densities increase most in the deep tissue due to increased
collagen fibril strains that result from postnatal collagen fibril reorientation.
In sheep, we measured collagen densities with Fourier transform infrared micro-spec-
troscopy. Collagen density increased in postnatal life, and they increased most in the
deep tissue (near the bone), which supported our earlier hypothesis. Perinatal animals
showed a valley in collagen densities near the articular surface, i.e. at the position of
the transitional layer. We showed that this valley disappears in early postnatal life. We
corrected the qPLM retardance from our sheep data with the collagen densities from the
sheep data to assess collagen network anisotropy. The results showed that anisotropy is
relatively constant in the deep tissue, and that anisotropy is stronger in the transitional
layer of perinatal animals compared with the transitional layer of adult animals.
To investigate interactions in postnatal collagen network remodelling, we implemen-
ted the three collagen network parameters (orientation, density and anisotropy) that we
obtained from the sheep in the finite element model. Based on the results, we sugges-
ted different functional roles for the three collagen network parameters: collagen fibril
reorientation contributes most to the development of depth-dependent mechanical prop-
erties, collagen density increases appear to equalise collagen fibril strains, and the weak
anisotropy in the transitional layer appears to smooth gradients in the mechanical state
of the tissue in adult animals.
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Om alleen wetenschap te bedrijven voor het praktische nut is het ontzielen van de
wetenschap.
Malba Tahan [316]
Samenvatting
Articulair kraakbeen (AK) is de dunne laag weefsel die het einde van de botten bekleedt
in de synoviale gewrichten in zoogdieren. Functioneel volwassen AK heeft diepteafhan-
kelijke mechanische eigenschappen die nog niet aanwezig zijn bij de geboorte. Deze
diepteafhankelijke mechanische eigenschappen in volwassen dieren zijn het resultaat
van een diepteafhankelijke compositie en structuur die zich ontwikkelt in de postnatale
periode. Onze kennis over hoe de postnatale remodellering in AK verloopt, en over hoe
de diepteafhankelijke mechanische eigenschappen ontwikkelen, is beperkt.
In dit proefschrift hebben we de eigenschappen onderzocht van het postnatale col-
lageennetwerk, evenals de contributie van postnatale collageennetwerk remodellering
aan de ontwikkeling van diepteafhankelijke mechanische eigenschappen in volwassen
AK. We hebben paarden en (voornamelijk) schapen gebruikt in dierexperimenten om
drie parameters van het postnatale collageennetwerk te meten (voorkeursrichting van
de collageenvezels, collageendichtheden en collageennetwerkanisotropie). We hebben
een eindige elementen model gebruikt dat rekening houdt met de compositie en struc-
tuur van AK voor numerieke analyses van de rol van het postnatale collageennetwerk
voor de ontwikkeling van diepteafhankelijke mechanische eigenschappen.
We hebben eerst onderzocht hoe de collageenstructuur in AK de parameters beïn-
vloedt die gemeten worden met kwantitatieve gepolariseerd licht microscopie (kPLM),
omdat kPLM de meest populaire techniek is voor onderzoek naar de eigenschappen van
het collageennetwerk in AK. We hebben de bijdragen gekwantificeerd van de drie col-
lageennetwerkparameters (orientatie, dichtheid en anisotropie) aan de gemeten voor-
keursrichting en totale weefsel dubbelbrekendheid (retardatie). We laten zien dat col-
lageennetwerkanisotropie gekwantificeerd kan worden wanneer the retardatie uit kPLM
gecorrigeerd wordt voor collageendichtheden.
In de studie met paarden hebben we verschillen onderzocht in voorkeursrichting van
de collageenvezels in doodgeboren en volwassen dieren met scanning elektronenmicro-
scopie en kPLM. In de studie met schapen hebben we eerst de voorkeursrichting van de
collageenvezels onderzocht in dieren die waren verdeeld over 10 samplepunten tussen
geboorte en volwassenheid (72weken) met kPLM. Beide studies bevestigde de opmer-
king door Archer et al. [6] dat in perinataal AK de voorkeursrichting van de collageen-
vezels parallel is aan het kraakbeenoppervlak, en we bevestigde en kwantificeerde de
‘Benninghoff’-structuur in de volwassen dieren in beide studies. Daarnaast zagen we
een transitionele laag met zwakke collageenvezel anisotropie in de perinatale dieren die
niet is gecorreleerd met veranderingen in voorkeursrichting van de collageenvezels zoals
in de volwassen Benninghoffstructuur.
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Samenvatting
Om de bijdrage te onderzoeken van collageenvezelreoriëntatie aan de ontwikkeling
van diepteafhankelijke mechanische eigenschappen, hebben we de resultaten voor de
postnatale voorkeursrichting van collageenvezels in de schapen geïmplementeerd in het
eindige elementen model. We hebben de interacties onderzocht tussen collageenvezelo-
riëntatie, zwelrekken, osmotische drukken en effectieve AK stijfheid in 1-D compressie.
Op basis van de resultaten formuleerde we de hypothese we dat collageendichtheden
het meest zullen toenemen in de buurt van het bot vanwege de toegenomen vezelrekken
tengevolge van de postnatale collageenvezelreoriëntatie.
In de schapen hebben we collageendichtheden gemeten met Fourier transformatie
infrarood microspectroscopie. Collageendichtheden nemen toe in de postnatale periode
en ze nemen het meest toe in de buurt van het bot hetgeen onze eerdere hypothese
bevestigd. In perinatale dieren vonden we een vallei in collageendichtheden in de buurt
van het kraakbeenoppervlak op de positie van de transitionele laag. We hebben laten
zien dat deze vallei verdwijnt in de vroege postnatale periode. We hebben de kPLM-data
voor retardaties gecorrigeerd voor collageendichtheden om collageennetwerkanisotropie
te bepalen. De resultaten lieten zien dat anisotropie relatief constant is in de diepere
lagen van het weefsel, en dat anisotropie sterker is in de transitionele laag in perinataal
AK dan in de transitionele laag in volwassen AK.
Om interacties in de postnatale collageenvezelnetwerk remodellering te onderzoeken
hebben we de drie parameters voor het collageenvezelnetwerk (oriëntatie, dichtheden
en anisotropie) die we gevonden hebben in de schapen geïmplementeerd in het ein-
dige elementen model. Op basis van de resultaten hebben we verschillende functionele
rollen voorgesteld voor de drie parameters voor het collageenvezelnetwerk: collageen-
vezelreoriëntatie levert de grootste bijdrage aan de ontwikkeling van diepteafhankelijke
mechanische eigenschappen; de toename in collageendichtheden lijkt collageenvezel-
rekken te nivelleren; en de zwakke anisotropie in de transitionele laag lijkt gradiënten
in de mechanische toestand van het weefsel af te vlakken in de volwassen dieren.
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You make me so very happy, I’m so glad you came into my life
Alton Ellis [101]
Dankwoord
Beste Johan. Op weg naar mijn sollicitatie bij EZO (april 2005) las ik weinig lovende
dingen over Wageningen Universiteit: er was net een college ‘praten met bomen’ gestart.
Au. Gelukkig werd me tijdens ons gesprek indertijd erg snel duidelijk dat dat bericht niet
bepaald representatief was voor de WUR. Integendeel, en tot mijn grote vreugde. Ik heb
je leren kennen als iemand met een groot hart voor de wetenschap, die oprecht boos kan
worden als er tegen de regels van de kunst wordt gezondigd. Je liefde voor de biologie
is gruwelijk aanstekelijk. Ik heb ontzettende bewondering voor je respect voor (goede)
argumenten en voor je toewijding aan je AIOs: die is groot en reikt veel, veel, verder
dan de (nood)zakelijke promotor-AIO-relatie. Johan, het was een eer en verrijking om
bij je te mogen promoveren. Ik zou het zo weer doen!
Kees, bedankt voor je begeleiding aan het begin van mijn aanstelling. Het is jammer
dat je afscheid moest nemen voor het echt leuk begon te worden, maar dat laat onverlet
dat we samen veel plezier gehad hebben. Je hebt een enorm oog voor detaıl en daar heb
ik zeker van geprofiteerd. Ik wil je bedanken voor je tijd, humor en vertrouwen in die
eerste periode van mijn aanstelling. Ze hebben zeker bijgedragen aan het volbrengen
van dit project.
Sander, je nam de begeleiding over toen Kees’ aanstelling eindigde en ik heb bijzon-
der veel aan je gehad. Je inbreng in onze wetenschappelijke discussies was (is) van
grote waarde. Alsjeblieft, blijf me tergen met vragen als de uitleg van deze technische
ingenieur niet afdoende lijkt voor ‘een biologenpubliek’; en al helemaal als het lijkt dat
de uitleg niet het volledige verhaal dekt of gewoon onjuist is. Ik vind dat belangrijk
en heb het zeer gewaardeerd, ondanks mijn misschien soms norse reactie. Ik kan me
verder maar met de uiterste inspanning onttrekken aan het idee dat het ook wel tussen
ons geboterd had als je me niet had hoeven begeleiden (getuige je hulp bij onze ver-
huizing, bijvoorbeeld). En ik was niet van plan die inspanning te gaan leveren, wat jij?
Dankjewel!
Henk! Rododendron, wat heb je een hoop werk voor me verzet. Je staat rotsvast op
een tweede plaats in mijn lijstje ‘meest behulpzame mensen die ik ken’. Iedereen kan bij
jou onaangekondigd binnenlopen, je storen, en dan toch nog rekenen op je aandacht en
tijd. Dat je nog zoveel werk voor me hebt weten te verzetten mag bijna een wonder heten
als ik bedenk hoe vaak ik je zelf ben komen storen. Je was natuurlijk ook van onschatbare
waarde voor me vanwege je inbreng van je histologische kennis en, bijvoorbeeld, die
slordige 3000 coupes van 7µm. En als ik afleiding nodig had, kon ik ook nog eens
(onaangekondigd, storend) binnenlopen voor een praatje. Mijn verwachtingen om nog
eens met zo’n analist te mogen werken zijn eerlijk gezegd matig- tot laaggespannen. Ik
ben daarom nu al plannen aan het smeden om de komende twee jaar een soort van
samenwerking in stand te houden. Ik zie er nu al naar uit!
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Dankwoord
Een eerbetoon aan Henk –de duizendpoot– Schipper
Waarde collegae bij EZO, en bij ‘onze vrienden van het CBI’. Jullie werk is inspire-
rend, jullie hulp is hartelijk, jullie collegialiteit, humor en gezelligheid worden bijzonder
gewaardeerd, en jullie praten raar met een eigenaardige ‘g’. Dat laatste is niet erg. Ik
hoor dat de laatste tijd ook steeds vaker over mezelf. Carla, het organiseren van De
Labuitje2006 (en de nasleep) ontaarde in een hoop plezier, voor ons. Dankjewel! David,
het was goed om een Delftse collega te hebben, in het bijzonder binnen WIAS. Arie, je
lessen Mens en Dierkunde waren (zijn) uit de kunst! Toen ik nog uit Eindhoven moest
komen, stond er steevast bij aankomst op Zodiac verse, echte, koffie klaar. Onovertrof-
fen! Ik wil de mensen die daar voor verantwoordelijk waren (Adri, Trudi en Anja, gok
ik) van harte bedanken. Mees en Kier, hartelijke dank voor de tijd en moeite die jullie in
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Dankwoord
de belastingsopstelling hebben gestoken. Eric, ook bedankt voor het werk aan de belas-
tingsopstelling; en voor de ‘kleine’ klusjes die je voor ons hebt gedaan (waar je altijd over
meedacht). John en Karen, bedankt voor jullie lessen en hulp in het kweeklab. Staat
niet bijzonder veel van in dit proefschrift, maar ik vond het leuk. Jos, het was een ge-
noegen om in je laatste drie weken bij EZO nog even voor 100% van je (legendarische)
hulpvaardigheid en ervaring gebruik te kunnen maken, en je hout brandt uitstekend!
Mijn kamergenoten over de afgelopen vijf jaar (Igor, Kees, Patricia, Ansa en Maurijn)
verdienen niets dan lof: ik mocht van jullie mijn eigen muziek draaien. Van Annemarie
mocht ik zelfs meezingen. Irie!
Beste studenten, geachte dames: Anouk, Merel, Noëlle, Monique, Miriam, Lisette,
Marit, Anneke en Alex. Bedankt voor jullie bijdragen aan, en enthousiasme voor, ons
onderzoek. Dat geldt natuurlijk ook voor Marcel, hoewel hij noch een dame, noch een
student ‘van mij’ is. Ik wens jullie veel succes en plezier met het afronden van jullie
studie en het vervolg van jullie carrière. Ansa, Patricia, Maurijn, Sebastian en Wijbrand,
veel succes met het afronden van jullie promotie. Jullie zijn bij EZO in uitstekende
handen. Sebastian, welkom bij EZO (jouw ‘g’ is trouwens bij verre de beste van de hele
leerstoelgroep)! Ansa, vergeet je niet je visjes te verzorgen voor me? En Annemarie,
(verdorie, das twee keer!), pas je een beetje goed op Johan voor me?
Hartelijke dank aan Barend en Han, en de rest van de Organische Chemie groep. Ik
heb me zeer welkom gevoeld tijdens mijn metingen bij jullie. Barend en Han natuurlijk
ook bedankt voor jullie concrete bijdrage aan hoofdstuk 6. Ik vond het een fijne samen-
werking. Bedank ook de ‘geheime commissie’ die me vereerde met een stukje in het
Sinterklaasgedicht. Erg treffend! Harry, bedankt voor je ondersteuning (en de koffie)
bij de leerstoelgroep Fysica en Fysische Chemie van Levensmiddelen. Ik vond het leuk
bij jullie en bij de reometer, hoewel ook die proeven het proefschrift niet hebben ge-
haald. Ries, Willem, Wim, Andre, Antoinette en andere collegae bij het proefdierbedrijf,
hartelijke dank voor jullie goede zorgen voor onze schaapjes, jullie bijdragen aan een
goed verloop van onze dierproeven, en jullie oprechte interesse voor het verloop van het
onderzoek.
Verder niets dan goeds voor m’n vrienden buiten de universitaire wereld (jullie weten
wel: Suurland, AOR, Boschdijk, Hajraa, Gewis, St. Paulus Lyceum. . . ). Altijd goed om
jullie in de buurt te kunnen hebben als ik even niet aan kraakbeen dacht.
Mijn ouders, Jan en Servien, zijn de reden dat Henk zich zal moeten verzoenen met
een tweede plaats. Bedankt voor jullie steun en hulp en begrip en etentjes en gastvrij-,
gul-, oprecht- en hartelijkheid en die dingen die wij in onze familie zo vanzelfsprekend
vinden.
Maar voor alles, dank ik Elles, voor alles. ‘Je maakt me zo ontzettend gelukkig, ik ben zo
blij dat je in mijn leven bent gekomen.’ Samen 80 duurt gelukkig nog heel lang!
Beste mensen,
“Houdoe, bedankt en blijf wakker!” [65]
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On your way up be good to those people you met, ’ca ya gonna meet the same people
deh on your way going down
Prince Far I [160]
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The cover shows a sketch of the Lego Enhanced General Orientation (LEGO) device.
This LEGO device was indeed used for experiments for chapter 2 (results not shown).
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Here, here I come again
Have no fear, for it is only I
Dennis Brown [58]
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Mark does not love to write about himself in the third-person singular form. He does
love Elles, science, and (Jamaican) music.
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